
Mr. Joe DaVia, Program Manager 

9969 Lake Landing Rd. 
Montgomery Villa.~., Md. 
April 3, 2008 

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District 
10 S. Howard Street 

20886 

Baltimore , Md. 21201 RE 1 M-83 (Mid-County Corridor Study) 
Alternative Analysis 

Dear Mr. DaVia 1 

We understand the County is meeting with you regulators to present their 
"summary" of the public comments on proposed alterna.tives for M~83 (Mid-County 
Corridor) study the week of April 6, 2008. 

We were quite concerned with the paucity and inconsistent quality of the 
information they produced for the Dec. 2007 "Public Workshop" 1 For example they showed 
no streams, lakes, schools, parkland, churches, wetlands, etc. on the maps distributed, 
which deprived residents of a context (like is there a school near a given alternative 
-- like Wl'ttkins Mill Elementary on Alterna.tive #9?) (See glossy handout, attached) 

They l'tlso improvised median widths, road widths (~ing everything could be 
changed potentiRlly?,etc.},mostly at variance with general' County Master Plan specs 
for these roads. Using this hypothetical information they then attempted to improvise 
how much wetland, private property, farmland, etc. would be taken • The result was 
speculation, at many times acres different than general Master Plan requirements 
would be for their various alternatives, generally making all the County Master Plans 
a moving target -- or not. 

In addition, even when we obtained a large detailed map, they failed to include 
Dayspring Church Silent Retreat in Germantown (See Section (j) final page map) which 
will be seriously impacted by Alternatives 11, 9, 8, 7, and 'b. ( This religious 
retreat comprises about 200 acresl). The larger map also fails to note 130 acres of 
the County's ··Vaunted Agricultural Reserve will be lost (re-zoned) which hasn't happen
ed in its 30 plus years of existence (again, see Section (j)ma.p as noted above). 
Finally no mention is made of particularly vulnerable areas like Wildcat Branch, a 
Class III trout reprocucing stream which will be destroyed with Alternatives 11, 9, 
8,7,6 option A 'a). These are just some of the ·.·omissions. 

We are thus sending you our comments on their analysis (which has not been 
made available to the public yet) as we are told they aren't planning to send 
original citizen letters unless you ask for them, and we, of course, have no idea 
how they will present their synopsis of the public comments. We do know they have 
had an existing bias FOR the over 40 yr. old Master Plan*alignment since the 80's 
and have previously deliberately skewed "alternative analysis" to that end. 

As ,re .understand you will be further deciding on alternatives to be retained 
for further study, it is very important you know as much as possible as there is no:;. 
further public meeting scheduled before such a decision is made. 

Please take a moment to review this material if you will -- It is truly vital 
you have as complete information as possible. It is divided into three basic sections--

*Alt. #9 MORE 
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Wilder, Jane Ann S. April J, 2008 

The sections incluieaQ) cover letter with general critique of the whole process 
incluiing falsification of Project History (see glossy handout, as above), irrelevancies 
am inconsistencies of Purpose am Need stuiy with particular reference to the. unsub
stancial· Ce.sis and wrong-headed concept of"Quality of Life"., You will note (1), Enc. A, 
an analysis by South Village Homes Corp. President, Mark Firley (an~ Information 
Technology Archi teet at IBM), : ·. on flaws in methodology and modeling in the 
Purpose and Need study. The point generally is to request that the Purpose and Need 
Stuiy be "revisite$". Arii m Enc. B, a paper by emminent acientists and health care 
professionals describing the dangers of locating a ;ajor highway within 500' of an 
elementary school• ® Our organization's (Citizens to Save South Valley Park am 
Whetstone Run) choice of alternatives• amd> 19 key questions regarding the project, 
most of which were never adequately answered by the County in public forums or 
otherwise, 

We also have complete supporting information like Regulatory-reports from 1989, 
the Corps of Engineers' ;"kick out" letter from 1990 of the Permit request, a transcript 
of the County Council's unanimous rejection of the project in 1992, am the Planning 
Board's intention to take it out of the Master Plan in 2002, etc. 

") 

we· hope to send some of this information under sepazlte cover, and please feel 
free to contact us with any further questions or need for additional information. 

Thank you very much for your conscientious attention to this information which 
is so vi tal to so many citizens: 

y yours, ~ d ) 

~s~w~ 
n s. Wilder 

t to Save South Valley Park 
am Whetstone Run 

.301 208-1828 

Encls. 
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Mr. Greg Hwang, Project Manager 
Division of Capital Development 
Mont. County Md. 
101 Monroe St. 
Rockville , Mel • 208.50 

Dear Mr. Hwang 1 -

9969 lake laming Rd. 
Mont. Village, Mi. 20886 
March 7, 2008 

REa Mid-County Corridor· Stuly (M-83) 
Alternative Analysis, Purpose am Need, 
etc. 

By FAXa240 777-7277 

The late County Exec.Aide, Gubernatorial Aide,-and Planning Board CoiiUilissioner, 
Gene Lynch,called the M-83 Master Plan route study of the late 80'sa 

"A conclusion in search of a research". 

(]) 

In other words, the DPWT ~nows what they want -- the Master Plan M-83 alignment (#9) -
and their Alternative Analysis,and Purpose ani Need study (previously done), show 
they will do anything, fabricate anything to get it, including exclusion of key facts 
(like location of schools, streams, parkland, churchs, etc.), marginalizing or failing 
to meaningfully include viable alternatives (even when the Corps of Engineers has 
purposely told them to do so like the Corridor Cities Transit), ani p:rejudicially 
and virtually eleminating key alternatives before the public has had a chance to view 
them (like selecting 5 out of the proposed ll,apriori, an4 without public input),· 
and contaminating virtually all those except the Master P~ route, #9 through the 
"poison pill'' technique. This includes adding some devaatingly neg,...aitiVe faqtors. 
(almost always new, non ~ Master Plan, or out of whole cloth one$>to make them 
una.ccepta ble and often outrageous on their face 1 i. e • , putting a 16' median on Brink, 
Wightman, Snouffer School, Muncaster Mill Rds (#10) when the Master Plan right-of-way 
has been dedicated at only 80', 4-lanes for years, thus necessitating the taking of 
private property, unnecessary environmental invasion, etc. 

Project Historya The first example of this disingenuous technique is on the 
second page of their publicly disseminated Public Workshop document of 12/12/07 
when they seriously misstate the Project History! 

One would have no idea from this disingenuous entry that the County went full 
tilt to construct this project in the middle 80's when it first appeared in the CIP 
(budget) in 1986 with construction targeted for 1991 and completion in 1992 -- and 
it went down in flames!! Wetland destruction permits were applied for in Nov. 1988 
(the route, of course, was haphazardly put on the sacred "Master Plan" in the 1960's 
before the Clean Water Act and the value of these cradles of life were known) from 
the Corps of Engineers, EPA, Fish and Wildlife Service, Md, Dept. of the Environment, 
am Dept of Natural Resources. A massive negative public opinion letter response 
insued (the Corps calling our letters the best technical .letters they had ever received). 
The result? Negative comments from all the Regulatory Agencies. 
Failing to get permits and facing a recession, the County Executive Sid Kramer (a road 
supporter) removed the project from the budget in 1989. . · 

The Transportation Dept. (now DPWT)still tried to kee~ the project alive (there 
is an analogy here to the "undead" which will be noted later) 1 but the Corps of Engineers 
returned their permit request in Jan. 1990. In 1992 when a previously fumed massive 
study of the road was presented to the County Council (the previous pro-development 
Council and Executive had been voted out of office) they voted unanimously against itll 

MORE 

*Chief of Staff under 1ti. Governor Parris Glendenning 
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Wilder, Jare Ann S, March 7, 2008 

In the late 90's, a Transportation Policy Report group (TPR) was instituted 
composed of a cross section of the public, developers, business· interests, etc, 
to evaluate all roads in the Master Plan as to viability (the group was heavily weighted 
with deve-lopment interests, however). The Group met several times a month for about 
3 years. In the end their massive report recommended against M-83 for its negative 
environmental and community impacts (although supporting such projects as the ICC). 
In 2002 their report went to the the Park and Planning Commission which agreeda 

••The comments at the public forums and review of the environmental and 
a~mmunity constraints on extending Midcount~ Highway from its current 
terminus at Montgomery Village Ave. (MD 124) to Md. 27 have convinced the 
Board that this section is not feasible to construct. It·is reluctantly 
recommended that this be deleted from the Master Plans •••• However, 
this action must be accompanied by an update to the land use sections 
of the Clarksburg and Germantown Master Plans by reducing the total 
develop~fit levels to be commensurate with what the reduced roadway net
work would support," 

You'll notice none of this negative information is included in the Project 
History, or the final Purpose and Need study. It's like just everyone loves this roadll 

The only reason it rose from the dead like a money, life-sucking vampire was 
the "Go Montgomery" program organized by then County Executive Doug Duncan (who had 
promised before his election that he would not pursue it??) and the Pro-development 
County Council he sponsored and heavily financed who caused it to be funded for 
early "facility planning" in 2003 for a study beginning in 2004. Their first attempt 
at a ••purpose and Need" phase fell flat when the Corps of Engineers proclaimed it 
"inadequate" in Oct. 2005 and they had to start over. 

Purpose and Need+ 

I, in the last two days, received copies of the state studies that claim 
that "accident data on Route 35.5 exceeds statewide accide.nts on similar roads•• 
unier my FOIA request of Js.n. 28 so I have not had extensive time to study it. 
I would thus point out only a couple of observations hopefully supplementing them 
later. 

1. The only 2 studies out of 12 that were done were done before the Purpose 
and Need study was completed in Jan. 2007a(A) Route 3.5.5 from 124 to 121 --(7.47 miles) 
and (B) Md. 3.5.5 to Brink Road -- ( • .54 miles) -- These dated May 9, 2006. All the 
other studies were done 'fjjr the Purpose and Need study was completed and approved, 
later in 2007; e. g.; 3 20 07, 8/24/07, etc.?? 

2. In study A and B the overwhelming cause of accidents was "failure to give 
full attention" and 2nd "failure to yield right-of-way" (I am excluding 11 other or 
unknown causes 11 for obv,ious reasons.) 

MORE 
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Wtl.der, Jar.e Ann S. March 7, 2008 

Why would one expect building a new 6 lane highway within less than . 1/2 mile 
of this highway affect either of these causes? I I Wouldn't remedies like ":lystem 
management/Travel Demam Ma.nagement"and technical imprr>vements as in Alt. #2 or 
Intersection Improvement on 355 as in Alt. 115 improve these rider caused not 
.£!?.&!! caused problerls?ll Also, what about driver education or restrictions On distractions 
like cell phones and text messaging? 

I include a preliminary study using traffic models recently obtained by South 
Village Homes Pres • Mark Fir ley which criticizes the County's Purpose and Need 
Stuiy Models and illustrates the value of high ~ch features like intersection 
improvement innovations which can greatly improve traffic flow in high density 
areas. He notes the application of queueing theory in New York which resulted in 
a 12 percent increase in overall capacity of the Lincoln tunnel simply by re-timing 
traffic lights feeding and receiving tunnel traffic. (Section (n Enc. A ) 
This ,!! the 21st Century and this kind of thinking is what we need. 

Quality of Life t The q ua.li ty of life argument is a joke • The idea that you 
take out an entire ecosystem producing beauty, peace, animal habitat, clean air and 
water and replace it with a minimal decrease (at best) in commuting time is an 
improvement in the Quality of Life is ludicrous. Maybe it might be an "improvement" for: 
people in Hagerstown, but we ·, in Montgomery County aren't paying for roads in 
Hagerstown or living there. Saving ANY time and coming home to a wasteland as we 
would be in Montgomery County if M-83 is bull t is an insult and sets us back 60 years 
in the area of understanding the importance of the environment. Did you know, for 
example that one acre of trees uses up 20 tons of C02 per year and emits enough 02 
to sustain 1,000 people?l I How much does oxygen contribute to your"qua.lity of life"? 
And how much does carbon dioxide harm it --, have you heard of global warming, and 
car emmission produced astJ!tma, particularly in vulnerable young children?? (See Secti:on 
Q) , Enc. B ) 

And why wasn't the public allowed to comment on this Purpose and Need study 
before the fact? You knew you had to do it all over in Oct. 2005 when the Corps of 
Engineers advised you of the same and the public meeting had been in 2004. Then you 
wouldn't release it until April 2007 on a fluke when you were well into the Alternative 
Analysis. What are you trying to hide? I I 

We thus feel that the above observations constitute "change" in project conditions 
sufficient to justify revisiting previous project steps as noted in the Concurrence 
Form, specifically, the Purpose and Need study. 

Encls. 
cc 1 Couty Executive Ike Leggett 

( 

S~re__:_: ~>:-W~ 
J~~nn S, Wilder 
Citizens to Save South Valley Park 

and Whetstone Run 
301 208-1828 



A First Editorial Comment on The Purpose and Needs Study 

When reading the study, it is well to keep in mind that a great many mathematical 
symbols on a page and fancy charts should not be seen as a substitute for a rigorous 
understanding of the requirements or respect for the development process. None of the 
information that would be required to evaluate the soundness of the outcome has been 
provided. The nature of such key information as: 

• the models used 
• the assumptions about what constitute critical service levels by volume 
• the assumptions about interarrival time of traffic 
• the assumptions and/or metrics used to produce the specific mathematical model 

., ~ 

(for example, the difference between two different mathematical formulae used to 
express waiting time can result in as much as a ten percent difference)n service) 

Indeed, its very absence speaks volumes. 

Perhaps there are good reasons why information critical to understanding the reports was 
left out of the public documents. Perhaps there are adequate background materials. But 
we cannot know on the basis of the material here. We will be undertaking analyses using 
a scientific discipline known as "queueing theory" to cross check the presented results. 

What is queueing theory? It's a science of how lines and servers (like toll booths and 
intersections) work. An entire road network is only as good as its least-well performing 
intersection. In New York, application of queueing theory principles to traffic flow 
management resulted in a 12 percent increas~ i~y~I]l_l!capacity of the Lincoln tunnel 
simply by re-timing traffic lights feeding andreceiving tunnel traffic. And that was done 
at zero construction cost. Zero. 1 From what we can tell, a similar analysis has not been 
performed for any of the alternatives listed. That kind of omission is very worrying. 

We appear bent on constructing the Montgomery County equivalent of "the Big Dig" 
without any of the benefits. 

1 The work of Dr. Dcnos Gazis, IBM Research, Yorktown Heights, New York, Cited at: 
http://www .pasha. net/ibm workers un ite/l!azisatibm.html 
See also: 
Doganata, Y. N., Gazis, Denos C.. and Tantawi, A. N .. "The SWIFf System Architecture", 2nd ITS World 

Congress, Yokohoma, Japan, November, 1995. 
Doganata, Y. N., Gazis. Denos C., and Tantawi, A. N., "SWIFf Communication Modeling and Analysis", 

2nd ITS World Congress. Yokohoma, Japan. November. 1995 
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Comments on the 

"Purpose and Need: Midcounty Corridor Study, Project 509337, January 2007'' 

Mark J. Firley 
South Village Homes Corporation 

I have undertaken some brief analysis of the document and share my findings below. 

To summarize: · 

I. The document fails to meet basic standards of transparency regarding its technical 
underpinnings. Models, inputs and assumptions are undocumented. Outputs are 
presented without context or explanation that would establish their credibility. 

2. The document fails to employ consistent, quantifiable methods in conducting 
what it purports are ~studies between the alternatives. From a management 
or operations researc perspective, the "trade studies" are at a level that can fairly 
be called an expression of d~~. rather than the result of analysis and evaluation. 

3. The document fails to rigorously quantify identified costs or even fully enumerate 
(let alone quantify) benefits: 

a. The differential travel time improvements are unclear and poorly 
quantified. And this assumes that travel time is the only d~_~i.fk.LatY:!Jl· 

b. Secondary benefits due to reduced travel time are not quantified 
c. Pri~ts estimates are missing key items required for evaluation 
d. Secondary costs and effects are either not quantified or estimated using no 

more that what County planners admitted were merely "subjective" 
standards; that were not mathematically or statistically "reproducible~';'·-

4. The document fails to estimate key seco_ndary. illects normally included by 
transportation planners, and demonstrated to be key elements to successful 
planning. 

5. The document appears to present a number of reasonable alternatives for 
consideration which are, upon closer inspection, either relatively minor changes to 
the original proposal (the so-called "Master Plan" route) or contain provisions that 
introduce fatal flaws in the alternatives. 

6. The document advocates a restricted set of the so-called "alternatives" be retained 
for further study. fThese alternatives do not correspond in any way with the 
expressed preferences of the communities most affected by the constructionj 

7. The document ignores several critical historical facts, including prior rejection of 
the "Master Plan Route" by both County officials and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. 

8. The document fails to include in any rigorous or demonstrable way, the effects of 
larger determinants upon capacity requirements. These factors include: ~ 

a. The damaging effect of encouragin'g vehicle use against a background of 
increasing concern with environmental damage associated with 
greenhouse gas emission and long-term elevation of fuel prices. 

b. The effect of federal and private initiatives designed to encourage remote 
work and telecommuting. 

E/Lc.l+ 



c. The effect of offsetting vehicular travel requirements with alternative 
surface transit options (including, but not limited to, the so-called 
"Corridor Cities" transit project). 

d. The potential effect of widening the study area to include several less 
costly and damaging alternatives to be considered. This was previously 
recommended by the Corps of Engineers. 

e. The effect of zoning and land use planning changes to reduce the 
requirement for, and damaging results of, the proposed route. 1 

On basis of these facts, the credibility of the Purpose and Need document is so much in 
question that its conclusions cannot be trusted, and I recommend that the County take the 
following actions: 

1. To immediately withdraw the Purpose and Need document in its current form 
2. To begin the process of evaluation from the beginning using open, transparent, 

and standards-based methods, which give both the communities affected and the 
taxpayers of the county a reasonable expectation that their monies will be well 
spent. 

3. To include the communities most affected in the evaluation of alternatives, 
without precondition. 

4. To begin construction of a plan that is realistic, standards-based, transparent, and 
addresses the effects not just of permissive policy, but of intelligent development 
policy. 

I would be less than fair if I did not acknowledge that one must approach the problem the 
county has created for itself with sympathy, as our addiction to development to finance 
ever more ambitious spending plans creates not a "borrow and spend" mentality, but a 
"pave and tax" feedback loop that ultimately will destroy the qualities which make the 
County a desirable place for residents and businesses. 

However, that "bind" cannot be allowed to serve as the basis for a plan that has at least as 
much potential to be: 

• Expensive 
• Environmentally damaging and 
• Ineffective 

and which, on the basis of the instant document, cannot be reasonahly expected to 
deliver benefits to the citizens of the County. 

1 A subtext of the proposal seems to be that having created a problem that reached the dimensions of a 
public scandal with zoning and planning mis-steps in a specific region of mid-county, the only ··way out" is 
to allow higher density and more sprawl to create a background against which the failure will be less 
conspicuous. This is hardly the quality of thought and planning we expect or deserve from our County 
leadership. 



If this plan proceeds in anything like the form so heavily favored by current staff, our 
communities will have no choice but to exercise the sanction of using otitic 
accountability to reassert responsibility over a group of unaccounta e an questionably 

.--- ----competent) w~:mld-be technocrarsronamoK. 

(f) 
eVK-A , 



March 4, 2005 

To: Montgomery County Department of Public Works and Transportauoii (DPWT) 
Attn.: Ms. Jeri Cauthorn, M-83 Study Manager 
c.c.: Dan Hardy, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 

Ki Kim, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 
Fr: G.A.S.P. (Getting Air Standards Prioritized, an M-83 ad hoc study group of 

scientists and health-care professionals 
Re: Health Risks Associated with Proposed M-83 's Proximity to 

Watkins Mill Elementary School (northern Gaithersburg) 

This letter is an appeal by scientists and health-care professionals to Montgomery County 
authorities to sufficiently distance the proposed M-83 highway from the Watkins Mill 
Elementary School to avoi4 respiratory damage to the school's students, faculty, and staff 
caused by M-83 traffic. The letter was prepared by the signatories on behalf of 
themselves and for organizations of communities near the school who are showing their 
support by their individual letters. 

Proposed M-83 in Brief 

M-83 (the "M" stands for Major) is a proposed extension ofMidcounty Highway from its 
existing terminus at Montgomery Village Avenue to Route 27, and Middlebrook Road 
from Route 355 to M-83, for a combined length of approximately 6 miles. Near Route 27 
M-83 would connect to a future extension (called A-305) to Clarksburg. 

Prior to its current study (in process), M-83 has been proposed as a 6-lane divided 
highway within a 150-foot right-of-way. The last study ofM-83 (1992) anticipated 
50,000 cars per day with 50-60 mph speed limits. 

M-83 was included in the Gaithersburg Master Plans (1971, 1985), the Germantown 
Master Plans (1996, 1974, 1989), and the Clarksburg Master Plans (1968, 1994). The 
1994 Clarksburg Master Plan calls for 10,000 new homes plus new business sites. This 
has created the need to accommodate added north-south traffic. The widened 1-270 and 
partly-widened 355 cannot handle the anticipated traffic volumes. 

The Montgomery County Planning Board's Transportation Policy Report (1-15-02) 
states: The comments at the public forums and review of the environmental and 
community constraints on extending Midcounty Highway from its current terminus at 
Montgomery Village Avenue to Ridge Road (D 27) have convinced the Board that this 
section is not feasible to construct. It is reluctantly recommending that this be deleted 
from the Master Plans. 

The county council nonetheless authorized, at its April 1 0, 2003 meeting, a $1.5 million 
study of the feasibility of constructing the Montgomery Village A venue/Ridge Road 
segment. That study, due for completion late 2005, is being undertaken by the county's 
Department of Public Works and Transportation. 



Alternatives to M-83 include the broadly-supported Corridor Cities Transitway, a light
rail (or bus) service from Clarksburg to the Metropolitan Grove MARC train station and 
beyond to the Shady Grove Metro station. A complement to the Transitway is widening 
existing connecting roads: Brink, Wightman, and Snouffer School. 

Because M-83 would be funded entirely by Montgomery County, an Environmental 
Impact Statement is not required. Instead the county will issue what it terms an 
"Environmental Assessment," originally scheduled for completion by December 2004 
and currently rescheduled to late February 2005. 

Proximity ofM-83 to Watkins Mill Elementary School 

Relying on the map of proposed highway M-83, prepared for DPWT and distributed at 
the November 15,2004 "Midcounty Highway/Middlebrook Road Public Workshop: 
Parks, Recreational & Community Facilities," it appears the 150' right of way would 
come within approximately 50' of the ball fields on the Watkins Mill Elementary School 
(WMES), 320' of the closest poruible classroom, and 430' from the brick-and-mortar 
school. These distances compel careful consideration of the likely health consequences 
caused by airborne automotive emissions in close proximity to school children, faculty, 
staff and local sports organizations. 

It is the intent ofG.A.S.P. to limit this commentary to the risk ofM-83 aggravating 
respiratory problems among WMES students, setting aside the separate important 
consideration of risks to residents residing in nearby homes, school staff, faculty and 
sports organizations that use the ball fields. Towards this end we cite statements and 
conclusions found from studies published in peer-reviewed medical and public health 
journals evaluating the causal relationship between auto air emissions and aggravation of 
respiratory illness among children. 

Pollution and Children's Lung Development 

"Although most studies show that air pollution does not appear to cause asthma directly, 
children's asthma is known to be exacerbated by air pollution .... Children are believed 
to be especially vulnerable due to higher relative doses of air pollution and increased 
susceptibility as their lungs develop and their bodies grow .... Air pollution is linked to 
multiple adverse health effects in children, among them increased respiratory symptoms 
and hospitalizations for respiratory illnesses, increased or more severe asthma episodes, 
decreases in lung function, and longer-lasting lung infections. High levels fine 
particulates are especially linked to aggravation of children's asthma. Exposure to 
particulate matter is associated with increased lung irritation and respiratory symptoms in 
children, together with decrements in lung function." ( 1) 



The Bay Area Study of Schools (San Francisco) 

"Recent studies, primarily in Europe, have reported associations between respiratory 
symptoms and residential proximity to traffic; however, few have measured traffic 
pollutants or provided information about local air quality. We conducted a school-based, 
cross-sectional study in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2001. ... Concentrations of traffic 
pollutants [named] were measured at 10 school sites during several seasons.· Although 
pollutant concentrations were relatively low, we observed differences in concentrations 
between schools nearby versus those more distant (or upwind) from major roads. . .. 
Thus, we found spatial variability in traffic pollutants and associated differences in 
respiratory symptoms in a region with good air quality. Our findings support the 
hypothesis that traffic-related pollution is associated with respiratory symptoms in 
children. (2) 

More Details of the San Francisco Bay Area Study 

"In the first U.S. study evaluating.a link between traffic pollution and respiratory 
symptoms, state scientists found that the air contaminants spewed from busy roads may 
pose a health risk to children." (3) 

"Even in an area with good regional air quality, air pollution from nearby traffic may 
pose a health risk, according to a recently-completed study by scientists from Cal!EPA's 
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) that shows a possible link 
between air pollution from nearby traffic and respiratory symptoms in children. The 
study, involved air monitoring and a health survey of about 1, 100 students at 1 0 Alameda 
County [San Francisco/Oakland area] elementary schools located various distances from 
major roads ... (4) 

"The study found that the prevalence of asthma and bronchitis symptoms were about 7 
percent higher in children in neighborhoods with higher levels of traffic pollutants 
compared with other children in the study .... (4) 

"The Bay Area was a good location for the study because it has relatively good regional 
air quality. That makes it easier to evaluate the specific effects of air pollution from 
nearby traffic. ( 4) 

"A school's location near a busy road does not always mean children will be exposed to 
high levels of traffic pollution. Other factors that influence this include whether the 
school is upwind or downwind from the road, and the school's ventilation system." (4) 

California Law Now Restricts School Construction Near Busy Roads 

Senate Bill 352 (introduced by Senator Martha Escutia and abstracted here), passed in 
2003, "prohibits the approval by the governing board of a school district of a school site 
that is within 500 feet from the edge of the closest traffic lane of a freeway or other busy 

3 
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traffic corridor, unless prescribed conditions are met and would make conforming and 
other technical, non-substantive changes. ( 5) 

"Cars and trucks release at least forty different toxic air contaminants, including, but not 
limited to, diesel particulates, benzene, formaldehyde, 1 ,3-butadiene and acetaldehyde. 
Levels of these pollutants are generally concentrated within 500 feet of freeways and 
very busy roadways. (5) 

"Many studies have confirmed that increased wheezing and bronchitis occurs among 
children living in high-traffic areas. (5) 

"The governing board of a school district may not approve a project involving the 
acquisition of a school site by a school district unless: 

• "For a school site with a boundary that is within 500 feet of the edge of the closest 
traffic lane of a freeway or other busy traffic corridor, the governing board of the 
school district determines, through analysis pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (b) of Section 44360 of the Health and Safety Code, based on 
appropriate air dispersion modeling, and after considering any potential mitigation 
measures, that the air quality at the proposed site is such that neither short-term 
nor long-term exposure poses significant health risks to pupils. ( 5) 

• "The governing board finds that neither of the conditions set forth in 
subparagraphs [setting conditions for school sites] can be met, and the school 
district is unable to locate an alternative site that is suitable due to a severe 
shortage of sites that meet the requirement in subdivision (a) of Section 17213. If 
the governing board makes this finding, the governing board shall adopt a 
statement of Overriding Considerations pursuant to Section 15093 of Title 14 of 
the California Code of Regulations." ( 5) 

Other Studies Affirm Bay-Area Conclusion 

A literature search by Winifred J. Hamilton, Ph.D, Director of Environmental Health 
Section of the Chronic Disease Prevention and Control Research Center, Baylor College 
ofMedicine, shows that "Studies [mostly in other countries] published in a wide range of 
scientific journals document health effects for people living at various distances from 
roads with as few as 20,000 vehicles per day .... The health effects appear strongest 
within I 00 meters (about 1 football field) of major roads, but studies show effects up to 
300 meters from major roads." (6) 

The Bay-area study is the best example of schools and traffic-related pollutants and 
health effects in the United States. There are numerous studies from the United Kingdom 
and Europe that support the same conclusions. 
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Watkins Mill ES Proximity to M-83 Seems High Risk 

Probably more perilous than the Bay Area 10 elementary schools, located various 
distances from major roads, is the proximity ofM-83 to the edge of the WMES school 
grounds. It appears the M-83 right of way falls within 50 feet of the school grounds, 
where ball fields, used by students and youth athletic associations, are now located. 

According to M-83 engineering drawings prepared for the county in 1992 by Johnson, 
Mirmiran & Thpmpson, P.A., believed to be the latest available, a 150-foot right of way 
with a 44-foot median plus traffic lanes extending 52 to 64 feet, would allow only 21 feet 
to 27 feet on either side of the outer traffic lanes. 

With traffic this close to WMES ground, the hazards of airborne pollutants seem to 
elevate the risks of respiratory problems compared to the Bay Area study. 

Proposed M-83 would be upwind on the school's western boundary, where near the front 
of the school (i.e., the school's northern boundary) M-83 would cross and possibly 
interconnect with the existing Watkins Mill Road. The latter road is approved for a 
planned direct interconnect to I-270 thus surrounding the school on three sides with high 
volumes of traffic (two sides facing M-83, one side Watkins Mill Road). 

Built in 1970 to accommodate 404 students, today's WMES enrollment of653 is taught 
in the original building plus 13 portable classrooms. Plans call for expanding the 
building by adding six to eight 900 square-foot classrooms and two new kindergarten 
classrooms. The 1 0-acre grounds would not be expanded. 

Asthmatic Children Currently at WMES 

Ms. Terri Kranefeld of the American Lung Association of Maryland (ALA-M) phoned 
the school nurse at WMES to ask the number of students believed to have asthma. She 
was told the number known to her at December 2004 was "about 30." That represents 
about 5% of the 653 students. Based on data provided by ALA-M, approximately 11% 
of children through age 12 in Maryland have asthma. In Montgomery County the 
estimated number of asthma cases among children through age 12 increased 56% 
between 1999 and 2001, growing from 12,263 to 19,072. (7) 

Our Reguest to the M-83 Study Project Team 

An Environmental Assessment (EA), as yet undefined, is expected to be completed by 
DPWT late February 2005. We believe the EA will not be complete and should be 
revised if it does not include an analysis ofthe current and projected risk relating M-83 
airborne pollutants to the respiratory health of students at WMES. The analysis should 
reference the projected traffic volume by time of day and the level of airborne pollutants 
created as a result of the forecast traffic on M-83. There should be two separate analyses 
done, one in which large trucks are included, and one in which large trucks are excluded, 
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to reflect the possibility that large trucks may be prohibited from using the parkway. 
Both analyses should include an appropriate mixture of gasoline- and diesel-powered 
vehicles that reflects increasing market share of diesel-powered engines. 

Summary 

Children are said to be especially vulnerable to asthma. Several studies conclude that 
asthma is exacerbated by air pollutants emitted by traffic. The closer the traffic is to 
children, the greater their air pollution exposure and risk for cancer and respiratory 
disease. The right-of-way of proposed M-83 appears to be within 50 feet of the grounds 
of Watkins Mill Elementary School, currently attended by 653 children. The school 
nurse reports that about 30 children (5%) are known to have asthma This excludes the 
count of children whose asthma is well-treated and controlled and unknown to the nurse .. 
The asthma rate statewide among children is reported to be. 11 percent. Constructing M-
83 within 500' of the school grounds runs the risk of increasing respiratory symptoms 
related to traffic-induced pollution. The planning of M-83 should carefully assess this 
risk and the associated liability potential faced by the county. 

Maintaining healthful air standards at school locations must be ranked over highway 
needs in prioritizing community goals. We believe the M-83 study team, the DPWT, and 
the county council share this over-riding commitment. 
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GElTING AIR STANDARDS PRIORITIZED 
(G.A.S.P.) 

~s.JeriCauthorn,~anager 

~-83 Study Team 
~ontgomery County 
Department of Public Works and Transportation 
101 ~onroe Street - 9th Floor 
Rockville, MD 20850-2540 

Dear ~s. Cauthorn: 

Attached is a document, which I am pleased to submit on behalf of its signatories, 
referenced as "Health Risks Associated with Proposed ~-83's Proximity to Watkins Mill 
Elementary School." 

The document is dated ~arch 4, 2005. It is released to you today because the signatories 
had prepared the document as a public-response statement to the release of your long
awaited Environmental Assessment of~-83. Because your assessment has not met any 
of its targeted release dates, G.A.S.P. believes it should not wait further to bring its 
document to the attention of your study team. 

Please consider the attachment prior to release of your assessment. In a recent telephone 
conversation you assured me the document attached would be recognized as a submission 
in response to your Environmental Assessment, once that finding is made public. 

Sincerely yours, 

Walt Sonneville 
Communications Director 
G.A.S.P. 
314 Wye Mill Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 
301 869 4460 

c.c. Dan Hardy, Project Team Member-Park and Planning 
Ki Kim, Project Team Member-Park and Planning 
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March 7. 2008 ® 
Mr. Greg Hwang, Project Mgr. 
DPWT ·Mont. County 
101 Monroe St. , 9th Floor 
iockVUle,- Md. __ -~0850:' .. ..:. .. ~ :. 

REa M-8J Alternative Ari&lysis 
By FAX I 24o 777-7277 

Dear Mr. · Hwang • · · 

The County has dealt us a devastating blow in misrepresentations regarding the M-83 
Study. in regards to Montgo•ry VUl.age • 

First, the public never got a chance to weigh in on the Purpose and Need phase as it was 
completed after the public meeting in 2004 (they were forced to redo it because the Army 
Corps of Engineers called it "inadequate"). 

They then chose a study area directly targeting Montgomery Village, eliniinating other 
sources of north-south traffic relief like Great Seneca Higbway,e~l:WU~rthern I-270, 
and Corridor Cities Transit, which they were specifically asked to consider by the Corps. 
Although Clarksburg stretches across the entire northern County they claim they can only 
use our east side for access?!! 

The most important thing to know however is th~'Master Plan" Route Alternative #9 has 
been completely discredited. It was thoroughly studied in the late 80's, permits applied 
for to Federal and State agencies were rejected by all, the appli~n being returned in 
January 1990. Thereafter, when again put before the County Council in 1992, it was 
unanimously defeated. This is by far the worst alternative, most damaging, and must be 
rejected! 

I • 

Of the other alternatives, the County has done their best to ''poison pilf!ven viable ones 
and cause community conflict; E.g., those with Brink, Wightman and Snouffer School 
include a 16' median which would make the long dedicated right-of-way of80' 4lanes 
impossible or a preposterous 16-28' median on Watkins Mill and Stedwick Roads ..... ·' 

Others call for a bike path on the east of Village A venue, which would take out all of 
Lake Whetstone trees, aM pre·sent-·a h8.hl:d .to· the "s1gnff'icant- haZ8.rd' dam" which .!! 
Montgomery Village Ave. 

Workable alternatives like #2 and #5 are give short shrift. *The only viable alternative is 
No Build with corresponding down-zoning as the Plaruring Board recommended in 2002. 
Moreover we must demand the study area be expanded so that Montgomery Village is 
not the sole north-south access to Clarksburg and we are relegated to being a pass-

~gh-co~~,-~ 
J~. Wilder , Ci ti~ns to Save South Valley Park. and Whetstone Run 
9969 Lake Landing Rd. 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 
301-208-1828 

*Ve would consider adding some features from Alt. 2 and Alt. 5 in the area of 
technical improvements to the existing road networks they contemplate. Corridor 
Cities Transit, widening Great Seneca, aM widening northern 270 and ma.king a 
full interchange at 'Middle brook ·&re also" important. 

~ 
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2. 

4. 

6. 

8. 

Jane AM S. Wilder ~ 
Citizens to Save south Valley Park 

&Whetstone Run 
Questions,and.Comrnents;O~) & Reauest.for fy;ther ipformation--

Why w,. sn' t the public Allowed to comment on the fiAAl Purp.ose Rnd Ne~d study? 
DPWT had to redo whRt they hRd done Rfter the 2004 public meeting ~y direction of 
the Corps of i::ngineers in Oct, 200.51 Yet the redone study was never JM.de public until 
4 months ~fter its completion in JA.n. 2007 (releAsed in April 2007} -- 4 months ::tfter 
they had gone on .to the Alternative Analysis Phase?!! 

'Jll&._tfurpose ,. nd Need study excluded IIIA.ny key things like 1 1. The effect of 
8 ~jo~l~nin 500' of school children such ~s WA.tk1ns Mill Elementary (DPW~ad 
been provided with A study by A. group of emminent scientists regArding th1sJjw2. The 
TransportA.tion Policy Review (TPR) group who worked on A.ll the roA.dS in the Master Ph n 
for J yeArs A.nd the PlAnning Board in 2002 recommended tbt t M-8~ ,be removed from the 
MAster Ph.n bec::._use of "env1ronmentR1 ~tnd community'' imp~tctsJ J,, Accident figures 
on the current M~1-County HighwA.y th~t A.re some of the highest in the Arear 4, The fpct 
thA.t permits hAd ooen Applied for for M-8J in 1988 And rejected by All the FederAl 
agencies including the Corps of Engineersr .5. The fA.C.t th,.t the County Council, whicr. 
included the current County Executive voted unanimously A.gA.inst this project in 1992 
after rutving seen ;:1 voluminous environmentA.l documentr 6. No discussion of key future 
intersections which will be grid-locked and dA.ngerous like Mont. VillA-ge Ave. Rnd M-8J, 
and WRtkins Y.ill Rd. Pnd M-8J upon opening ~ccording to previous studies, etc,, etc. 

Why hAS DFWT virtUAlly d·ivided the GA.i thersburg f'~r PlR.n when the County 
Council hAS not voted on it* & the Executiveis on record•~pposing it, by limiting 
access routes to ClA.rksburg only to the very OA.rrow so-called Mid Ccunty Corridor? 
The Stringtown Rd , 6-h.ne interchR.nge a.hs already been opened connecting Clarks burg 
3.55 and 270 on the WEST siae of Clarksburg And Metro is ACCessible in many ways from 
both the E~st R.nd ~Jest? Who gave you permission to exclude Great SenecA. HighwR.y from 
considerAtion ~n ..._ North-South ~ccess route to Clarksburg? Also see quest. #14 

Why h~ve no capacity ftudies been done on the Alterna.tives (work and housing 
trips) which Are cri ticA.l in assertR.ining the b!st choice? (Also, da.ily capacity?)"' 

Why hPS the 40,000 community of Mont. Village been excluded from access to 
Corridor Cities TrA.nsit? You say it is included in the cs.lculations, but in R. non
cognizable wAy?? New stops Rre being added all the time for developers' projects 
like the lane- FArm; AgAin, why R.re we being excluded'?!-! Ridership. capacity is estimated 
to be from J,JOO to ;1.4,400 per hour from previous studies! ** 

Why is vol umn of churches noted RS "' reAson why #10 U terMti ve, for exa_mple, 
is not recommended while schools Axe not when medicRl evidence you were given shows 
proximity of schools to 11}1'1 jor highwAys are damaging to young children? 

'Nhy h~ve you inserted non right-of-w::ty, out-sized medi~ns onto roa_ds like Brink
VightlllA.n (16'), An:l Wfl.tkins Mill Rd. (16-28') when both h::._ve R right-of-wa.y of 80' 
long dedicated, when this will cleArly tAke private property (when the f"Aster Fhn for 
these roA.ds will not) Rnd this cle~ly distorts your dAtA on residentiA.l And other 
impacts which you hR.ve in your respective tables? 

You speAk of R bike path on the East of Mont. Village Ave. in several pl•ns 
yet there is "' "significA.nt Hazard" dR.m in the middle of this R.reR (Vilhge Ave. IS 
the dam)? How c.q_n this be safely done? 

MORE 
*a secret so-called "straw vote" is not a legitimate vote 

::..Arxl Gov. O'Malley requested $80 ...stilion for it this Jan. 
See G. A· s. P. study, Section\!) Enc. B 
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-2-
Suestions -and-Comments nn M-8J Jane Ann s. Wilder 

Why do you expect accident rs.tes on 355 to be Lm:proved when the principa.l draw~· 
on J55 is the strip lllR.ll retail character of the road (; i. e., .4Tivi~ in and out 
of retail outlets is R. key function of the road ttGil vitRl to merchants) ? 

Why httve you not considered an over-pass at the intersection of Mont. Village 
Ave. am 355 which was elaborately studied in the late 80's am 90's arxl would clearly 
improve safety at this most dangerous intersection on J55? 

Why are frivilous,self-serving reasons being used to exclude alternativeSlike 
#10? For. exam~le, Mr. Johnson, 6hief Engineer doesn't like it because it enters Shady 
Grove Rd • to access Metro less thanl/2 mile further awa.y than Mid-County? This says 

"they want the Ma.ster Plan route because they want the Master P*~n Route" -- We 
deserve better than this. 

Why were not key areas like schools, churchs, "streams, lake9, even communities 
like Mont. Village overlaid on the maps distributed ~Q the public in Dec.? How can 
anyone make ;:~. intelligent decision of impacts without this key inforzn.q.tion? Dayspring 
Church Silent Retreat in Germantown doesn't even appear on a more SPecific zn.q,p we 
had requested (this takes in over 200 acres)?? Does this amount to religious discrim
ination as other churches on Wfghtman Rd. and Muncaster MUl Rd., etc. are named on 
this map and even given as a reason #10 would not be a desireable alternative?l! ... 

< .. 

The Purpose am need study discusses intersection performance in many areas in 
the so-called study area, many of which they call "failed". However no studies what
soever are made of the 59' NEW IN'IERSECTIONS to be creat ed with M-83. These studies 
were done when the road was introduced in the mid aDd late 80's and showed failed 
service on both M-8J and Mont. Village Ave., and M-8.3 and Watkins Mill Rd. intersections 
and this was with far less development in 1988 and ..DQ._ !'!!.! planned Interchange at 
l:J!t and Watkins Mill R~ Why are similar studies not being done now and what is the 
point of exchanging one failed intersection for another, particularly at key ~as 
like Mont. Village Ave., and Watkins Mill Rd. less than 400' feet from Watkins Mill 
Elementary School? At the same time cutting out the last pristine area of old growth 
forest and wetlands in the area for the trouble?ll These "planners" shculd be re
quired to do these studies before the public is asked to make any d.ecisione on 
"al terna ti ve s" • 

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Transportation Program Manager, Paul Wettlaufer 
wrote a letter to DPWT on Oct. 24, 2005 which noted the Purpose and Need study they 
had done was "inadequate" and instructing them how it S.hould be done to conform to 
NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) requirements. He stressed that areas outside 
the study area or "even alternatives which are outside the c abilit of the ro ct 
proponent to construct e. • the Corridor Cities Traneitwa must nevertheless 

ev: ua e~ CQl to ~ sat sfy theneed • And by extension this would 
81so 1nciiide Greateneca I'f8'hway• wi en!ng 276 north, etc.) ~. when such expansion 
of the study was asked by Montsomery Village Foundation President Keith Silliman in 
his letter of March 6, 2007 to Aruna Miller, FacUlty Planning Manager for DP'WT she 
refused to expand the stuiy saying"Great Seneca Highway currently provides congestion 
relief for the traffic west of I-270"(although two extra lanes are planned for Great 
Seneca which could service north-south for the entire area) • Furthermore, in the 
letter from the Corps in March 1989 when the County first tried to push through this 
p170ject -- and failed -- Chief of the Regulatory Branch, Donald W. Roeseke, stateda 
1''l'he Identification of a roadway alignment in a master plan adopted prior to wetland 
protection laws, does not create an exemption from 404(b)l compliance". Meanwhile, 
DPWT was still withholding the Purpose & Need study from the public {approved in Jan.07: 
How can DP'WT defiantly ignore the requirements of a Federal Agency and NEPA in order 
to push their project?l! 
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Questions and_Co~nta on M-83 Jane Ann S. Wilder 

15. The Alternatives 11-9-8-7-6 Option A's all unprecedently take out, "re-zone" 
130 acres of the vaunted Agrie,ultural Reserve (not violated for over 30 years) 
at the northern terminus according to two Master Plans (Germantown and Clarksburg) · 
if these alig~,p,H F. approved (see Enc. map ) as well as destroy Class III 
Wildcat Branchj ~~~se Alternatives plus Option C at the lower loop take out part of 
Dayspring Church. Silent Retreat and the upper Option C loop · (between Brink and Ridge 
Roads) takes out farmland owned by Theodore Butz (according to Mr. Hwang's records). 
Ironically, although Alt. #6 is generally bid, the one good thing, Option 6 B which 
will cause less environmental da.ma.ge in this area *was deleted by DPWT even after· 
the maps were released in Dec. and without any general public input as in the Jan. 15 
forum in Mont. Village • The reason .,. most impact to residential properties" 1 It 
seems homes in the area of B:r:ink Road have their own category of "special protection": 

16. Wildcat Branch, a rare Class III reproducing trout stream, the highest quality 
stream in the State, will be destroyed with Alternatives 11-9-8-7-and 6 Option A's 
as noted above • The Fish and Wildlife Service (Dept. of the Interior) is supposed to 
be a "reviewing"agency according to the Purpose and Need Stuiy, and indeed was a :fully 
involved participating agency in the late 80's permit process (:recommending against 
the road, by the way, as did all the other regulatory agencies). Why are they not 
involved now and why did a Senior Program Supervisor in Annapolis who we worked with 
in 1988 etc. know nothing about Wildcat Branch now being designated a Cla.ss III 
stream (1993) -and that the M-8:3 project was being studied again? 

17 • In my Freedom of Information Act request letter of Jan. 28, 2008 I requested a 
copy of the RFP (Request for Proposal) to consultants (particularly RK ~ K who got 
the contract for the current Mid County Corridor Study). I was told there was none 
by Mr. Hwang. Is this n~a roxi tel 1 1 2 million un-bid contract?ll He said 

18. 

19. 

on March 7P 200 he would give me a written explanation next week. 

Also I would like to know if the same contractor or contractors can bid on or 
do "sans bids" the design and construction contracts if they are ever approved? 

The "Maryland Streamlined Environmental and Regulatory Process for Trans
portation Projects" is mentioned in the Concurrence Form to be signed by Regulators• 
What is this? Is it similar to the process worked out between Pres. George w. Bush 
and Gov • Erlich to expedite the ICC? Why was this process never explained to the publici 

How can the public reasonably choose alternatives to be "retained" for further 
study when no cost figures are available, particularly when all these exaggerated 
medians and options are in play which will take millions more in land acquisition costs? 
Is money no object here?l 

*According to note at foot of map '"'least impact to streams and Special Protection 
Areas" 
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION 

Mr. Greg Hwang 
Midcounty Corridor Study Project Manager 
Division of Capital Development 
Montgomery County Department 
ofPublic Works and Transportation 
I 01 Monroe Street, 91

h Floor 
Rockville, Maryland 20850 

Dear Mr. Hwang: 

March 7, 2008 

Thank you for meeting with us regarding the Midcounty Highway (M-83) study on February 20. 
It was 'very helpful for us to understand the DPWT position regarding your initial 
recommendations on the Alternatives Retained for Detailed Study (ARDS). As discussed with 
you in the meeting, M-NCPPC staff provides the following comments on your preliminary 
analysis ofthe ARDS as summarized in the presentation materials used in the January 15, 2008 
Montgomery Village Foundation meeting. 

1. Alternative 5, MD 355 - It is our understanding that your preliminary analysis includes 
limited roadway improvements between selected intersections within the current Master Plan 
recommended right-of-way. With limited roadway improvements, the preliminary analysis 
concludes that this Alternative would not meet the Purpose and Need (P&N) requirements, 
primarily because it does not provide sufficient access control or safety improvements. We 
recommend that the DPWT redefine this Alternative so that it can be found to meet the P&N 
requirements. The possible improvements to be considered may include parallel service 
roads along MD 355, consolidating access points to commercial/residential developments, 
grade-separation at limited intersections, and other feasible safety improvements. We think 
that it is important for both the public and decision-makers to understand what the impacts, 
costs, and master plan implications would be of fulfilling the Purpose and Need in the MD 
355 corridor, just as the study will examine the same issues in the Brink/Wightman Road 
corridor. We are ready to assist you by providing information about the status of various 
properties that are being evaluated for long-term redevelopment potential in the master plan 
so that the improvements you develop conform as much as possible to the objectives of the 
master plan. In any case, we want an alternative that can fulfill the purpose and need, but is 
not so expansive that its impacts could not be incorporated within a potential new master 
plan vision. We therefore recommend a redefined Alternative 5 be considered for the ARDS 
as this Alternative has potential to accommodate planned growth while minimizing 
environmental impacts. We understand that the US Army Corps of Engineers has also 
recommended this Alternative be retained for similar reasons. While such a refined 
alternative was described as too costly during the presentation, that determination can only be 
made by first identifying proposed improvements and then comparing those costs to the 
costs of the other ARDS. 
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2. Alternative 2, TSMffDM -It is our understanding that specific travel demand management 
(TDM) measures were not explicitly modeled in travel demand forecasts and hence could not 
be explicitly evaluated as part of Alternative 2. We recommend that TDM elements be 
considered in revised traffic forecasts for all ARDS and that this alternative be combined 
with each of the other alternatives. Decisions regarding any build alternative should 
incorporate all reasonable measures to reduce vehicular travel demand. 

3. Bikewayffrail Connection - Any alternatives to remove Midcounty Highway from its 
current master planned location must provide a Class I bikeway to allow completion of the 
Germantown Bicycle Beltway. The Germantown Bicycle Beltway is a major connection 
between hard surface trails either existing or planned in the upcounty area and we need to 
ensure we have a full Germantown Bicycle Beltway if the master planned Midcounty 
Highway is not selected. This facility could be provided along MD 355, through the 
neighborhood streets between MD 355 and Great Seneca Park or along the master plan 
alignment through the park. 

A you know, we are in the process of updating the 1989 Germantown Master Plan for the core areas 
of Germantown. The currently master planned alignment for Midcounty Highway is outside of our 
master plan boundary but the facility is assumed in our transportation analyses. The new 
Germantown Master Plan is expected to be approved by the County Council in early 2009 which is 
ahead of the Midcounty Corridor Study schedule. We want the Master Plan to include a realistic 
picture of the potential for changes to MD 355 that could affect development along the road. The 
Germantown Master Plan should continue to be coordinated with the Midcounty Corridor Study as it 
relates to the MD 355 Alternative. We look forward to considering means by which the 
Germantown Plan can preserve options for possible additional right-of-way along MD 355 while 
your study is being completed. 

As discussed in our meeting, we invite your team to brief the Planning Board on the status of the 
Midcounty Corridor Study in the near future. We thank you for providing us this opportunity to 
comment on the preliminary alternatives analysis and look forward to continuing to work with you 
during the next study phase. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Hardy, Acting Chief 
Transportation Planning 
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DaVia, Joseph NAB02 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

History of 
>ayspring Farm.rtf .. 

Gale & Barbara Quist [twoquists@verizon.net] 
Thursday, March 06, 2008 9:02 AM 
Gwo-Ruey (Greg) Hwang 
DaVia, Joseph NAB02; pcervova@mde.state.md.us; Jim Hall; Margaret Schoap 
Dayspring History 

History of Dayspring Farm.rtt 

Dear Mr. Hwang: 

I am enclosing a document which outlines the history of Dayspring farm, to assist you in 
consideration of alternative routes for M-83. We should have done this long ago, but all 
this rich history is so engrained in us, it had not occurred to us to share it. I'm sure 
you will find this information fascinating, and I hope it is also helpful to your process. 

Sincerely, 
Gale Quist 
Caregiver, Dayspring Church 
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A Brief History of 
The Church of the Saviour's 

Dayspring Farm 

The 206 acre farm in Germantown, Maryland, owned since 1953 by The Church of 
the Saviour, and known as Dayspring, has had a long and rich history. This is a 
brief overview of some of the known activities on the land, from prehistory to the 
present. 

It is generally known that this region was used for some thousands of years as a 
hunting ground by various native peoples, particularly the Seneca from what is now 
New York state. Archeologists preparing for construction of the adjoining Seneca 
Crossing development, and Dr. Sally K. Ride Elementary School, identified an 
ancient stone tool manufacturing site at the headwaters of Dayspring Creek, just 
northeast of Dayspring. The quartzite, or "white flint" points and flakes found 
occasionally on Dayspring are examples of the tools manufactured on that site. 

In more recent times, the farm belonged to Horace Waters, an early settler in the 
Germantown vicinity. The farmhouse now located on Dayspring was built in about 
1920 by Zachariah Thomas Briggs, on the former site of Horace Waters' house. It 
has been described in a report prepared in January, 1984 for the Montgomery 
County Historic Preservation Commission as follows: "It is a twentieth century 
Colonial Revival style house. It is a three bay by two bay structure with one over 
one windows. A porch supported by large rounded columns resting on concrete 
pedestals, runs the length of the facade. The house has a hipped roof, with a 
,single hipped roof dormer.* These features are typical of Colonial Revival or 
"Four-Square" houses built during the early part of the twentieth century." The 
Commission also noted that "it was somewhat unusual to find a house of this style 
in a rural rather than an urban setting." The house is not currently listed in the 
atlas of historic resources. (*Note: there are actually two hipped roof dormers, 
front and rear.) 

Near the farmhouse, across what is now an athletic field, and in the vicinity of the 
current picnic area bathhouse, there once stood a small log cabin, of which nothing 
remains. Also, in the 1970's, a small, two story cottage was built across the porch 
from the farmhouse to provide additional residential space. 

In the years since this farmhouse has been under the church's care, it has served 



as a residence for caretakers and pastors, as offices for the missions here, as a 
worship space, for countless meetings and celebrations, and as classroom for our 
School of Christian Living. It has also served as kitchen and dining room 
supporting many work days and other events on the farm, and a place for our many 
missions in Washington, D.C. to spend a quiet day away from the city. 

A bank barn, thought to be of nineteenth century construction, was located nearby 
the farmhouse, and was burned by arsonists in 1973. Only the stone foundation of 
the barn remains today. Next to the old barn, there is a cement block building 
once part of a larger equipment shop and hay barn. The hay barn was burned by 
arsonists in 1983, and only the block building (24 x 30 feet) remains. It was used 
for some years as a farm market, and is currently a workshop. In addition, near 
the farmhouse are two small outbuildings; a single garage and a wood shed. 

Another group of buildings which predate Church of the Saviour acquisition of 
Dayspring are located on the northeast corner of the property. One is a small 
house which is now collapsing in ruin. It is a primitive frame structure, about 11 by 
16 feet, with a single room downstairs, and another single room up a steep and 
narrow open stairway, with a ceiling too low to allow an adult to stand erect. The 
house had a block chimney for a stove. Near the house is a tin roof shed 14 x 16 
feet which appears for utility use, but could have also been a primitive residence. 
Finally, there was a single outhouse behind the first house. The Germantown 
Historical Society has documented that Horace Waters owned slaves, so one might 
speculate whether these structures housed those slaves, though the construction 
appears to be of later origin. 

The first building constructed after purchase of the farm by Church of the 
Saviour was a retreat lodge, called the Lodge of the Carpenter. Construction was 
begun by church member volunteers in 1954, and completed in 1956. The Lodge is 
a single story building, 53 by 28 feet (and a 5 x 17 foot bump-out in the meeting 
room), with a flat, sloping roof. The design, attributed to Earl Disque of the 
National Park Service, though contemporary when new, remains attractive and 
functional today. The interior features many large windows with beautiful views of 
the farm and forest, exposed roof beams and T&G 2x6 roof boards, and knotty 
pine paneling throughout, all with natural wood finish. The back wall of the meeting 
room, called the Yoke Room, is flemish bond red brick construction, with a large 
fireplace. Numerous pieces of original art grace the interior, including a bas relief 
by Katherine Pitchford in the entry foyer depicting in nine panels, scenes in the 



life of Jesus. In the Yoke room are a head of Jesus carrying the cross, hewn by 
John Levering from a large mahogany log, and a sketch by Robert Natkin of a 
jewish head of Christ. Over the fireplace hangs a bronze and steel cross by Jimilu 
Mason, a famed artist and early member of the church. 

Retreatants almost universally report, whether coming for the first time or 
returning after many visits, that they sense God's spirit as they enter the farm, 
and especially when in the Lodge of the Carpenter, they sense the presence of 
countless hours of prayer and meditation, seemingly "soaked right into the 
woodwork". 

Elizabeth O'Connor, an early and beloved member of Church of the Saviour, wrote 
in her book Call to Commitment (Harper and Row, 1963), after describing the 
dedication service for the Lodge: 

In silence we left the Lodge and the retreat area, which had also been dedicated. 
Since that time, whenever we have passed through the gate into this area, we have 
been conscious that it is land set aside for an especial use. No matter what activity 
may be taking place elsewhere on the farm, here in this portion of it solitude and 
silence can be found. Here a person's aloneness with God is respected and 
protected. 

On the day of dedication we began our instruction in the nature of retreat. The 
Lodge of the Carpenter has never been used for planning conferences (!:e. talking). 
Some of our teachers in those days were John Casteel, through his writings, and 
Douglas Steere, through his book Time To Spare. John Casteel later led a retreat 
for our potential retreat leaders and Douglas Steere came to help us plan at a 
crucial point in our development of the retreat area. 

In the summer of 1956, Ian Cramb, who was the chief stonemason of the Iona 
Community in Scotland, visited Dayspring for a few weeks. Among other projects 
during his visit, he built an arching stone bridge over one of Dayspring's small 
brooks. In 1957 it was decided that the church would hold a "Festival of Faith", 
and to accommodate the festival, volunteers undertook the construction of an 
amphitheater in the woods. It consists of a large stage platform, and rows of 
wood benches aligned up a slope. A simple brick and stone skirt in front of the 
stage, inspired by Ian Cramb's work, corrects an appearance of crookedness 
caused by the juxtaposition of level platform and sloping ground. Over the years, 
besides many festivals; weddings, dramatic presentations, seminars, and other 



events have utilized this beautiful amphitheater, and the stone bridge provides a 
path to its site. 

At about the same time, a baseball field and paved basketball court were carved 
into the sloping meadow beside the farmhouse. Soon a camp area was established, 
with tent platforms, a picnic pavilion with a kitchen, and a bathhouse. Ecumenical 
camps were offered for collegians, junior high camps, family camps, and camps for 
children from depressed areas of Washington, D.C. These offerings have 
continued up to the present. 

In 1961-62, a residential Inn was added to the retreat Lodge, to provide 
overnight accommodations. It is a single story building of red brick construction, 
offering 18 rooms, each complete with bed, desk, chair, and sink, in the manner of 
a monastic "cell". There are two wings- "Matthew" and "Mark", connected by 
glass corridors to a central area for bathrooms, utilities, and storage. 

In 1961 the first farm manager, Tom Hubers, built a residence on the southwest 
corner of the property, known as The Gatehouse. It is of a cape cod style; two 
story frame and brick, with a full basement. It has housed several of Dayspring's 
mission staff. 

In 1968 a new residence called Overlook was built on Dayspring, to house the farm 
manager. It is of a traditional ranch style, with a finished full basement. In 1971 
a unique double A-Frame home called Woodside was constructed on the north 
edge of the property by members of the church who wanted to live on Dayspring. 
On an adjoining lot, in 1972, a split-foyer house known as Rehoboth, with a 
finished full basement including a canning kitchen was constructed by another 
church family. This last house is currently privately owned on a one acre lot. 

Also in the 1960's, three irrigation ponds were constructed to support 
agricultural activities, as well as enhance the environment for retreat visitors and 
wildlife. The largest is called "The Lake of the Saints"; one in the Retreat area is 
named Merton Pond, after the well known monk and mystic, Thomas Merton; and 
the third is informally named after long-time Dayspring member and resident 
Alice Fenn. There have been many baptisms conducted in the Lake of the Saints, 
and others in Dayspring Creek. This is another way in which the life of this 
church is deeply immersed in the land here, and born out of it. 

In the 1960's, Don McCianen, who had founded the Fellowship of Christian 



Athletes, came to Dayspring and took over management of the farm. During his 
tenure, a sod operation was undertaken, providing turf grass to many regional 
projects, including the new Kennedy Stadium in D.C. After the riots in Washington 
D.C. in 1968, Don founded the Washington Lift mission group, and young men from 
the city were brought to Dayspring to stay in the camp and experience the healing 
and nurture which is so unique to this place. In 1973 Don sensed a call to a new 
mission, and formed the Wellspring Mission Group. A conference center called 
Wellspring was constructed. The Center is intriguingly designed as an assembly of 
multiple triangles. The main room is a polyhedron with a triangle base, and three 
equal triangle roofs with a common vertex. There is a three sided skylight at the 
top, and vertical glass walls at the base of all three sides. At two corners of that 
meeting room are triangular additions providing offices, kitchen, restrooms, and a 
handicap accessible suite. A triangular covered entry patio completes the theme. 
Supporting the Center are three cabins and a director's residence. These are all 
simple frame construction, with rooms at three levels (a single story section 
connects up and down stairs to a two story section). The cabins are called Siloam, 
Bethsaida, and Jacob's Well. The Wellspring Center is used by many area churches, 
organizations, and county agencies for meetings and retreats. 

In 1977 an additional residence was constructed for the Retreat Director. It is a 
wood frame house with a contemporary "split-ridge" roof, and many windows on its 
south side for daylighting and solar heat gain. The garage, once the studio of 
resident potter Bud Wilkinson, has been converted into a bedroom and office suite. 
It has a partially finished full basement. 

In 1984, a large farm equipment storage and maintenance shed was constructed in a 
central area of the farm fields. It is simple frame construction, with high roof, 
skylights, three sliding vehicle doors and two personnel doors. It was covered with 
metal siding in 2005. 

During 2005-06, two new staff cottages were constructed near the old barn and 
market building. They feature "green building" design, passive and active solar 
utilization, superinsulation, local building materials, and many other energy 
conserving techniques. They are part of a planned "Earth Ministry Homestead", the 
home of a teaching ministry joining faith and ecology. 

During 2006 and 2007, a number of energy conservation improvements were made 
to some of Dayspring's buildings. The Wellspring Center got new efficient heat 
pumps to replace old electric heating, and extensive draft stopping and roof 



insulation. The farmhouse received complete draft stopping and wall and ceiling 
insulation, and a new, more efficient heating/cooling system. The Retreat Lodge 
and Inn were both insulated and draft sealed, and the Lodge HVAC system had 
been replaced by a high-efficiency model just a few years earlier. 

Over the 55 years of Dayspring's existence as a spiritual center, every square foot 
of the land has provided inspiration, solace, rest, and quiet for all who have come 
here. Paths through the woods and the meadows provide for quiet walking; 
benches, rocks, and logs provide for meditative sitting. Several notable outdoor 
sculptures provide inspiration, including a large two piece steel work by Frederick 
Franck titled "Hiroshima". There is probably not a tree or rock or blade of grass; 
pond or building or piece of artwork, that has not provided special inspiration to a 
visitor over the years. Every inch of Dayspring is sacred to those who have come 
here, and continue to come. Again quoting Elizabeth O'Connor from Call to 
Commitment. 

We make attempts to be objective about many phases of our church's life, knowing 
full well that we do not wholly succeed. But when it comes to Dayspring, we do not 
even try. 

We love all her ways: the woods, the fields, the trails, quiet spots and spacious 
stretches, the lessons we have learned there, the stillborn dreams we have had for 
this place as well as those that have found root in her soil. We even find the seasons 
different here, for summer and winter and spring and fall touch this land in a lavish, 
spendthrift way, or so it seams to those of us who grew up in cities of concrete. 

Have you ever watched a man pause to look at the property he owns and noted that 
something happens between him and the land he calls "my land?" It yields to him its 
secret and he yields to it his secret and one knows that they are mysteriously bound. 
We are like that about Dayspring. It has made contemplatives of us all, even those 
who take a dim view of the mystical life. 

Over a two year period after the property was purchased in 1953, hundreds of 
trees were planted in Arbor Day ceremonies, following a design planned by Earl 
Disque of the National Park Service, and landscape architect at the National 
Botanic Garden. A small orchard and vineyard were established. Many trees, 
shrubs, flowers, and grasses have been planted around the property over all the 
years following, to continuously enhance the natural beauty of the land, and to 
screen sensitive areas from roads and housing developments around Dayspring's 
edges. Ten seedlings of Maryland's famed Wye oak were planted in the '90's, of 



which eight healthy white oak tress are maturing healthfully. 

Since the Church of the Saviour purchased Dayspring in 1953, it has always had an 
agricultural component to complement its spiritual and recreational aspects. The 
first crop, planted by city folk with no farming experience, was a field of wheat 
which yielded $400, establishing a pattern of financial support to Dayspring's 
missions. As mentioned earlier, Don McCianen established a successful sod 
operation, also with no previous farm experience. Robert True, who had come from 
the well known Koinonia Farm in Americus, Georgia, began a produce growing 
operation which ran from the mid-70's to the mid-80's. In 1984, the last year of 
produce farming, a group of Salvadoran refugees came to live on the farm. They 
worked as laborers part time, and were given English language, culture, and job 
placement assistance by the newly formed Amigos Juntos mission group. Some of 
these refugees were able to obtain green cards, and ultimately U.S. citizenship, as 
a result of their time at Dayspring. For a few years in the early 1990's the fields 
were certified for organic production, and a small Community Supported 

. Agriculture operation was managed by Michael McCianen, Don's son who had grown 
up on the farm. Since 1997, the fields have been enrolled in a USDA Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP) and managed for native plants and wildlife habitat. Mr. Rob 
Gibbs, natural resources manager for the Montgomery County Department of 
Parks, has observed that Dayspring's CRP fields are among the best old field 
habitat for grassland nesting birds remaining in the County. 

At a number of locations around Dayspring, and especially on the hill above the 
Lake of the Saints, members of the Church of the Saviour have made memorials to 
departed loved ones. There are trees, benches, plaques, a large rough stone into 
which the words for "peace" in many languages have been chiseled, and other more 
subtle memorials to these departed saints of the community. Numerous pets, our 
non-human family members, are also remembered at special locations on the farm. 
The families whose loved ones are thus memorialized here take great solace in 
knowing their mothers and fathers, their sons and daughters, their brothers and 
sisters and dearest friends, are eternally remembered in this most sacred place. 

Recognizing this rich history, Montgomery County planners stated in the 1968 
Germantown Master Plan: "The Church of the Saviour's 'Dayspring Retreat Farm', 
the largest privately owned institutional facility in Germantown, merits special 
attention ... because of the unique value of Dayspring as a major retreat center 
and of it significance as part of the Germantown greenbelt ... " (Emphasis added) 



JUL 0 8 2013 
George and Patricia Aubin 

21000 Brink Court 

Gaithersburg MD 20882 

July 3, 2013 

301-869-1462 

Mr. John Dinne 

US Army Corps of Engineers 

Mr. Sean McKewen 

Maryland Department of the Environment 

Dear Messrs. Dinne and McKewen: 

I am 91 years old and have lived in our home on Brink Court for xx years. I would very much like 

to testify at the August 7, 2013, hearing on transportation options. However, it would be impossible for 

me to stand in line in order to register to testify and then wait until I would be able to testify. Late night 

testifying would also be difficult, if not impossible, for me. 

I have done everything Montgomery County has ever asked me to do. I have done whatever the 

USA has asked of me, including serving in World War II. 

I would appreciate it if you would assign me a time to testify, and I will be there on time. I will 

also respect the three minute time limit for my comments. 

Please let me know how you would like to help me. Thank you very much. 
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Gaithersburg 

A CH.4RACTER COUNTS! CITY 

July 17, 2013 

Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 

Mr. Sean McKewen 
Maryland Department of the Environment 
Wetlands and Waterways Program 
160 South Water Street 
Frostburg, Maryland, 21532 

Dear Sirs 

The City of Gaithersburg would like to take this opportunity to comment on the Midcounty 
Corridor Study (MCS) released for public hearing. The City has long been involved with this 
project as a stakeholder and offers the following: 

General Comments: 

The City acknowledges the need for regional transportation alternatives to serve a growing 
population in this region. The MCS defines the "Project Need". Prior to comments related to 
specific Alternatives, the City offers the following related to the "Project Need": 

Reduce existing and future congestion. 
The document discusses the congestion on 1-270 as a detriment to future economic growth; 
however, no data is provided to show how the various alternatives will impact 1-270. While 
analysis of the alternatives is shown regarding congestion reductions on MD 355, the City would 
recommend that as part of any final environmental impact study (FEIS) modeling be restudied 
using current data. Based upon recent traffic counts initiated by the City, it appears that east/west 
traffic has been reduced significantly since 2011: Much of the data used in the MCS may no 
longer be accurate or reflect changing dynamics. Further, the study states MWCOG Regional 
Forecast Round 8.0 was used in the modeling. It is to be noted the current round is 8.2 with 8.3 to 
begin Fall 2013 and 9.0, Fall 2014. Lastly, the City supports the inclusion of a rapid transit 
vehicle (RTV) system as proposed in the County Executive's "Transit Task Force Report" and 
how such a system impacts the need for any expansion of M-83, Midcounty Highway as part of 
this study. While it is stated that the potential RTV system was not included because it is not 
funded or in the CLRP, continued references to an unplanned/unfunded possible connection to the 
ICC are made as a benefit to specific alternatives. This is not consistent. 
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Improve vehicular safety. 

The City questions the improvement to vehicular safety stated because the majority of conflict points, i.e. 
curb cuts on MD 355 remain regardless of alternative selected and further, as shown in the study, the City 
of Gaithersburg accident rates will be relatively unaffected regardless of alternative selected. 

Enhance the efficiency of the roadway network and improve the connections between economic centers. 

The City has concerns regarding the claimed improvements to the roadway network. Some of the 
alternatives proposed may divert traffic to City streets not currently impacted. The economic centers 
discussed include the Life Sciences Center and businesses such as Medlmmune-both well outside ofthe 
study area. Further, the City questions the proposed benefits of the "ladder configuration" discussed. It 

does not seem efficient that a driver would exit a congested 1-270 to drive past MD 355 to join M-83, 
especially if the intended destination is anywhere but the Shady Grove Metro area. As to efficiency, the 
City notes that the travel time savings along MD 355 illustrated in Figure 3-12 at best equates to ±8 
minutes northbound (Alternative 8) and ±1 0 minutes southbound (Alternative 9) during the peak hour; 
however, this savings is over an approximately 5 mile span and potentially unnoticeable by a driver not 
traversing the full 5 mile route. The City again questions the overall impacts of the alternatives for such a 
relatively small savings in drive time. 

Accommodate planned land use and future growth. 

For the City of Gaithersburg, many of the proposed alternatives conflict with City goals and Master Plan 
recommendations including not facilitating RTV on Frederick Avenue, losing passive open space, and 
potentially impacting current and future commercial properties and growth along Frederick A venue. The 
study in fact states Alternative 5 would have the greatest potential for long-term indirect effects on 
businesses through changes in access attributable to the closure of existing entrances and the construction 
of service roads. 

Provide bicycle and pedestrian connections. 

The City's adopted 2009 Transportation Element identifies the deficiencies of the MD 355 
bicycle/pedestrian facilities. The City believes none of the alternatives proposed address these issues. The 
bicycle/pedestrian facilities proposed would have little benefit to the City as it relates to MD 355 or 
connectivity for activity nodes within the City. 

Improve the quality of life. 

The City has no comments regarding Homeland Security issues. As to improving quality of life, the study 
presented states this is accomplished through reduced commuting times and offering safer alternatives to 
congested local roads; however, as shown previously the City questions whether these claims are valid as 
it relates within our incorporated limits. While the quality of life may improve for Clarksburg and 
Germantown-at what cost to Gaithersburg? 
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Comments Related to Alternatives: 

Alternative 2: 

The City can support Alternative 2, TSM/TDM methods. This alternative is shown in the MCS to 
alleviate congestion and improve drive times with minimal investment utilizing the existing infrastructure 
and public rights-of-way, coupled with new express bus service. While this alternative is stated to not 
substantially improve vehicular traffic safety or mobility; would not provide a new highway or additional 
lane capacity; and would not provide additional bicycle and pedestrian connections as opposed to other 
alternatives, the City as discussed has questioned these claims regardless. This alternative would have the 
least impact to natural resources, parks, and property while still providing relief on MD 355 within the 
City. 

Alternative 5: 

The City would like to re-emphasize our opposition to this alternative. The City of Gaithersburg has long 
expressed its opposition to any alternative that directs traffic onto MD 355, Frederick Avenue. The 
proposed improvements, such as services roads and MD 355 widening, seem more "theoretical" rather 
than feasible. The MCS acknowledges such improvements will involve property acquisitions and land use 
impacts conflicting with zoning approvals previously granted by the City. The City further questions 
whether there is consensus from State Highway Administration (SHA) regarding these proposed changes. 
The City would like to review SHA's position on this alternative and Alternative 8. Again as stated, this 
alternative does not address the inclusion of a RTV system as proposed in the County Executive's 
"Transit Task Force Report" and currently being studied. 

Alternative 8: 

This City also opposes this alternative in that it includes the fundamental issues related to the previous 
alternative discussed, plus the impacts to Blohm Park opposed in Alternative 9. In order for this 
alternative to work a number of improvements are needed that cannot be made without impacting existing 
properties located within the City. Further, the City is opposed to adding any M-83 "thru" traffic to the 
local streets. We continue to express concerns on the true impacts to the adjacent streets such as Russell 
Avenue and Christopher Avenue as well as the impacts to future redevelopment efforts in this vicinity. 
The study references M-83 as a northern Great Seneca Highway; however, it is the City's opinion that this 
type of traffic should not be directed onto the City streets in this area. 

Alternative 9: 

The City has long documented its concerns regarding the Master Plan Alignment and its impacts to the 
City's Blohm Park. This alternative would fundamentally change if not effectively destroy the form and 

function of this park. The passive, scenic park would no longer exist. 
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Should this alternative be chosen as the preferred alternative, the City would request the following be 

considered as part of the alternative: 

Relocation of the existing gazebo structure; 

Location of new parking as a result of the loss of on-street spaces; 

An exchange of County owned parkland adjoining the City's corporate limits to replace impacted 

acreage; and 

Participation in constructing a repurposing of the park as an "active" amenity which could include 
design/build of a new skate park or similar type use. 

In short, the City would prefer Alternative 2, but should it have to choose between the three other 
alternatives located within the City of Gaithersburg, the Master Plan alignment would be the least 
objectionable provided the considerations discussed above were made part of Alternative 9. Thank you 

for the opportunity to comment on the Midcounty Corridor Study. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Robinson III, Lead 

Long Range Planning 

City of Gaithersburg 

Cc: 

Mayor & City Council 

Tony Tomasello, City Manager 

Jim Arnoult, Director, DPW 

John Schlichting, Director, Planning & Code Administration 

Ollie Mumpower, Engineering Services Director 

Greg Hwang, Capital Projects Manager, Montgomery County Department of Transportation 

Matthew Folden, Planner Coordinator, Montgomery County Planning Department 
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July 19, 2013 

Mr. Jack Dine, CENAB-OP-RMN 

US Army Corps of Engineers 

Baltimore District 

PO Box 1715 

Baltimore, MD 21203-1715 

RE: Mid-County Corridor Study, 2007-07102-M15 

MDE-13-NT-3162/201360802/AI No. 14016 

Dear Mr. Dine: 

Montgomery County's Mid County Corridor Study contains descriptions of several alternatives for 

north/south transportation improvements in the project study area. The traffic capacity enhancements 

for all alternatives were presented but, critically, there was not analysis to show the combined capacity 

effects of Alternative 4 (Brink, Whitman, Snouffer School, Muncaster Mill Roads) and Alternative 5 (MD 

355 service roads) together to determine the transportation capacity improvements of a non-Master 

Plan alignment option. This is a serious flaw in the County's Study and amounts to an unsound, 

incomplete and dishonest premise on which the joint application is made. I urge the US Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACOE) and the Maryland Department ofthe Environment (MOE) to deny the Montgomery 

County Department of Transportation's (MCDOT) application for a permit and reject the Mid County 

Corridor Study. 

The Master Plan alignments (Alternatives 8 and 9) contain significant impacts to forestlands, wetlands, 

floodplains and waterways. Large areas of intact forestland will be removed for the Master Plan 

alignments resulting in fragmentation, edge effects, loss of wildlife habitat and overall degradation of 

the natural environment. 

Bridges that propose to span six (6) stream systems, plus wetlands and floodplains in the Master Plan 

Alignment (Alternative 9) may, as a theoretical exercise, depict the minimization or elimination of 

natural resource impacts, but the reality is quite the opposite. The integrity, function and quality of 

aquatic resources are severely diminished or lost as a result: 

• Earth disturbance and grading with their ensuing sediment delivery to waterways negatively 

impact aquatic environments (black sediment 'fencing' is commonly known to prevent barely 

40% of sediment from reaching aquatic resources) 

• Disconnection, fragmentation, and destruction of intact floodplain and riparian forest areas are 

detriments to fish and wildlife habitat and natural aesthetics 
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• Direct human contact and interaction with these stream corridors (through countless formal and 

informal trails) will be forever lost if the Master Plan alignment for Mid County Highway 

Extended is constructed. 

It is contrary to basic environmental planning principles that Alternative 9 is proposed to run parallel to 

Whetstone Run for approximately 1,800 feet from, generally, Tanyard Hill Road to Capehart Drive. This 

stream corridor's ecology will be grossly and permanently degraded as a result of the proposed 

alignment. In addition, this particular section of Alternative 9 will detrimentally impact Watkins Mill 

Elementary School and numerous residential properties, lowering property values and negatively 

affecting quality of life for residents. 

It must be made clear that the County's description of Alternative 4 (Brink, Whitman, Snouffer School, 

Muncaster Mill Roads), greatly exaggerates the right-of-way required to build a fully functional4-lane 

roadway. A 4-lane divided highway with one sidewalk can realistically be accommodated in an 80-ft 

right-of-way, which is present on the majority of the existing roads along Alternative 4. This right-of

way overstatement {105 feet) in the County's study is disingenuous; I posit that the intent was to make 

Alternative 4 appear much more problematic in terms of property impacts. There is no question that 

with a smaller right-of-way, Alternative 4 will have, by an order of magnitude, significantly fewer 

environmental impacts than Alternatives 8 and 9. 

The County's Mid County Corridor Study failed to fully and truthfully analyze alternatives to the Mid

County Highway extended as shown on the Transportation Master Plan. The wetland/waterway permit 

for the Mid County Corridor project should not be granted by USACOE and MDE. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Goodfellow 

18520 Boysenberry Drive 

Unit 234 

Gaithersburg, MD 20879 

301.466.9527 

monocacyriver@yahoo.com 
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Jack Dinne, Project Manager 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
CENAB-OP-RMN 
Post Office Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne: 

21410 Blunt Road 
Germantown, MD 20876 

July 29, 2012 

AUG 0 3 2012 

I strongly support the M-83 Original Master Plan Route (Alternative 9 Option A). 
The Upcounty is seriously impaired by the failure to provide the transportation infrastructure that was 
an integral part of the planning for large scale development in Germantown and Clarksburg. Alternative 
9 Option A will use a Master-Planned right of way dating from the 1960s. All subsequent developments 
were approved with explicit knowledge of and in the anticipation of building M-83 along this right of 
way. Current residents purchased their homes with full knowledge of the anticipated Master Plan 
Route. Alternative 9 Option A will not displace any homes. I oppose all other options because they all 
have additional unacceptable impacts. Alternative 9 Option A is the best alternative to alleviate traffic 
problems-it is the critical missing link in a sensible road system. 

I am strongly opposed to Alternative 4 Modified (Brink, Wightman, Goshen, etc. 
routing). Alternative 4 Modified is completely incompatible with the Master Plans that are the basis 

for all community development. Passing through long-established residential areas with many 
individual driveways and multiple intersecting roads, it will adversely affect home owners, businesses 
and anyone driving in our area. It also will significantly lower our property values. 

I also strongly oppose Options B and 0 of Alternative 9. These options will impact 
several homes located on or near Brink Road, and adversely impact the Agricultural Reserve. Option D 
will impact more properties, pipe 30% more stream length, impact 3.8 more acres of forest and 82% 
more farmland than Option A. 

I oppose Alternative 1, the "No Build" option. Increased Upcounty development has been 

justified by having the M-83 Mid-County Highway Master Plan Route in place. 

Please adhere to the Master Plan and construct the M-83 Mid-County Highway on the Master Plan 
Route as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

eu~td f) /2; iJt7 Cyntlia '; ;;~ly 



July 27, 2012 

Comments: For Master Plan M-83 

I, Phillis A. Prather-Copeland am in favor of the Montgomery County Dept. of Transportation 

adopting the original MASTER PLAN M-83 and apposing alternate 4, the widen of Brink and 

Wightman Road into four (4) lanes with a medium strip. This plan if approved would include: 

1. The destruction of historical property, the "POSEY HOUSE". This house has 

been on its current site for as long as I've been a live 74 years. And now for 

the covenant of some and the pleasure of other, you propose to remove it as 

if it has no value to the community. I assure you it does. 

2. Your proposed actions would change the landscape of the lifelong residents 

as you enter into the community of PRATHERTOWN where the historical 

marker is placed. 

3. For some residents they would not be able to make a left hand turn out of 

their driveways. This action would pose a grave disadvantage and is un

acceptable. It would prevent family members from reaching my 94 year old 

mother who lives in PRATHERTOWN in a timely manner in case of an 

emergency etc. 

4. Your proposed action would send in excessive amount of traffic down Brink 

& Wightman road thus, jeopardizing the lives of residents as they attempt to 

entering and exiting their driveways. We see firsthand now the excessive 

speed of drives along this stretch of road, like it's the Indy 500 Speedway 

nearly causing deadly accidents. You take your life in your own hands 

coming out of your driveways. 

5. Will your action also include the removal of the WIGHTMAN HOUSE on the 

curve too? 

In conclusion, I was borne, bread and raised in PRATHERTOWN. This community was built on 

the blood, sweat and tears of my ancestors who were slaves on the Blunt Farm off of Brink 

Road and now there appears to a move to removing any trace of our existence. As an 

advocate for the preservation of our history and roots, I urge you to adopt Master Plan M-83. 

Respectfully, 

Ms. Phillis A. Prather-Copeland 
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July 29. 2012 
Mr. Greg Hwang, Project Manager 
Midcounty Corridor Stuav 
Montgomery County Department of Transportation 
Division of Transportation Engineering 
100 Edison Park Drive, 4th Floor 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20878 

Dear Mr. Hwang, 

As a resident of the Goshen Community, I am strongly opposed to the Alternative 4 Modified as 
completely incompatible and inconsistent with the County's Master plan which has called for the 
construction of M-83 {Alternative 9 Option A) for more than 30 years. When my wife and I purcnase our 
Brink Road building lot in 1984 we consulted the Master Plan and were confident that the County 
Council and Government would honor their commitment to built M-83 and that we would not be 
adversely impacted by a major unplanned road project at our nearby intersection with Brink Road. As 
the local traffic burden associated with their approval and construction of the large scale Germantown 
and Clarksburg developments continued to grow, we remained confident that the County would honor 
it long-held planning commitment to build M-83. Alternative 4 Modified is completely incompatible 
with established local Master Plans which form the basis of all up-county community development. 
Along with many--if not most-- of our Goshen area neighbors, we were aware of and relied on the 
County plans, as stated in the Master Plan, to build M-83 when we purchased or built our homes. 

I strongly support the M-83 Original Master Plan Route (Alternative 9 Option A) as the only viable 
response to the increasingly gridlocked up-county road transportation system which has developed only 
because the County Council, Planning Board, and Government approved the large scale development 
which as occurred in Germantown and Clarksburg over the last 30 years without providing adequate 
planned transportation infrastructure. Alternative 9 Option A will utilize the existing right-of-way for 
M-83 which was acquired starting in the 1960s and not result in any homes being displaced. What is 
particularly troubling in the debate is that many of those most vocal in their opposition to the 
Alternative 9 option A purchased or acquired their property interest with full knowledge of the planned 
Alternative 9 construction but who now want to rewrite history. With many of the original M-83 
environmental concerns-which many of us recall prevented its construction apparently now resolved 
with improved engineering and construction methods, it is ironic that the County now appears intent on 
building an alternative {Alt. 4 modified) which will have dramatic impact on communities that had never 
contemplated that needed new roads would be routed through their established neighborhoods 

Finally, while I fully support Alternative 9 Option A, I'm not in favor of any other Alternative 9 options 
as all of them will have additional adverse impacts to established communities-including several homes 
and Village communities adjacent to Brink and Wightman Roads and the surrounding environment. 

Si?Zu 
John J. Reilly- -vj 
1410 Blunt Road 
Germantown, MD 20876 
jreilly426@gmail.com 
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cc: 

Dr. lsiah Leggett, Montgomery Countv Execut1ve 

Council President, Roger Berhner 

Councilmember. Craig Rice 
Councilmember, George Levanthal 
Councilmember, Marc Erlich 
Councilmember, Nancy Floreen 

Councilmember, Nancy Navarro 

Councilmember, Valerie Ervin 

Councilmember, Hans Reimer 
Councilmember, Phil Andrews 

Planning Board Chair Francoise Carrier 
Jack Dinne, Project Manager, USACE 
Barbra, Rudnick, Project Manager, USEPA Region Ill 

Jeff Thompson, Project Manager, MOE 
Ki Kim, Planner, M-NCPPC 

::>teve Findley, Planner, M-NCPPC 

AUG 0 3 2012 
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CHARLES BARKLEY 

39th Legislative District 
Montgomery County 

Economic Matters Committee 

Chair, Alcoholic 
Beverages Subcommittee 

Public Utilities Subcommittee 

Joint Audit Committee 

The cMaryland House of 'Delegates 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND 21401 

August 7, 2013 

Annapolis Office 
The Maryland House of Delegates 

6 Bladen Street, Room 223 

Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

301-858-3001 

800-492-7122 Ext. 3001 

Fax 301-858-3009 

Charles. Barkley@house.state.md. us 

District Office 
19222 Golden Meadow Drive 

Germantown, Maryland 20876 

301-540-7071 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 

Maryland Department of the Environment 
Wetlands and Waterways Program 

P.O. Box 1715 160 South Water Street 
Baltimore, MD 21203 Frostburg, MD 21532 

Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne and Mr. Sean McKewen, 

I am Delegate Charles Barkley and I reside at 19222 Golden Meadow Drive in 
Germantown, MD 20876. Thank you for holding this hearing on the Midcounty Corridor 
Study. I am testifying on behalf of the entire District 39 Team (Senator Nancy King, 
Delegates Charles Barkley, Kirill Reznik and Shane Robinson). We strongly urge you to 
reject the permit application for M83, Midcounty Highway Extended, due to the 
environmental and community impacts that this destructive highway project will have on 
our District. We believe that the Montgomery County Department of Transportation's 
Environmental Effects Report (EER) pre-determined that the road would be built 
regardless of consequences to the environment and health of the citizens in the affected 
area. 

The National Environmental Policy Act requires that you take a serious look at "mass 
transit" alternatives. In the more than 1,000 page EER document there are less than 2 
pages of token inclusion regarding transit alternatives. Of the proposed alternatives, the 
only acceptable alternative is Alternative 2. This alternative makes the best use of our 
existing infrastructure by making improvements to MD 355, it costs the least, and enables 
the development of a high quality Bus Rapid Transit system connecting Clarksburg to 
Gaithersburg and points south. We need real traffic relief in the Upcounty and that will 
not come by building another road and encouraging people to get in their cars. With the 
intersection improvements in Alternative 2, we can easily start Bus Rapid Transit on MD 
355 from Shady Grove metro to Clarksburg. The complete Corridor Cities Transitway 
(CCT) needs to be built now and extended to Clarksburg. The $300 million needed to 
build M83 can be better spent on the CCT. 
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Since this is an Environmental Public Hearing let me address some of those concerns. 
Your job is to avoid, minimize and mitigate impacts to the environment. The compaction 
of wetlands by bulldozers, excavation equipment and temporary road construction will 
have a permanent impact on the affected area long after construction is complete. It will 
destroy habitats for all wildlife and seriously damage natural water filtration causing a 
change in water quality. Your job is to protect "aquatic resources" and avoid them from 
diminishing. I have been told that bridges will be built over the wetlands to protect them. 
That does not address the damages to the wetlands by the actual construction of the 
bridges and future pollution from the vehicles that will use the new road. Some of the 
proposed bridge heights are designed to be very low (only 11 feet from the ground) and 
extremely long (500 feet). Your job is also to look at cumulative impact on other 
construction projects in the same watershed. Please consider proposed Clarksburg 
construction around Ten Mile Creek. Once we lose the wildlife and the wetlands, you 
just never get them back. A temporary impact to wetlands and streams in reality can 
never actually be restored when the project is completed. 

Let me finish by briefly talking about some of the other alternatives. We believe that the 
county is really only interested in getting support for the Master Plan alignment 
(Alternative 9). Some of the other alternatives were designed to steer community support 
to that alternative. Of all the alternatives, Alternative 4 would be the most devastating to 
our community. Please look at the large number of homes and business properties that 
would be affected by this alternative. I think you would quickly agree that this 
alternative must be eliminated immediately. 

I ask you to please review the purpose of the Midcounty Corridor Study and make sure 
that your decision will relieve projected congestion on roadway facilities between 
Clarksburg and Germantown, east ofl-270. The proposed M83 will only make 
congestion worse. Thank you for listening. 



Comments on the Proposed M83 Extension 
Mark J. Firley 

I come before you today as a private citizen to share some concerns and objections to the proposed 

extension of county road M83 from its current terminus in Montgomery Village into the Clarksburg area. 

I should, at the outset, point out at least two flaws in the process which I believe may result in serious 

concerns about the project: 

1. The purpose and needs documents originally offered have methodological and substantive 

defects which cause me to question the validity of any conclusions drawn from them. Examples: 

• No evidence can be found of coordination with other transportation modalities. The 

effects of the proposed Corridor Cities Transitway (CCT) were allegedly NOT part of the 

original plan, yet in subsequent public meetings, we were assured those effects had 

been included from the beginning. What is the real story? 

• No evidence can be found of coordination with the Federal and State plans for the 1270-

USlS corridor. To propose spending hundreds of millions of scarce taxpayer dollars (no 

matter what financing plan is approved) without clearly indicating how this piece will 

help do anything but add a lane or two to allow more of Frederick County and beyond to 

commute through Montgomery County on its way to the District isilt best, unresponsive 

and at worst irresponsible. It doesn't solve the problem it sets out for itself. 

• At no point was the traffic model or the assumptions used to craft it made transparent 

or even exposed to the public. The data presented suggest that assumptions were 

"cherry picked" to give the most favorable treatment to these specific alternatives in 

isolation, and that the only plan really ever considered remained the so called 

"Alternative 9"1
. In reading the examples and data given, one has a strong impression 

that approximate load factors were taken from tables and very basic linear models 

"cranked over" to produce these results. If something more sophisticated, starting with 

the SWIFPM model, or OmniTRANS1M, or CORSIM1M or AimsunTM to name a just a few 

possibilities, there is no evidence of it here. 

• Basic queueing theory used in these models confirms a commonly available sensory 

experience. Traffic flow can be analogized to a balloon. Squeeze a section and constrict 

the flow, and it bulges out to form backups accordingly. The belief that we need this 

road this way is belied by a flaw in the final projections. Time and words are spent 

indicating the horrors of backlog in the middle of the Clarksburg-Rockville corridor. 

That's fair. But if this road were to be built, the constriction then appears at what 

theorists would call the terminal nodes of the network, that is, there isn't sufficient 

interconnectivity at either end of the proposed route to handle the increased volumes 

the middle section would drive, and we'd in effect have to build even more roads to 

1 
At least Plan 9 from Outer Space was fiction and so bad as to be funny, Alternative 9 has no such redeeming social value. 



keep up. We haven't actually solved the Clarksburg commuter problem, we've moved it 

around, but are doomed to repeat ourselves like some modern Sisyphus with a concrete 

mixer instead of a rock. We'd have to rework Shady Grove, SR355 and bits of 1200 at 

the south end to make it all work. Where have we calculated that in the plan? 

Failure to fully address these consequences is a fatal flaw in my view. 

2. Another class of objections concerns the insistence that only a shiny new ribbon of concrete can 

solve the problem. SR355 is only two lanes north of Germantown, and it's already available for 

widening. 1270 widening including hot lanes has been proposed. But let's look at one of the 

least expensive alternatives, which is dismissed here as "demand management" as if somehow 

that was an impossibility. 

Demand management may include, among other things, strategies as simple as intelligent 

signalization of intersections. For 10 to 15 percent of the cost of this road, the entire county 

signal grid could be coordinated and moved toward adaptive signal timing. Where this has been 

tried, traffic flow improvements of over 15 to 20 percent are common. If you run the numbers 

through any one of the simulators I've spoken about above, you come to a rather astonishing 

conclusion: adaptive signalization reduces the need for overall road building in the county for a 

fraction of the cost of even one major road project. 

In this area, we often pride ourselves on our forward thinking, but when it comes to transportation, we 

haven't even made the 1990s elsewhere. These techniques are working in California, New York, and 

Minnesota, to name a few places. But we run from them in order to make more bedroom suburbs with 

no downtowns so we can emit more carbon while doing more commuting at an ever slower pace. If 

that sounds undesirable to you, it sounds ridiculous to me. 

The same county that touts "smart growth" based around transit when the construction is renewal and 

infill (the most expensive kind) suddenly reverses emphasis when we're a lot closer to green fields and 

lower implementation costs? How is that sensible? 

The proposed M83 extension is worse than unworkable, the plan as stated contains internal 

contradictions and can be charitably described as intellectually incontinent. I view it as a tragedy of 

good intentions finding shop-worn solutions and clinging to 1950s models of execution. It's time we end 

this folly forever and move on to develop real solutions to the problems we created in the UpCounty. 

We need to plan for the effect of transit, through commuting from Frederick and beyond, growth out 

toward the Agricultural Reserve, and integrated, intermodal transit where the private automobile is 

neither venerated nor vilified, but co-exists in a diverse mix with rail, omnibus, and other modalities. 

We need to finally reach ahead of our problems and plan swift relief for UpCounty citizens, not just a 

"mulligan" of more road building. 

Thank you. 

~1~ 



August 6, 2013 

Mr. Jack Dinne 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
PO Box 1715 
Baltimore, MD 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne, 

We are residents in the Greater Goshen area of Gaithersburg and are writing to express our 
strong opposition to any potential widening of Wightman Road as part of a new link to the 
Midcounty Highway, ie, the Alternative 4 Modified option. Not only would the actual 
widening destroy the tranquility of the area but so many historical properties and areas 
would be adversely affected, including Prathertown, one of the last remaining original 
African-American setdements in the state. The increased noise and pollution that would 
come with a widened road would be unbearable. But most importandy, widening Wightman 
Road was never in the county's master plan. Many homeowners, we included, purchased our 
homes with the expectation that the neighborhoods in this area would be preserved as they 
are and not become major commuter routes. Widening Wightman Road and other roads in 
the Goshen area in order to create an eastern alternative to I-270 would be a complete 
betrayal on the part of the county and would result in vasdy reduced property values for all 
residents. This is completely unacceptable. 

We personally oppose any further road building in the county as current roads are so poorly 
maintained, but if Mid-County Highway must be extended to Route 27 then the only viable 
options are alternatives 8 or 9, both of which are consistent with the master plan. Either of 
these options would be a much better choice for all citizens of the county than widening 
roads throughout the Goshen area. 

Thank you for taking our comments into consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~A t1 ··I L 1L ._ ~ ) ),- f)(~ ~ / 
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Michael Forcinito / 
Carey Lawrence 
9710 Wightman Road 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 
(301) 977-7439 
mforcini@yahoo.com 



PIPED STREAMS 

Reading the Draft Environmental Report (DEER) I was struck by the "worst case" comparison for 
wetlands and waters. 

0.87ca wetland fill for alt. 9 
1 ,282ft of piped streams for alt. 4 

Preserving or creating additional wetlands can mitigate wetland fill. Goshen residents have already 
seen 20 acres of Goshen Branch Stream Valley Park converted to forested wetlands, replacing both 
trees and wetlands lost to the ICC. 

Researching the effects of piped streams I found nothing to recommend this approach. Movement of 
all organisms within rivers and streams is an extremely important ecological process. This applies not 
just to fish but for everything from near microscopic benthic organisms to 300 pound white-tailed deer. 

Interrupting the movement of animals can have many deleterious effects. It can delay migration for 
breeding, induce stress due to extra exertion required to pass obstacles or high velocity water, 
overcrowding at entrance and exit pools. Many culverts become barriers as flooding events change the 
adjacent streambed. 

Culverts rarely are able to provide and maintain the necessary substrate for the smallest, weakest 
swimmers to manage to pass through a long pipe. High water velocity stops some entirely. Nor do 
culverts offer the safety of dry crossings on stream banks of the numerous terrestrial animals from 
mink to muskrat. These become roadkill. Obviously, deer cannot pass through a piped stream. When 
deer become roadkill, they can take humans with them. 

It is thus important to maintain an unfragmented stream bottom and bank edge to allow continuous and 
inter-connected populations for the many weak swimming species and terrestrial animals. 

The ecosystem of a stream is complex and interconnected. For example, say a fish species is 
eliminated that fresh water mussels rely on for reproductions. (Their young attach to the gills of fish at 
one stage of their life cycle. No fish means that the mussels die off. The essential function of filtering 
bacteria, algae and other small particles disappears with the mussels, as does their roll as food for 
larger animals. All things are interconnected, and the seemingly least significant creature can play a 
key roll in a healthy ecosystem. 

In discussing alt. 4, the DEER includes many instances of the phrase, "Fish passage at the road culvert 
is unnecessary due to the absence of upstream habitat." Well, fish habitat may be lacking, but what of 
salamanders, turtles, raccoons, opossums, beavers? 

Piped streams do nothing to facilitate deer passage. Check the soil under the Watkins Mill Road or Rt. 
335 bridges over Great Seneca Creek and you will find a veritable wildlife highway as shown by the 
tracks left by deer and other animals. Alternative 4 does not offer this essential passage. Thanks to the 
determined efforts of the DOT and the Montgomery County taxpayer, alternative 9 has bridges with 7, 
17 and 18 feet of underclearance -exactly what is needed to allow deer passage and reduce deer
vehicle collisions. 



The wedges and corridors plan embraced by the planners in Montgomery County is equally valid for 
people as for our wildlife populations. 

Please review this website for an overview of culverts: 

http://www.streamcontinuity.org/index.htm 

Respectfully submitted 6 August 2013 

Bonnie Bell 
Goshen MD 
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August 7, 2013 

Good Evening, 

Not long ago, I was in the political know as political director for SEIU Local 500. I had a finger to the pulse of 

local issues and the ear of local politicians on a range of civic issues. I seem to remember that not long ago, 

the Cooridor Cities Transit Way was the looming road infrastructure improvement. Bringing people to jobs 
and 

technology, abating traffic congestion and linking communities in the 1-270 cooridor to the idustries we want 
to 

see growing and thriving in Montgomery County. 

Now, here it is almost 20 years since I bought into Montgomery Village, joined the board of directors and had 

a family. We have been confronted with the prospects of the Webtrack light industrial track, Goshen Road 

widening, Wightman Road widening, and building hirises on the golf course track. M-83 was always the 

20,000 pound gorilla hiding in the back room. All residents were in agreement over the destructive impact 

that this cross-cutting hiway would have on our neighborhoods. No one could understand the necessity to 

bisect an established 40-year old commuity with another road to nowhere. What would it do to promote 

employment and low impact living? Yet, each time it was shadened in with a dottedline because the road 

itself was just not teneble. 

I have walked this trail through the backyards of Stewick, the Heights, parts of several others and seen the 

destruction it would cause. Yes, these "exclusive" moderate income neighborhoods have grown accustomed 

to peace and quiet and deservedly so, we don't have many other strong selling points in the Village. But again 

and again, given the choice between sexy and sellable and green and remote, we have always fought hard to 

maintain, green, quaint and quiet. We don't need starbucks on the corner, or Target out the backdoor, but we 

want to preserve our walking paths, Seneca Creek Greenway Trail and links each others backyards without 

getting in the car. We bought into what I would call an "intentional community" centered around getting our 

children to school and pool without the need to jump on the freeway, or in this case, run across it to get 

there. 



I am Virginia Nuta from the Northgate Homes Corporation in Montgomery Village, MD. 

I am opposing Alternative 4 for a variety of reasons, but specifically, today, I ask you to take into account 
that the route of this proposed alternative would invade more than one area of historic interest in 
Montgomery County, sites that have been here for more than 100 years and a road that has been here for 
more than 200 years. 

To begin with, Brink Road- along which a substantial portion of Alt. 4 would run-- is one of the oldest 
roads in Montgomery County and in Maryland. Brink Road was created in 1793 as part of a road project, 
Baltimore Road, which started from the mouth of the Monocacy River and ran to Baltimore. The road 
was built to help farmers get their goods to Baltimore, and along it, over the years, there were several 
mills drawing power from the local creeks. Specifically, the route included "13 miles to Seneca Creek" 
from the Georgetown Road which is now 355, past Goshenville Mill, Goshen preaching house, on to what 
is today Unity, and to the Patuxent. 

Brink Road has retained its rural appearance for more than two centuries. It edges and then enters the 
County Agricultural Reserve. It was NEVER included in the Master Plan as a major thoroughfare, only 
as an 80 ft. arterial road, and homeowners in its vicinity had no way to know that a 4- lane divided 
highway could take its place. Although you might point out that because there are homeowners along 
Brink Road, it is an already developed vicinity, I would respond by saying that the numerous entrance 
points and driveways along the road would mean that it would not likely be a whole lot faster for 
commuters than it is today. I would also ask you to consider that a beautiful tree-lined suburban 
landscape that retains the character of a rural landscape is not less important to residents of this county 
than new-growth woods. 

There is further history to the road. You might recall that in September of 1862 Robert E. Lee invaded 
Maryland, prior to the Battle of Antietam. In Washington, D.C., there was concern that the Confederate 
Army could invade the District of Columbia by coming down Baltimore Road from the North and 
entering the city down Georgia A venue. Seneca Creek was a major crossing on the Baltimore Road. 

In response to the supposed threat from the Confederate Army, the first unit to respond was the 1st New 
York Cavalry on September 6. Two days later, 5000 additional troops and two batteries of artillery from 
General Burnside's IX Corps, and they camped between Seneca Bridge and Goshen. This bridge is at the 
junction of Wightman Road and Brink Road. On September 10, they were replaced by the Kanawha 
Division and the 151 Ohio Artillery. All were under orders to hold the bridge. This information was 
compiled by Susan Soderberg from Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, and the book 
Before Antietam by John Michael Priest. The site is a designated historical site. 

After Brink Road meets Wightman Road at the bridge, the proposed Alt 4 route runs through another 
historic area, Prathertown, before entering the planned community of Montgomery Village. 

Prathertown was settled in 1883 by freed Moses, Marshall, Job, Rezin, and Annie Prather who had bee 
slaves at the nearby W oodburne Plantation. They bought nearly 7 acres of land, part of the original 
"Dorsey's Meadow" tract, which they purchased for $390. Adjacent land was bought by other freed 
slaves. They established truck gardens and hired out their labor to neighboring farms. By the 2nd and 3rd 

generations, many descendants had earned college degrees. Prathertown is one of the oldest African 
American communities in Montgomery County and it has been continually populated by descendants of 
the original freed slaves. 



Alt. 4 would remove nearly all of the yard between the Thompson-Wightman House and Wightman 
Road. This house is one of the oldest sites from the original "Dorsey's Meadows" tract. It was built in 
the 1860s and possibly built above an earlier dwelling in its present basement. 

A second impact would be the removal of a yard from the John E. Benson House built in 1880, part of 
Prathertown. The yard that would be removed separates the present road from the oldest part of the 
house. The house is built on a foundation that predates 1880 and was surrounded by outbuildings. 

The history of these two homes is documented by the Montgomery County Historical Society and 
particularly through the work of Sarah Houser. 

Finally, Alt. 4 would completely demolish the 1910 Sarah Posey House. The Posey house was named for 
its owner Sarah Posey, an African-American midwife and one of few African-Americans to own property 
in the county. This house is on the Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties maintained by the 
Maryland Historic Trust, No. 20-42. In the documentation maintained by the MD Historic Trust, the 
house is described as "graceful, elegant, and one of the loveliest homes in the Goshen area." These 
houses sit just above the area called "Wightman's Meadows" where people would come from all over the 
county for picnics and swimming in the Great Seneca Creek. 

I would just like to mention another historic area where I live, which is Montgomery Village. I say 
historic because to my knowledge it was the first planned community in Montgomery County. In the 
1970s when the area around Wightman Road was being built, no mention was made that the road could 
be widened to 105 and 120 feet and that the attractive trees and green space which separate townhouses 
and Wightman Road would disappear. Why should people who bought townhomes in a planned 
community have to have a road running not a few yards away but right under their bedroom windows, 
when this was never on the Master Plan? Why should their few acres of a pleasant planned village be 
destroyed for the sake of a trees on the original M-83 route that only exist because of a delay in building 
that road? 

While we all know that needs in a community may change over time, residents in the north end of the 
Village have never had any reason to suspect that M-83 would destroy the suburban character of their 
planned community, given that the public has been on notice for 40 years that the route for the road was 
elsewhere. Those living along that route were, on the contrary, on notice, and are the ones to bear the 
consequences of their decision to live there. 

Virginia R Nuta 

9850 Dairyton Court 

Montgomery Village, MD 20886 

301-948-0014 

vrnuta@verizon.net 
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/Maryland Historical Trust 
Maryland Inventory of 
Historic Properties Form 

Inventory No. M::20-42 

1. Name of Property (indicate preferred name) 

historic The Sarah Posey House 

other 963 1 Wightman Road 

2. Location 
street and number 9631 Wightman Road not for publication 

city, town Gaithersburg vicinity 

county Montgomery 

3. Owner of Property (give names and mailing addresses of all owners) 

name Brent R. Berisford 

street and number 9631 Wrightman Road telephone · 

city, town Gaithersburg state MD zip code 20879-1254 

4. Location of Legal Description 
courthouse. registry of deeds, etc. Judicial Center, 50 Courthouse Square tax map and parcel FV51, P970 

city, town Rockville, MD liber 21188 folio 714 

5. Primary Location of Additional Data 
___ Contributing Resource in National Register District 
___ Contributing Resource in Local Historic District 
__ Determined Eligible for the National Register/Maryland Register 
___ Determined Ineligible for the National Register/Maryland Register 
___ Recorded by HABS/HAER 
___ Historic Structure Report or Research Report at MHT 
___ Other:. ___ _ 

6. Classification 

Category 
__ district 

_X_building(s) 
__ structure 
__ site 
__ object 

Ownership 
__public 
__LL_private 
__ both 

Current Function 
__ agriculture 
__ commerce/trade 
__ defense 

_X_domestic 
__ education 
__ funerary 
__ government 
__ health care 
__ industry 

_._landscape 
__ recreation/culture 
__ religion 

_X_social 
__ transportation 
__ work in progress 
__ unknown 

vacanUnot in use 
__ other: 

-... , ... 
··-..-·! · .. J .. ~ 
r-.__~ ... : '· '! ,.-
,:··, \. 
,,\ ....... 

.. ..( _ 

' \-~ 
"• - \. > "' I , 

.•. ,., 
-r 
·+-

,,. 

Resource Count 
Contributing 

3 

3 

Noncontributing 
___ build 
___ sites 
___ struCI 
____ obje< 
___ Tota 

Number of Contributing ResoUI 
previously listed in the lnvento 
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I"HITWI\YS 
F ·1 1-270 

F-9 J-370 

Wnshhl\)ton Notlonnl Pll<o 

Mcti'O 1\ccoes lllyhwoy/lnturcounty 
Cotll\octor 

CONTHUI.I.t:D MI\JOI~ IIIOIIWI\ YS 
M-OJ MO 115 Mldcounty lllghway 
M-90 - Uront Sonocn lllghwoy 

MI\JOH IIJGIIWI\ YS 
M-6 MD 355 
M-15 

M-21 MD 124 (l'nrt} 
M-21 MD 124 

M-27. MD 7.0 
M-2} 

M-211 MD 1211 (Pnrt) 

M-25 

M-7.6 MD 117/1?.11 

M-2U 
M-112 

M-?11 

Frnderlr!l< 1\vonuo 
Muddy llrnnch Hood 

Odon'hul 1\ vonuo 
nolthursburg·l.nytonavlllc Hood 
Holocntod 
Darnestown Hond/l<oy Wost 1\vonuo 
nude Drivo 

(~uinco Orchard Hooci/Montc,JOrnory 
Vlllogo 1\vonun 
<loshcn Hontl 

CIOJljll!t Hoori/Wost Diamond .1\vonuo 

1-J7U t:xtondud (5nm t:I•J lllghwny) 
Shndy l :rove Hood 

Metro 1\t:eoss Hond 
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1\·16 • Snouffer School Honcl 

/\··17 

1\-ln 

1\-JJ 

1\-)ll 
1\-36 

J 
1\-255 

l.ongdrnft Hond/Wotkins Mill 1\oll(l 

ChrisloJihor 1\vonuo/l.ost l<nlfo Hood 

l.onydroft Hon•l 

Frolll Groot Sonocu Crock to Hockvillo City 250' IJ 

Bounrlory ot Shody Grovo Hood 
From 1-270 to Pion Boundary (Hcdlond Hood) 100' 6 

(P-7) 

From Groot Sonnen Crook to Hedlund Hood (P-"1} 1501 ''to 6 
From Groot 5oncr.u Crook to Shmly Grovo Hond 150' 4 to 6 

nt Weat Hltchlo Pnrkwny 
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From Dnrnootown Hond (M-2?.) to West Olamoml 1201 6 

1\vunuo (M-26) 
f"rom I oat Knife Houri (1\-18} to Girard Stroot ll.olocntcd 120' li-6 

From Midcounty llhjhwny (M·OJ) tu Wnrflcld Honrl 12()' 11-6 

(P-1) 
From Popco Hiyht-of-woy to l{ockvllln City Uoundnry 120 4-6 

From Key West 1\vonuo (191-2?.) to Hockvlllo City 120' 4-6 

noumlnry 
From Dnmostown Hon•l (M-22) to 1\-29~ {~00 foot 120'-lSO' ll-6 

north of f:hrh I louse! Uond 
1· rom < Mnn'hnl 1\vonuo (M-21) to Wotflchl r{oocl 120' 11-6 

(P-1) 
rrorn nront Seneca Crook to Muddy llmnch Homl 120' 4-6 

<M-m 
From Uront Sonnen llltjlwny (M-90) to 1·7.70 (F -I) 150' 11 tu 6 

I rom C:ront Soncc:n lliu'Hvny ( M-90) to Muncnstor 120' 6 
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1862 UNION ENCAMPMENT PROTECTING 
CAPITAL DURING CIVIL WAR 

and Agricultural Reserve 

HALT ALT. 4! 
Sarah Posey House-on MD Inventory of 

Historic Buildings-to be destroyed 

1880 Benson House 

HISTORIC COMMUNITY 
OF PRATHERTOWN 

Alt. 4 Modified would disrupt historic Prathertown, a Civil War site, would destroy an historic home and disrupt 
two more. It would invade the Agricultural Reserve, turning the 2-lane 1794 Brink Road into a 4 lane divided high-

~ 

Alt. 4 modified, if adopted, would be the alternative to the original extension ofM83-also known as the Mid-County Highway. The original exten
sion, on the county's Master Plan in 1969, would cross Montgomery Village Avenue and continue through property already purchased by the county, ending 
at Brink Road near Wildcat Road .. The original extension has been opposed by the Montgomery Village Foundation; the Dayspring Community which owns 
a tract of land used for a retreat that would be impacted, and by the Montgomery County Parks Department. 

Because of this opposition, Alt. 4 was proposed in an unknown year as one of several alternatives. Homeowners Associations learned of it in 2011 
when other alternatives were rejected except for (a) doing nothing, (b) mass transit, (3) widening Frederick Avenue, (d) the original extension (with some 
different endings when it reaches Brink Road), and (e) Alt. 4-modified, which would widen Snouffer School Road, Wightman Road, and Brink Road. 

The widening would be drastic. Snouffer School Road from #124 as it becomes Wightman Road to Montgomery Village Avenue would go from two 
lanes to six lanes with a median strip. From Montgomery Village Avenue, Wightman Road to Brink, and Brink to Wildcat Road would be four lanes with a 
median strip. Because such a road was never identified on the Master Plan, townhouses, single family homes, churches and businesses were not built in con
templation of a road this size. The grounds separating townhouse communities from the road would disappear, noise would increase, and the appearance and 
character of the community-the historic Prathertown community and Montgomery Village, a planned community-would be severely affected. The faint 
beige lines at the edge ofthe road, above, shows what road planners call the "Level of Disturbance." 

. . 



Alt. 4 Mod. Would Impact the Character of the Historic Community of Prathertown .. 
In 1883 and 1884, Ann, Reason, Marshall, Moses, and John Prather, former slaves owned by the William 
W. Blunt, who owned Woodbourne on Blunt Road, purchased about 6.5 to 7.5 acres along Wightman Road, 
part of a larger tract called "Dorsey's Meadows." They paid $60 cash to William H. Benson and his wife. 
Later, nearby land was bought by other freed slaves. The families hired out labor to other farms, the women 
took in washing, and they also farmed small truck gardens on the land. Prathertown is one of the oldest 
African America communities in Montgomery County and one of few to have retained its ethllic identity. 
Many of the people living in Prathertown today are direct descendants of the original settlers. 

Alt. 4 Mod. Would Impact the Thompson-Wightman House 
Alt 4 Modified would remove nearly all of the yard between Thompson-Wightman House and Wightman Road. This is one of 
the oldest sites at 9821 Wightman Road of the original "Dorsey' s Meadows" tract upon which most of this community was 
built. The house was built in the 1860s and possibly built above an earlier dwelling, which is its present basement. It was in the 
possession of just two families between 1829-1966. (MC Historical Society. Research by Susan Emma Houser, 2005) 

Alt. 4 Mod. Would Impact the Benson House 
Alt 4 Mod. would remove the front yard ofthe John E. Benson house, an 1880 house built by the Benson family , which is part 
ofPrathertown. This yard separates the road from the oldest part of the house. The house is built on an older stone foundation 
and was surrounded by outbuildings. John E. Benson was a son of William H. Benson, who sold many of the Prathertown plots 
to African-Americans. (MC Historical Society, Research by Susan Emma Houser, 2005) 

Alt. 4 Mod. Would Destroy the Sarah Posey House 
Alt. 4 was planned so to tear down the Sarah Posey House at 9631 Wightman Road, described by 
documents in the Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties as "graceful, elegant, and one ofthe 
loveliest homes in the Goshen area," and also as "the last remaining example of folk architecture of 
Prathertown." Built in 1910, it was owned by an African American woman, Sarah Posey, a midwife, 
remaining in her family for 68 years. It is one of the last remaining early 20th century homes of Pra-

thertown. (Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties, No. 20-42) 

Alt. 4 Mod. Would Impact an 1862 Civil War Site 
A historical marker stands at Seneca Creek Bridge to commemorate its place in history. President 
Lincoln anticipated that the Confederate armies might attack Washington, D.C., through Brink, Go
shen, and Laytonsville to Route 108 and Georgia Avenue. Therefore when Robert E. Lee crossed the 
Potomac River in September of 1862, it was important to protect the Bridge at Seneca Creek. A squad
ron of the 1st New York Cavalry arrived followed by General Reno ' s Corps. On September 10, 1862, 
General McClellan wrote, "General Burnside has 5000 men at Goshen and Seneca Bridge." (Susan 
Soderberg, MD National Capital Park and Planning Commission) 

Alt. 4 Mod. Would Thrn an Early American Road Into a 4-Lane Divided Highway and 
Invade the Agricultural Reserve 
On March 13, 1793, a road was certified in Montgomery County to run from the Potomac to Green's Bridge over the Patuxent 
River. The road was constructed from the Mouth of the Monocacy to intersect the Frederick-Baltimore Road (Rt. 40) in How
ard County and was to provide a convenient way for farmers to get their produce and animals to Baltimore, Rt. 40 being too far 
north, and not well maintained. The new road also passed several mills, including the Goshen Mills in our vicinity. The road 
was called Old Baltimore Road, but a portion is now called Brink Road. (From "roads" file at MCHS, provided by Susan 
Soderberg.) In 1980, farmland surrounding Brink Road was declared part of an Agricultural Reserve to be protected. 

OUTRAGED? Contact your County Council members to let them know. CRAIG RICE, District 2; NANCY 
FLOREEN, MARC ELRICH, GEORGE LEVENTHAL, HANS RIEMER, Members at Large. MAIL: 100 Mary
land Ave. , Rockville, MD 20850. PHONE: (240) 777-7900. All can bee-mailed at councilmember.(insert last 
name)@montgomerycountymd.gov. You can contact the Greater Goshen Civic Association at ourgg
ca@hotmail.com, or, the author of this flyer, Virginia Nuta, vmuta@verizon.net. 



So, please when you consider the revised Engineering scopes that say less surface area will allow a "greener" 

alternative route, consider the impacts of cutting the thousands of trees down. The erosion alone is going to 

impact the Seneca Creek a great deal. The noise the highway is going to ruin our quiet and air quality around 

schools and playgrounds will increase asthma and related illnesses by a good percentage if you read the 

studies ... 

So, please do not build this road. Opt for Bus Rapid Transit, the alternative roads or whichever alternative you 

can, this road is not beneficial enough to cross cut our neighborhoods and lessen our property values and 

quality of life. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia lake 

9621 Marston lane 

Montgomery Village, MD 20886 

301-503-7954 



Speaker Robert Portanova 
Residence Montgomery Village 
Phone 301-990-4881 
Event August 7 Public Hearing 

My name is Bob Portanova and I have lived in Montgomery Village since 1987. I currently 
reside in a community called Stedwick. I moved there for the open fields, streams and woods 
behind my house. It is now threatened due to the M-83 proposed highway. 

I have been following the progress of this project for several years now. I would like to state that 
the entire project has been kept in the dark, shielded from the general public. In 
addition, Montgomery County DOT has broken numerous NEP A process laws in announcing 
this Public Hearing. A total lack of transparency exemplified in the hidden and biased means of 
getting on their distribution just to find out about the Public Hearing. I was lucky enough to 
have called and talked with Greg Hwang several years ago - so at that point I must have been 
added to the DOT mailing list. The average resident would not know and therefore excluded 
from the announcement. The time of the hearing, scheduled at 4:30 is unfair to make hourly 
working people unable to get off work early. The public speaking time is 6:30 but one has to be 
present by 4:30 to sign up. This is confusing and purposefully ambiguous and a clear violation 
of the NEP A process. 

The highway itself will result in nothing short of and environmental holocaust. Most of the 5. 7 
mile terrain is made up of dense forest, a meandering creek at points 30-50 feet wide with water 
flowing over gorgeous rock formations, mounds and mounds of ferns, 1 00 year old sycamores, 
small creek offshoots from main artery, huge bolders on sides of hills with 45% pitch- all home 
to thousands of animals- deer, raccoon, fox, possum, turtles, fish birds, salamanders. 

The human impact is just as bad. This road is proposed to split thru a strip of forest with condo 
complexes on either side, housing over 5,000 residents- the strip between the two is only about 
30 yards. The route will also pass along several large run-off ponds, a tennis court, a pool, over 
a football field, over a softball field, alongside an Elementary School, over a main road, thru a 
massive floodplain, under Pepco power lines, over Colonial Gas piplines and thru dense forest 
wetlands. 

This proposal is an absolute environmental and human violation and should endure criminal 
prosecution. The pictures I have in front of me will tell the story better than I can. 

Thank You. 





US Army Corps of Engineers 

Baltimore District 

Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 

P.O. Box 1715 

Baltimore, MD 22103-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne, 

AUG 0 9 2013 

9916 Walker House Rd, #2 

Montgomery Village, MD 20886 

August 8, 2013 

I live in the path of M-83 and want to voice my strongest opposition to the project. Aside from the 

environmental impacts (which are many), the outrageous cost, the proximity to an elementary school 

and the fact that the residential nature of the surrounding areas mean that no meaningful economic 

growth can come from this project, this 4-6 lane road at highways speeds would destroy the woodlands 

near my house which my family regularly walks. It would also make it infinitely more difficult for my 

young son to safely traverse Montgomery Village Ave on our way to walk to lakeforest Mall or Trader 

Joe's. 

When we moved to Normandie on the lake II, this project had effectively been killed. For this reason, 

we decided to pay a premium to live in a condo with views of the woods. Now, the County wants to 

move the goalposts and resurrect this ill-conceived road; blocking our views with concrete barriers and 

destroying access to my condo association's pool. I should also add that the County's current BRT 

proposal does not include anything for Mid-County Highway. Even if it did, the wholesale reduction of 

public transportation on the ICC is indicative that the authorities are only interested in creating 

automobile capacity at the expense of all other forms of transit. 

While I am somewhat sympathetic to up-county residents, the fact of the matter is that this road was 

not approved earlier and there is no good reason to approve it now. 

I would, instead urge widening existing State roads such as 355 or 124. Additionally, HOV lanes should 

be extended on 1-270 up to Exit 18 and another lane added to this road. This should assist considerably 

in increasing capacity on roads leading to Shady Grove or the southern part of the county. 

Thank you for your consideration. 



Q 
Gaithersburg 

A CHARACTER COUNTS! CITY 

August 12, 2013 

Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers 
Baltimore District 
P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 

Mr. Sean McKewen 
Maryland Department of the Environment 
Wetlands and Waterways Program 
160 South Water Street 
Frostburg, Maryland, 21532 

Dear Sirs 

AUG 2 '- 2013 

The City of Gaithersburg would like to take this opportunity to further comment on the 
Midcounty Corridor Study (MCS) 2013 Draft Environmental Effects Report. The City 
would like to amend and clarify its position stated in the comment letter dated July 17, 2013 
(attached) regarding the various Alternatives Retained for Detailed Study. 

While the statements expressed in the July 17 letter's "General Comments" stand, the City 
recognizes the potential benefits of an additional north-south major arterial roadway paralleling 
both Interstate 1-270 and Maryland (MD) 355 within the defined study area. Regarding the 
"build" alternatives discussed in the MCS, the City reaffirms its opposition to Alternatives 5 and 
8. To make clear, the City has determined Alternative 9 is the least objectionable of the various 
build alternatives and should be designated as the "Preferred Alternative" with the requests 
expressed in the July 17 letter; however, based upon the benefits defined in the MCS, the 
intersection improvements associated with Alternative 2 should be incorporated into any and all 
of the build alternatives. Thank you for the opportunity to clarify the City of Gaithersburg's 
position. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Robinson III, Lead 

Long Range Planning 

City of Gaithersburg 

City of Gaithersburg • 31 South Summit Avenue, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877-2038 
301-258-6300 • FAX 301-948-6149 • TTY 301-258-6430 • cityhall@gaithersburgmd gov • 

www.gaithersburgmd.gov 

MAYOR 
Sidney A. Katz 

COUNCIL MEMBERS 
Jud Ashman 

Cathy C. Drzyzgula 
Henry F. Marraffa, Jr. 

Michael A. Sesma 
Ryan Spiegel 

CITY MANAGER 
Tony Tomasello 



Cc: 

Mayor & City Council 

Tony Tomasello, City Manager 

Jim Arnoult, Director, DPW 

John Schlichting, Director, Planning & Code Administration 

Ollie Mumpower, Engineering Services Director 

Greg Hwang, Capital Projects Manager, Montgomery County Department of Transportation 



11509 Summer Oak Drive 
Germantown, MD 20874 
August 13, 2013 

US Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne 
CENAB-OP-RMN 
Box 1715 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

AUG 1 9 2013 

/ 

Midcounty Highway Corridor Study 

I have been a resident of Germantown since 1974, have seen many changes and have 
been very involved in civic life. 

Ever since I have lived here, M83 has been on all local master plans and the regional 
master plan. The original plan took into account historic places and buildings, and the 
designated right of way was placed in the most efficacious location. 

I ask you to follow the Master Plan Alignment Alt 9a and issue a permit for this 
alignment. The road was planned, together with transit options, for the planned 
expansion of Germantown and Clarksburg. Germantown has since had a further 
expansion of many millions of square feet of commercial development and many 
thousands residential units. This puts further pressure on the existing roads and makes 
M83 even more necessary. 

We do not need any more money to be wasted on studies. We need M83. 

Sincerely, 

J. Elaine Huey 

Cc: Maryland Dept. of the Environment 
Montgomery County Dept. of Transportation 



US Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne 
CENAB-OP-RMN 
Box 1715 
Baltimore, MD 21203 
August 14, 2013 

Germantown Historical Society 
P.O. Box475 

Germantown, MD 20875 

Mid County Highway Corridor Study 

AUG 2 2 2013 

The Amended Germantown Master Plan of 1974 designated an alignment for M83 which 
carefully avoided the historic structures and African-American Town ofPrathertown 

In 1974 it had been decided that M83 was a necessary element (together with transit) for the 
future expansion of Germantown and beyond and was to be funded through the five year CIP at 
that time. 

Residents should not have to be continually fighting decisions already made and written into 
master plans which they are supposed to rely upon when they buy their houses. 

It is now time to stop any further study and grant the permit to build the road. The Germantown 
Historical Society supports the 1974 Amended Master Plan and its present closest alignment, 
9A. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Soderberg, President 

~~ 

Cc: Maryland Dept. of the Environment 
Montgomery County Dept. of Transportation 



US Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
POBox 1715 
Baltimore MD 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne: 

AUG 2 2 2013 

8/15/13 

I strongly support the permit application for the Master Plan alignment ofM-83 (Alt. 9, Option A). It is the 
only option that will improve traffic flow safely and efficiently and won't negatively impact the "human" 
environment. Options B & D both destroy a home. [Option B destroys wells or septic for about 15 homes along 
Brink Road and in some cases that could result in the loss of homes. Option D intrudes through and takes land 
from the Agricultural Reserve, which would set a precedent for the taking of Ag Reserve land for purposes other 
than agriculture.] 

The Master Plan alignment would have fewer obstacles than trying to "retrofit" existing roads, such as is proposed 
in Alternative 4 Modified. Existing roads with homes, and consequently dozens of driveways and school bus 
stops, would cause a myriad of safety problems if these roads were turned into 4-lane highways with 50-mph speed 
limits. [I can't even imagine the terrible effect to traffic and residents during the months or years of construction 
alone. But then once it is finished, Alternative 4 Modified would cause virtually everyone living on the widened 
roads to have to go right out of their driveway, then make aU-tum to go left. They'll have to go past their house 
and make aU-tum instead of being able to make a left tum into their driveways. As a resident of Brink Road it 
would affect me, but my point is not that it would just affect me: It will affect every family along the widened 
roads. Ninety driveways, according to the Draft Environmental Effects Report. All these U-tums would use more 
gas, as well as our cars idling while we wait for an opening in two or three lanes of oncoming traffic before we can 
make our turns, as opposed to the one lane of traffic we cross now. 

The current stretch ofMidcounty Highway is a great smooth-moving road until it abruptly ends at Montgomery 
Village Ave. A limited access highway is exactly what is needed to continue the safe and efficient flow of high
volume traffic with minimal interference from existing roads and none from private driveways. Alternative 4 has 
been projected to impact 90 driveways. Ninety! That is not acceptable. Alternative 4 also would impact 25 
unsignalized intersections in that same span, and 13 signalized intersections. 128 access points. This will not 
promote safe, efficient, high-volume 50-mph traffic flow. This will waste fossil fuels and be more dangerous for 
drivers, pedestrians, and residents. 

For the safest, most efficient, smooth flowing option for motorists, please approve the permit application for Alt. 9 
(Option A). That road will minimize intersections, potential pedestrian-related accidents, and impact on school 
bus stops, which I believe would be much safer for everyone involved. The resulting smooth-flowing traffic will 
minimize air pollution and carbon emissions as well as reduce gas consumption. Healthier air, safer people, and 
reduced gas consumption: Isn't this what we should be striving for? But instead we are looking for options 
because we don't want to cut down trees that grew in the Master Plan right of way, designated in the 1960's? The 
trees grew because the area was reserved from development. Because M-83 was supposed to be built there! So 
let's build it. The Master Plan alignment has been planned for and makes sense. It gives us the efficient 
north/south route we need. 

For 30 years the MidcountY Highway has provided excellent access from Montgomery Village to Metro, 
down county roads and recently the Intercounty Connector. M -83's Master Plan route will extend this benefit to 
the rest of the upcounty. M-83 is needed to relieve congestion on 355 and 1-270 and the need only gets greater 
with the development of the Clarksburg/Germantown/Damascus areas. 



Why is Alternative 4 Modified even still an option, when it will be more dangerous for drivers, pedestrians, 
and residents, gives us no real benefit in commuting time and would use more fossil fuels? Please do not 
approve a permit application for this option. This alternative is made up of rural routes that are distant from the 
transportation corridor, that are near and crossing streams. In places this route is prone to flash flooding which 
would only get worse ifyou more than double the amount of impervious surface with four lanes of road, a 
sidewalk, and a multi-use path. 

If you are looking to improve safety and fuel efficiency on the roads, as well as accommodate future growth, you 
should rule out Alternative 4 modified and stick with the Master Plan alignment (Alt. 9, option A.) It would be the 
preferred alternative for fuel efficiency because of reasons stated above, and because it could support a designated 
bus lane. 

I am strongly opposed to the permit application for Alt. 4 Modified. It adds over seven acres of impervious 
surfaces to areas that are already prone to flash flooding, thereby making the flooding risk worse. More residents 
will have unacceptable levels of noise ( 417 homes) because the route runs right next to so many homes, schools, 
and churches. 

With Alt. 4 Modified, water quality in our wells on Brink Rd. and other roads that are widened will suffer because 
of increased runoff from the four-lane highway. It will be the least safe, and with the longest travel time. It is the 
worst alternative for the "human" environment. 

Please do not approve a permit for Alt. 4 Modified. 

Th~ .. k k .'! '!f f\.very«J:__ch for your time and consideration. 

!octl. ' ~./ ... 
I·. i . 
(/ . 

Catherine Hekimian 
10501 Brink Rd. 
Germantown, MD 20876 

PS: Development rose up around the M-83 right-of-way in anticipation of the road being built to the Master Plan 
route. M-83's construction has been assumed in all upcounty development planning and approval. Changing the 
project alignment will be more troublesome to the county and to the affected county residents. M-83 's Master Plan 
right-of-way has been mapped, reserved, advertised and marked on the ground. Efforts have been made to disclose 
the right-of-way to those who chose to live near it. Please don't penalize residents who consulted the Master Plan 
before they purchased their property. 



August 15, 2013 

Maryland Department of the Environment, 
Wetlands and Waterways Program 

Attn: Mr. Sean McKewen 
160 South Water Street 

Frostburg, MD 21532 

Re: Proposals for M-83 Highway Construction 

Dear Mr. McKewen: 

AUG 2 2 2013 

This letter addresses proposed M-83 construction (Montgomery County's preferred Alternative 
9 and Alternatives 1, 2, 4, 5, and 8). I urge that Alternative I be selected: No action to be 
taken, no construction, and no cost. 

Other comments you receive will detail problems specific to each alternative. In my comments 
below, I will address what those alternatives share in common, difficulties that make the entire 
concept of increasing road capacity and M-83 construction a bad choice. My concerns are 
encompass three broad areas: decline in our quality of life, threats to human health, and 
damage to ecosystems and the environment. 

I. Harmful impacts on Montgomery Village. As a community that offers inexpensive 
housing in an attractive setting, Montgomery Village has been one of the county's 
crown jewels for quality of life. Homeowners and renters enjoy an abundance of 
green space and water, mature trees, and recreational opportunities. The level of 
vehicular traffic intersecting the community is relatively low and well separated 
from residences. 

Montgomery Village offers some of the area's finest recreational and wildlife 
viewing opportunities with parks such as South Valley, Lake Whetstone, North Creek 
Lake, and Milton Kaufmann Park, and other green spaces. The beautiful Greenway 
Trail-which follows Seneca Creek from Damascus to the Potomac River-offers 
magnificent hiking and biking opportunities uncommon in a suburb. Slashing it with 
a major highway would murder a significant portion of the trail. 

This peaceful community is already challenged by future traffic demands. 
Proposed construction on the present sites of the golf course and the Professional 
Center would significantly increase vehicles traveling through Montgomery Village. 



Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

,..-------
fi----~0~ Y:-t'. /h , "'k L(,..>..__ 

(_/._ 
Margaret H. McMillan 
10517 Cambridge Court 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 
Margaret.H.McMillan@gmail.com 
301-512-9935 

cc: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District 
Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne 
CENAB-OP-RMN, P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, MD 21203-1715 

3 



US Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
PO Box 1715 
Baltimore MD 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne: 

AUG 2 2 2013 

August 15, 2013 

I strongly oppose Alternative 4 Modified. The Master Plan alignment ofM-83 (Alternative 9, Option A) should 
be completed to safely improve traffic flow and to accommodate existing and planned development. 

Alternatives would not be as safe for motorists or pedestrians as a limited-access highway. The planned M-83 
extension is the most efficient and safest approach. It minimizes the impact on intersections, and it has absolutely 
no impact on driveways and school bus stops. 

I am particularly concerned that Alternative 4 to M-83 is still under consideration. It would involve widening 
Brink Rd., among others. This alternative would impact 90 driveways and 38 intersections. The disruption caused 
during its construction would be huge, and the construction itself would be a nightmare in a tightly constricted 
right of way with no good alternative for existing traffic. Once the project was completed the road would be 
widened to four lanes, the speed limit would be increased to 50 mph, and it would be much more difficult to safely 
access our driveways (due to the raised median) or turn at intersections. We would be making left turns across two 
or three lanes of traffic at unsignalized intersections. We would need to make U-turns when the median was in our 
way for left turns. This is inefficient and dangerous. 

Residents on Brink Rd. must use their tum signal well in advance to let cars behind know they will be slowing 
down to turn. Motorists routinely travel at unsafe speeds. I can't imagine how daunting it will be with two or 
three lanes of traffic to worry about rather than just one. A driver's line of sight may be blocked by the cars in 
front of them, or because of a hill or curve in the road. This is a very real concern. 

Another concern is the number of deer that get hit on Brink Rd. every week already. Double the lanes and increase 
the speed limit and you will see many more, I'm sure. Not only should the speed limit not be increased, I think 
Brink Rd. should actually have a reduced speed limit at night, like on Shady Grove Rd. extended. I have 
expressed my concern to the county before on this issue. At night, with the hills and curves of Brink Rd. it is very 
difficult to see safely ahead enough to go the speed limit. I always go well under the limit at night. I wish the limit 
were reduced so everyone had to do the same. 

Montgomery County's own studies have shown Alt. 4 Modified would have: 
• the greatest number of failing intersections 
• the greatest residential property impacts (242) 
• the greatest potential noise impact to most residents ( 417) 
• the greatest amount of piped streams (1,282lf) 
• at least two residential displacements 

I strongly support Alt. 9, option A. M-83 extended is a key element in the upper Montgomery County road 
system and is urgently needed as Clarksburg, Germantown and Damascus continue to grow. Of all the alternatives 
under consideration, it has: 
• the lowest projected accident rate 
• greatest improvements to commute times 
• less than one acre ofwetlands impacted 



The efficient flow of traffic along this controlled-access highway would result in reduced fuel consumption and 
fewer carbon emissions. The run-off from the new highway would not have adverse effects on homeowners' well
water quality like Alt. 4 Modified would. Alt. 4 runs through semi-rural neighborhoods where the homes rely on 
well water. Alt. 4 Modified would destroy the well and septic systems for 20 or more homes, likely leading to 
additional home loss. 

Please do not approve the permit application for Alt. 4 Modified. Looking at the county's study results, it 
makes no sense that it is still under consideration. 

~£~~~ 
Kristen Guidace 
10505 Brink Rd. 
Germantown MD 20876 



U· s. Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
ATTN: Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
Box 1715 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

Dear Sirs: 

10121 Brink Road 
Germantown, MD 20876 

August 19, 2013 

RE: Master Plan (M-83) 

Bill and I bought land on Brink Road in 1978 with the idea 
of building our home on a quiet, up-county road. Before the 
contract was signed, we checked with authorities on any future 
plans for airports, schools, roads, etc. The Midcounty Highway 
(M-83) was not that close to the property so we purchased it, 
In other words, we did our homework. 

We have been life long tax paying residents of Montgomery 
County and never did we expect to be put through the anxiety of 
losing our property to a highway that was never on the Master 
Plan, 

Please do not even consider Alternate 4 because hundreds of 
residences will be severly effected if this alternate route is 
chosen. 

Stick with the original Master Plan Alternate 9, Option A 
(M-83). 

Sincerely, 

())~-
William 

I 
AUG 2 6 2013 

~~~-V~ 
Marion M, Webb 



U.S Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 

AUG 1 6 2013 

9969 Lake Landing Rd. 
Montgomery Village, Md. 20886 
August 15, 2013 

Attn: Mr. JBck Di~~e, CENAB-OP-RMN 
R~5 I d '1-df-u~Sli; 
Baltimore, Md. 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne: 

RE: Mid-County Corridor Study 

By Fed Ex 

Enclosed is the full document regarding the above 8tudy sent to project 
contact Steve Elinsky on July 31, 2012 and received by your offices 
on Aug. 1, 2012 by Fed Ex (See enclosed receipt). 

This contained 3exhibits:Ex. A Agricultural Reserve; Ex.B Danger to 
Children; and Ex. C Adherence to Federal Law particularly the Clean 
Water Act. You said you had the letter in your files but not the 
last exhibit. I am therefore sending you the complete document including 
the Fed Ex receipt. Please let me know if you receive it in tact. 

Further information will be sent to you regarding this project, including 
my testimony which I was unable to complete at the Aug. 7 hearing 
due to confusion regarding info you gave m~ about rel6cating Whetstone 
Run in front of Watkins Mill El. School and contradictory info from 
the consultants during the map display period. My understanding 
according to our phone conversations this week is that the stream 
will not be relocated here. 

You said you had asked Greg Hwang to call me about my further 
questions on the maps in the study which I (and others) have found 
very confusing: As of today he has NOT called me. (no legends, etc.) 

I would suggest lenthening the comment period due to the confusing 
preparation of the study and other factors·. 

Thank you very much. 

Sin~erel~ur~ /V~ 

~ 
Jane Ann s. Wilder 
POtomac Valley Environmental Group 

Enclosures 

P. S.: You said in our recent conversation that the Post Mark 
istiDe relevant factor in making the Aug. 21 comment deadline, Correct? 
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August 06,2012 

FedEx Customer 
(30 1) 869-1424 

Dear FedEx Customer: 

FedEx Exp-ess 
Customer Support 
Domestic Trace 
3875 Adrways Boulevacd 
Modus H. 4th Floor 
MemJhs. TN 38116 

U.S. Marl: PO Box 727 
Memphis, TN 38194-4643 

Ta~ooe901-369-3000 

Our records reflect the following delivery information for the shipment with the tracking number 
800116842285. 

Delivery Information: 

Signed For By: P.NORTON 

Delivery Date: August 01, 2012 

Delivery Time: 09:57AM 

Shipping Information: 

Tracking No: 800116842285 

Shipper: GAITHERSBURG, MD 
us 

Ship Date: July31, 2012 

Recipient: BALTIMORE, MD 
us 

Thank you for choosing FedEx Express. We look forward to working with you in the future. 

FedEx Worldwide Customer Service 
1-800-Go-FedEx (1-800-463-3339) 
Reference No: R2012080602058571001 

This Information is provided subject to the FedEx Service Guide. 
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/ !·::::-. Steve Elir,sky 
V. :;, ~rmy Corps of ~ngineers 
10 Hoi>rrd Street 
B~ltimore, ~. 21217 

L€!\r Mr. Slins!ty 1 

9969 lA ~~e lRr.f ing 
ront. Vill,Age, l<d. 
July JO I 20J..2 

' 
?.a: ~:ic'l-County Corridor Study, 1-lont. County, 

~ld. 

By1Fed. Ex. 

'tie hope tl:is m~rteri,l\--1 will J\-ssist you iri !ll'fkfrig your cri ticitl enviror.IDe·nti\1 
c'ecisions. ~ . .Je most strongly oppose 7\Lt. #9 "nd support 1, -2, 5J~nd-·tr-nsit. 

i.ix. ·· 1 ~risultur~lReserve --
· n fJ,.ct 

The fAct th~t 7tlter~t1ve #9 ("HAster FlAn") will tt~ke out (re-zom/130 tteres 
of the previously SfiCris~nct ~gricult~l Reserve in ~ont. County. (The up ~ d 
Germt~ntown Mster Pll\n MS not chftnged this -AccorcHng to .the !·:\. C. Pl'J\nning BoArd.) 
( c ~ .. ~ 
~ee ,~Y.. , 

lZx . .a 1 ~ r.e:er to School Children --

The hef\1 th study done A few yeft•rs 11go by the group "G. ~. S. P." (Getting 
ftir Stl'indArcs Prioritized) 1\nd sent to the TrAnsportfttio}l Dept. ~s e*rly -(1fS 200.5, 
f. ':-out tr.e d is~tsterous effects of mftjor highwl\-ys within .500·! of An element,try school. 
This "'As 0 onE' precisely for W~tkins ~:ill Element~ry School Nhich is the most imp~tec 
school or. t:-:e 11-BJ route. The childrens' bf\llfield is within .50' of the ra\d A-nd 
the neH brick ~n~ mortor cl~ssrooms within 4;o•! (See Ex. B) 

/...AW 
E:x. C: achere nee to Fecer/\~6 pflYtiCul/\rly the Cl~ n \VAter d"ct 

/ 
EnclosP.0 is 7\ copy of the Corps of Sngineersl989 response to r·:ont. County's 

Attempt to get flpprovfll for the"!·7Aster Pl~n Route" (119). The phrflse on pl\ge 2, 
pp. J (A) I 

''The ice ntific~ ti on of 1"1 rottdwl'oy A-lignment in f4. l'!~ster PIAn ~dopted prior to 
"'etH nd protection lf\ws, does not creAte (\n exemption from 404 (b) l compliAnce.'' 

'tie telieve this ~lso t\pplies to.the new County "Ro~dcode" which hfls mAde-/+. 
mockery of ~1 tern~ ti ve 4 ( ("modified") by spll\ying the 80' long .. time existing right
of-wtly to 109-119' (??),with el-"bov\te b1ke'WJl!ys, 1\00 foot p,\ths qtYtrilnteli to p"/lnic 
those ne~:r ':!ight117'1 n ft nd :Srink Ro~ds (whose property woulc otherwise be uneffected ;> 
(See Ttlso, st~me pp., sentence one reg.trding ":Srink-Wight~M-n ... "etc. Ex. C) 

Jf yot: hf>.ve (t.ny further quest:l.lons ple'!-Se do not hesitP.te to 1\Sk. 

':'h~ nk you very much for your consider-t.,tion of this Ill/lteri fo.l. 

Br.cl s . 

Si~rely yolirs, 
_/{- s--- u LL.--

J" 1\ nn S . il ilder 
Citizens to S~ x-e South V.Uley P" rk 

II nd \vhetstone: nun (BoArd) 
3 0 (- d-o '?- I <6 ·;}_q_ 



- - Atl t!NPI£CEt£h"l'::D 1 0 A~ Ot!l' CF Tr~ AGRICI,i1. Tt!RAl ~VE:'! l 

one more thing that argues for not building M-83 - It will take over 130 ac:es from the 
Ag Reserve! This will be in the area of Rustic Wild~ Rd. a Class Ill~ Wildcat ~ranch 
stream off Brink Rd. in Germantown. M-83 previously was routed str11~ht up Bn~ Rd. 
until the 1988 Germantown Master Plan when it was re-routed across Bnnk over W1!dcat 
Rd. and into the Ag Reserve .. to increase traffic capacity (i.e. the development capac&ty) 
in Clarksburg." 

The Germantown Master Plan specifically notes on pages 210-212 that the new 
alignment .. requires an amendment to ~e Clarksburg Master Plan and t~e Functional 
MAster Plan for the Preservation of Agncultural and Rural Open Space m MootgomeQ' 
Coumy''. (see Exhibit A.) · 

In addition, the Clarksburg Master Plan approved and adopted 6/1994 under "Areas 
Proposed for Zones Requiring Future County Council Action".the map on page 99 shows 
and the document on page 76 states: · 

.. East of Ridge Rd .• this proposed Midcounty Highway alignment forms the edge 
of a 130 acre area presently zoned for Agriculture. This plan recommends a 
change in the land use for that parcel because Midcounty Highway, onc:e built, 
will separate the acreage from the larger Ag Reserve area. The plan proposes a 
change to rural land use that allows low-density residential use as well as farming. 
However, as noted in the Implementation Strategies chapter. rezoning &om the 
present Ag Zone to the Rural Zone should not occur until the location and design 
ofMidcounty Highway is underway." (sec Exh!bit B.) 

This is absolutely unacceptable if one is concerned with preserving the Ag Reserve. 

The argument that widening Brink to 2 extra lanes violates the Ag Reserve is not factual 
or comparable. This will require no zoning or land usc c;hanges. First of all the Ag 
Reserve Master Plan docs not mention road widths and so· right of way (which is 
standard 4 lanes in this alignment was already dedicated 11 subdivision as well as this 
alignment on Wightman and Snouffer School Rds. along this continuing route). 
Widening Brink to 4 lanes will not violate the Ag Reserve - M-83 will! 

This fact of the present intent of these plans to remove and rezone 130 acres of the Ag 
Reserve had not been precisely known until recently when research was done at the 
Planning Board, as to this precise la.nsuaae and clear intent. This is. in fact, more land 
violated in the Ag Reserve than proposed by Bethel World Outreach Church (119 acres) 
which was notably denied by the County Council and is presently the subject of a court 
easel 

Besides dividing communities and destroying parkland, wetlands and old tVOwth forests 
throughout the route as has been known. M-83 will remove the first substantial chunk of 
Ag Reserve in its 26 years of existence! 

The more we learn about this road the more reprehensible it appears! 

Jane Ann S. Wilder & Whetston 
EOCLS 

~.A 
Citizens to Save South Valley Park/ 
9969 Lake Landing Rd., Mont. Village,~ 
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impl4~entation of this Plan. The road alignments and the. 
Aber or·· lanes recommended in this Plan are inten~ed t~ prov~de 

jaquate capacity tor the end-state development whlle mlnimizlng 
Jl~negative impacts o! through-tra!!ic on Germantown's res;den-__ 
mi Cnmmiii'ttt1ea.--- Appendix·· I·-deaci-lbes. the majOr highways_ l.n 
Germantown and their planned aliqnments: 

Also included in this P~\n is a road alignment change in 
the Clarksburg Planning Are,. 1he 1968 Clarksburg Master Plan 
indicates that Midcounty Hi9h~ (M-83) intersects MD 355 at 
Brink Road, just north ot ~e ermantown Planning Area. The 
amended alignment, shown on qures 37 and 37A, keeps Midcounty 
Highway parallel to MD 355 throu~ the Clarksburg Planning Area, 
joining it north ot Clarksburg. f:his alignment change would 
increase the traffic c~pacity in!Clarksburg:J 

I This alignment change also amends the 1980 
~ Plan !or the Preservation ot Agriculture and Rural Open Space 

•inca the alignment now crosses Brink Road east ot MD 355 and 
follows Wildcat Road until it turns west crossinq MD 355. (See 
Figures 37 and 37A.) 

Arterial Highways: 

Arterial, business district and industrial roads have two
to-five lane cross-sections. They generally provide links be
tw.en aajor highways and provide access !rom the major highways 
to the residential areas in the villages. The alignments ot 
tba .. roads have been designed to facilitate bus transit servi 

.Appendix I describes the alignments ot some ot the significant 
arterial roadways. The Proposed Roadway System Map (Figure 35) 
ahowa the ultimate highway network just as the land use plan 
deacribes the ultimate development pattern. 

TRANSIT SERVICEABILITY 

One ot the most significant objectives of this planning 
ettort is to provide a complementary roadway and transit systaa 
that serves this vibrant corridor city. The land use recomme 
tiona expressed in this Plan are intended to foster a transit 
aerviceable community. 

Detailed planning !or transit serviceable land use is 
inq. The level o! transit serviceability is thought to be 
rasult ot a number o! interrelated elements such as: 

length ot time to wait !or the next bus or train; 

ease o! access !rom residences to bus stops and 
stations; 

ease of access !rom the transit service to the 
destination. 
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• Reinforce the North Germantown greenbelt concept. 

• 

The open space pattern m this area is created by stream valier buffers and 
parks. Pedestrian connections to the Little Seneca Creek greenway will be 
encouraged as development proceeds. 

Designate Midcounty Highway as an appropriate edge to the AgriculruraJ 
Reserve area east of Ridge Road. 

East of Ridge_)iaa.d~ ... Jh~ proposed Midcounry Highway alignment forms 
the edge of a~rea presently zoned for agriculture. This Plan rec
ommends a change in land use for that parcel because Midcounty 
Highway, once built, will separate the acreage from the larger Agricultural 
Reserve area. The Plan proposes a change to rural land use that allows 
low-density residential uses as well as farmingfHOwever, as noted in the 
Implementation Strategies chapter, ~_ezon · from the · 

z_~thc R,I,Ua~~d not-occ?.!_ --~~~~_!!!£...1.2S~~~~~~~,. 
~-J!!}:_Ijjgh~~Y. is under w0 
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February 13, 2008 

Mr. Greg Hwang, Project Manager 
Midcounty Corridor Study 
Department of Public Works and Transportation 
Division of Capital Development 
101 Monroe Street- 9th Floor 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Dear Mr. Hwang: 

On behalf of G.A.S.P. (Getting Air Standards Prioritized), an ad-hoc study group formed 
to evaluate M-83 proposals, I am re-submitting the group's March 4, 2005 letter sent to 
your predecessor, Ms. Jeri Cauthorn. 

During 2005 and 2006 theM-83's DPWT study team several times rescheduled an 
Alternative Analysis/Purpose and Need Public Workshop that was to follow the first 
public workshop held November 15, 2004 at the Neelsville Middle School. Ms. 
Cauthorn agreed to let me submit G.A.S.P. 's comments March 4, 2005 and assured me 
the comments would be considered when the aforementioned second workshop was held. 

The position ofG.A.S.P., as stated by the six health professionals comprising that study 
group (see attachment) is this: M-83 should not be routed near the Watkins Mill 
Elementary School. Placing a major highway on the very edge of the school's 
playgrounds can be expected to increase respiratory illness among students, faculty and 
administrators and exacerbate existing respiratory problems. There is no way to mitigate 
respiratory-health threat if the road is aligned next to the school. There is no space to 
move the playground to another location. 

Alternatives must be found to avoid the vicinity of the Watkins Mill Elementary School's 
1 0-acre campus. One alternative, not offered among the 11 alternatives proposed in your 
December 12, 2007 Public Workshop, is the Corridor Cities Transitway (CCT). Governor 
O'Malley last month proposed an $80M funding to study the engineering of the CCT. 
G.A.S.P. recommends that your study group suspend further consideration of alternative 
routes until CCT can be studied by the Maryland Department of Transportation. 

Sincerely, 

Walt Sonneville, Secretary 
G.A.S.P. 
314 Wye Mill Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 
wal tsonneville@earthlink. net 



March 4, 2005 

To: Montgomery County Department of Public Works and Transportation (DPWT) 
Attn.: Ms. Jeri Cauthorn, M-83 Study Manager 
c. c.: Dan Hardy, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 

Ki Kim, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 
Fr: G.A.S.P. (Getting Air Standards Prioritized, an M-83 ad hoc study group of 

scientists and health-care professionals 
Re: Health Risks Associated with Proposed M-83' s Proximity to 

Watkins Mill Elementary School (northern Gaithersburg) 

This letter is an appeal by scientists and health-care professionals to Montgomery County 
authorities to sufficiently distance the proposed M-83 highway from the Watkins Mill 
Elementary School to avoid respiratory damage to the school's students, faculty, and staff 
caused by M-83 traffic. The letter was prepared by the signatories on behalf of 
themselves and for organizations of communities near the school who are showing their 
support by their individual letters. 

Proposed M-83 in Brief 

M-83 (the "M" stands for Major) is a proposed extensioP ofMidcounty Highway from its 
existing terminus at Montgomery Village Avenue to Route 27, and Middlebrook Road 
from Route 355 to M-83, for a combined length of approximately 6 miles. Near Route 27 
M-83 would connect to a future extension (called A-305) to Clarksburg. 

Prior to its current study (in process), M-83 has been proposed as a 6-lane divided 
highway within a 150-foot right-of-way. The last study ofM-83 (1992) anticipated 
50,000 cars per day with 50-60 mph speed limits. 

M-83 was included in the Gaithersburg Master Plans (1971, 1985), the Germantown 
Master Plans (1996, 1974, 1989), and the Clarksburg Master Plans (1968, 1994). The 
1994 Clarksburg Master Plan calls for 10,000 new homes plus new business sites. This 
has created the need to accommodate added north-south traffic. The widened I-270 and 
partly-widened 355 cannot handle the anticipated traffic volumes. 

The Montgomery County Planning Board's Transportation Policy Report (1-15-02) 
states: The comments at the public forums and review of the environmental and 
community constraints on extending Midcounty Highway from its current terminus at 
lvfontgomery Village Avenue to Ridge Road (D 27) have convinced the Board that this 
section is not feasible to construct. It is reluctantly recommending that this be deleted 
from the lvfaster Plans. 

The county council nonetheless authorized, at its April10, 2003 meeting, a $1.5 million 
study of the feasibility of constructing the Montgomery Village Avenue;Ridge Road 
segment. That study, due for completion late 2005, is being undertaken by the county's 
Department of Public Works and Transportation. 



Alternatives to M-83 include the broadly-supported Corridor Cities Transitway, a light
rail (or bus) service from Clarksburg to the Metropolitan Grove MARC train station and 
beyond to the Shady Grove Metro station. A complement to the Transitway is widening 
existing connecting roads: Brink, Wightman, and Snouffer School. 

Because M-83 would be funded entirely by Montgomery County, an Environmental 
Impact Statement is not required. Instead the county will issue what it terms an 
"Environmental Assessment," originally scheduled for completion by December 2004 
and currently rescheduled to late February 2005. 

Proximity of l\'1-83 to Watkins Mill Elementary School 

Relying on the map of proposed highway M-83, prepared for DPWT and distributed at 
the November 15,2004 "Midcounty Highway/Middlebrook Road Public Workshop: 
Parks, Recreational & Community Facilities," it appears the 150' right of way would 
come within approximately 50' of the ball fields on the Watkins Mill Elementary School 
(WMES), 320' of the closest portable classroom, and 430' from the brick-and-mortar 
school. These distances compel careful consideration of the likely health consequences 
caused by airborne automotive emissions in close proximity to school children, faculty, 
staff and local sports organizations. 

It is the intent ofG.A.S.P .. to limit this commentary to the risk ofM-83 aggravating 
respiratory problems among WMES students, setting aside the separate important 
consideration of risks to residents residing in nearby homes, school staff, faculty and 
sports organizations that use the ball fields. Towards this end we cite statements and 
conclusions found from studies published in peer-reviewed medical and public health 
journals evaluating the causal relationship between auto air emissions and aggravation of 
respiratory illness among children. 

Pollution and Children's Lung Development 

"Although most studies show that air pollution does not appear to cause asthma directly, 
children's asthma is known to be exacerbated by air pollution .... Children are believed 
to be especially vulnerable due to higher relative doses of air pollution and increased 
susceptibility as their lungs develop and their bodies grow. . .. Air pollution is linked to 
multiple adverse health effects in children, among them increased respiratory symptoms 
and hospitalizations for respiratory illnesses, increased or more severe asthma episodes, 
decreases in lung function, and longer-lasting lung infections. High levels fine 
particulates are especially linked to aggravation of children's asthma. Exposure to 
particulate matter is associated with increased lung irritation and respiratory symptoms in 
children, together with decrements in I ung function." ( 1) 
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The Bay Area Study of Schools (San Francisco) 

"Recent studies, primarily in Europe, have reported associations between respiratory 
symptoms and residential proximity to traffic; however, few have measured traffic 
pollutants or provided information about local air quality. We conducted a school-based, 
cross-sectional study in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2001. . .. Concentrations of traffic 
pollutants [named] were measured at 10 school sites during several seasons. Although 
pollutant concentrations were relatively low, we observed differences in concentrations 
between schools nearby versus those more distant (or upwind) from major roads. . .. 
Thus, we found spatial variability in traffic pollutants and associated differences in 
respiratory symptoms in a region with good air quality. Our fmdings support the 
hypothesis that traffic-related pollution is associated with respiratory symptoms in 
children. (2) 

More Details of the San Francisco Bay Area Study 

"In the first U.S. study evaluating a link between traffic pollution and respiratory 
symptoms, state scientists found that the air contaminants spewed from busy roads may 
pose a health risk to children." (3) 

"Even in an area with good regional air quality, air pollution from nearby traffic may 
pose a health risk, according to a recently-completed study by scientists from Cal/EP A's 
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) that shows a possible link 
between air pollution from nearby traffic and respiratory symptoms in children. The 
study, involved air monitoring and a health survey of about 1,100 students at 10 Alameda 
County [San Francisco/Oakland area] elementary schools located various distances from 
major roads.. . ( 4) 

"The study found that the prevalence of asthma and bronchitis symptoms were about 7 
percent higher in children in neighborhoods with higher levels of traffic pollutants 
compared with other children in the study. . . . ( 4) 

"The Bay Area was a good location for the study because it has relatively good regional 
air quality. That makes it easier to evaluate the specific effects of air pollution from 
nearby traffic. ( 4) 

"A schoor s location near a busy road does not always mean children will be exposed to 
high levels of traffic pollution. Other factors that influence this include whether the 
school is upwind or downwind from the road, and the school's ventilation system." (4) 

California Law Now Restricts School Construction Near Busy Roads 

Senate Bill 352 (introduced by Senator Martha Escutia and abstracted here), passed in 
2003, "prohibits the approval by the governing board of a school district of a school site 
that is within 500 feet from the edge of the closest traffic lane of a freeway or other busy 



traffic corridor, unless prescribed conditions are met and would make conforming and 
other technical, non-substantive changes. (5) 

"Cars and trucks release at least forty different toxic air contaminants, including, but not 
limited to, diesel particulates, benzene, formaldehyde, 1 ,3-butadiene and acetaldehyde. 
Levels of these pollutants are generally concentrated within 500 feet of freeways and 
very busy roadways. ( 5) 

"Many studies have confirmed that increased wheezing and bronchitis occurs among 
children living in high-traffic areas. (5) 

"The governing board of a school district may not approve a project involving the 
acquisition of a school site by a school district unless: 

• "For a school site with a boundary that is within 500 feet of the edge of the closest 
traffic lane of a freeway or other busy traffic corridor, the governing board of the 
school district determines, through analysis pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (b) of Section 44360 ofthe Health and Safety Code, based on 
appropriate air dispersion modeling, and after considering any potential mitigation 
measures, that the air quality at the proposed site is such that neither short-term 
nor long-term exposure poses significant health risks to pupils. ( 5) 

• "The governing board finds that neither of the conditions set forth in 
subparagraphs [setting conditions for school sites] can be met, and the school 
district is unable to locate an alternative site that is suitable due to a severe 
shortage of sites that meet the requirement in subdivision (a) of Section 17213. If 
the governing board makes this finding, the governing board shall adopt a 
statement of Overriding Considerations pursuant to Section 15093 of Title 14 of 
the California Code of Regulations." ( 5) 

Other Studies Affirm Bay-Area Conclusion 

A literature search by Winifred J. Hamilton, Ph.D, Director of Environmental Health 
Section of the Chronic Disease Prevention and Control Research Center, Baylor College 
of Medicine, shows that "Studies [mostly in other countries] published in a wide range of 
scientific journals document health effects for people living at various distances from 
roads with as few as 20,000 vehicles per day .... The health effects appear strongest 
within 100 meters (about 1 football field) of major roads, but studies show effects up to 
300 meters from major roads." (6) 

The Bay-area study is the best example of schools and traffic-related pollutants and 
health effects in the United States. There are numerous studies from the United Kingdom 
and Europe that support the same conclusions. 
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Watkins _Mill ES Proximity to M-83 Seems High llisk 

Probably more perilous than the Bay Area 10 elementary schools, located various 
distances from major roads, is the proximity ofM-83 to the edge of the WMES school 
grounds. It appears the M-83 right of way falls within 50 feet of the school grounds, 
where ball fields, used by students and youth athletic associations, are now located. 

According to M-83 engineering drawings prepared for the county in 1992 by Johnson, 
Mirmiran & Thompson, P.A., believed to be the latest available, a 150-foot right of way 
with a 44-foot median plus traffic lanes extending 52 to 64 feet, would allow only 21 feet 
to 27 feet on either side of the outer traffic lanes. 

With traffic this close to WMES ground, the hazards of airborne pollutants seem to 
elevate the risks of respiratory problems compared to the Bay Area study. 

Proposed M-83 would be upwind on the school's western boundary, where near the front 
of the school (i.e., the school's northern boundary) M-83 would cross and possibly 
interconnect with the existing Watkins Mill Road. The latter road is approved for a 
planned direct interconnect to I-270 thus surrounding the school on three sides with high 
volumes of traffic (two sides facing M-83, one side Watkins Mill Road). 

Built in 1970 to accommqdate 404 students, today's WMES enrollment of 653 is taught 
in the original building plus 13 portable classrooms. Plans call for expanding the 
building by adding six to eight 900 square-foot classrooms and two new kindergarten 
classrooms. The I 0-acre grounds would not be expanded. 

Asthmatic Children Currently at WMES 

Ms. Terri Kranefeld of the American Lung Association of Maryland (ALA-M) phoned 
the school nurse at WMES to ask the number of students believed to have asthma. She 
was told the number known to her at December 2004 was "about 30." That represents 
about 5% of the 653 students. Based on data provided by ALA-M, approximately 11% 
of children through age 12 in Maryland have asthma. In Montgomery County the 
estimated number of asthma cases among children through age 12 increased 56% 
between 1999 and 2001, growing from 12,263 to 19,072. (7) 

Our Request to the M-83 Study Project Team 

An Environmental Assessment (EA ), as yet undefined, is expected to be completed by 
DPWT late February 2005. We believe the EA will not be complete and should be 
revised if it does not include an analysis of the current and projected risk relating M-83 
airborne pollutants to the respiratory health of students at WMES. The analysis should 
reference the projected traffic volume by time of day and the level of airborne pollutants 
created as a result of the forecast traffic on M-83. There should be two separate analyses 
done, one in which large trucks are included, and one in which large trucks are excluded, 



to reflect the possibility that large trucks may be prohibited from using the parkway. 
Both analyses should include an appropriate mixture of gasoline- and diesel-powered 
vehicles that reflects increasing market share of diesel-powered engines. 

Summary 

Children are said to be especially vulnerable to asthma. Several studies conclude that 
asthma is exacerbated by air pollutants emitted by traffic. The closer the traffic is to 
children, the greater their air pollution exposure and risk for cancer and respiratory 
disease. The right-of-way of proposed M-83 appears to be within 50 feet of the grounds 
of Watkins Mill Elementary School, currently attended by 653 children. The school 
nurse reports that about 30 children ( 5%) are known to have asthma. This excludes the 
count of children whose asthma is well-treated and controlled and unknown to the nurse .. 
The asthma rate statewide among children is reported to be. 11 percent. Constructing M-
83 within 500' of the school grounds runs the risk of increasing respiratory symptoms 
related to traffic-induced pollution. 'fhe planning of M-83 should carefully assess this 
risk and the associated liability potential faced by the county. 

Maintaining healthful air standards at school locations must be ranked over highway 
needs in prioritizing community goals. We believe the M-83 study team, the DPWT, and 
the county council share this over-riding commitment. 



Sincerely, 
For G.A.S.P. 
(Co-signer, Degree, and School Awarding the Degree) 

MD, University of Maryland 
Home: 917 Wild Forest 
Gaithers~~g/ MD 20879 

~9/J-GL.:_, 
Ellen Hutchins 
Sc.D. 
Johns Hopkins School of 
Public Health 

Home: 1715 Log Mill Lane 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 

M.L.S., University of Maryland 
Home: 332 Wye Mill Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 

~w:P~ 
stme Wojtuszewski Poulm 

Ph.D. - Molecular Biology and Biochemistry 
Wesleyan University 
Home: 334 Wye Mill Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 

This G.A.S.P. Letter is Commended by: 

~2..:r~-~ dii~/~~7~ 
e::~~~~---+-'r---<S:::t~tor of 
Dept. of Environmental Health Environmental Health Program 
Johns Hopkins Environmental Defense 

Bloomberg School of 1875 Connecticut Avenue NW 
Public Health Washington, DC 20009 

615 N. Wolfe St. 
RoomE6614 
Baltimore, MD 21205 

* Dr. Buckley in this matter represents only his own expert opinion and 
is not speaking for the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 
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Subject: CENAB-oP-RR(MCDO'l' Germantown-Montgomery Villaqe 
conn~tor)aa-0373-5 · 

KcmtgOllluy County DePUt:llent ot 'transportation 
Attn: Hr. John Claric 
101 Borth HOaroe street 
Rockville, ~land 20850 

Dear Kr. Clark: 

I Ul replying to. your JU!)ject appl.ica-tioD to construCt a : ·. 
roadway call84 the Germantolm-Hontgoacy Village. Connector (X-83) 
following an ali~t troa Jfon!:g~ Vlllar;e Avenue to ~ink 
Road in Hontgomaxy County, Hanlilld •.. Enclo~ .are c::opi .. ·ot 
c::orres~enca trca J'~eral-,. sta~ and local agenc:i.. c:ontaininq 
comments· on your p;'O~~ p;-oj~·-: _ · 

. - ·"'"- ~· ::--..-:··~ ... " . -. 

prepared to 
the proje~. 

'l'l1a Karyl~ . Deparbent ot llatural lt&sourcies ~D~ said that 
t:h~ a:mnatlvu anallsis, as presented in the rin 1 Jject PrQSpeetui · sU:Smltted y Montgomery County, yas not adequate. 

~ _Marylan4 Biatori~Truat r> has idantitie4 eleven 
~wsg d1ii Pf'Oi>Qii44Jillft ~ uy &i iiigDila to~ the 

ODal. Register o~ Biatorio Place.. It ia thai% recommendation 
that 111 archeologica1 investic;atiou be performed ou the entire 
alignment. and a report: ot the t!ndinga -be Drasanted to the MB1' so 
that they may rurther eval.uate t:ha project,• hapacts on these 
aitea. 

:Following tha comment period, the ·Maryland National. capital 
Parle and Planning Commission (MBCPPC) prcvld84 comments which 
support the basic: need tor the roadway. · A1 thouqb the MNCPPC is 
supportive ot the proposal,. they have auqgeata4 various , 1 
construction practices that may reduce tha overall environmental._J 
impact ot the project. 

1- ID addi tieD to -the review agency comments, wa recai ved 18 3 
I letters AD6 a petition including 2,666 aiqnaturaa trom citizens 

atating objections to the propoaed road construction. 
Kcat ot the 183 latter• inc:lu~ed a raquaat tor a public hearing 
on the project. Alao, lattara from the National Audubon Society 
and the Sierra Club queation the need toE the roadway iiid j 
raccmnaana thit lt not be conab:uctad. roq l•jtara were alao 
received troa developer• in aupport ot fha_pro~t. 

EX. c_, ~ 
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· Following a site investigation on DecGber 19, 1988. an~ · 
baaed on a prilbainary review of the project u proposed, we 1 •9%8• vi th the conc:erns expruaacS by the review agenciu. Mora 
apeci~icallY, we are vezy concerned about losa. ot over eiqht 
acru o~ valUable wetlanaa in a. rapidly developing ... waterahacl and 
the re1ocaticm of over 1, ooo linear teet, or 2.t acru ot str&all 
which flow• tlU"Ouqb mature pal,uatrin• forested wetlands. These 
wetlands, iD addition· to providing sicmiticant water ~lity 
tunc:tiona, also provide tisll ~ vllcUite habitat whiCh is 
already severely depl~ttad in the Xon_ tgomery. . • Vi!f:1:i area. ~ We are 
aware . that the county has made sou ettoR to ze impacts, 
and that a nall portion ot the illpactec:t wetlands are of ma.rqinal 
qualitiT however, there appear to be major !ilpacta to the 
remain ng hiqb ~ality wetland areas. We are also concerned 
about tha other impacts contained in the letters from the public. 
Tbesa include serious concerns reqardinq aathetics, safety, 
noise, air quality, recreation and flood daaaqe protection. 

Be~ore our evaluation can continue, ve request that you 
address the following issues: 

r-- a) •The . 
altematives, -~=A;:;~=:;~::!~~~~~.Jav••-

, propos 
g-...~a"'oca Craelc is ill direct with the 1985 

Apprqyed and Adopted Gaitberabgrq vicinity Kaster Plan which 
Identi~Ies vital watersheds that should be protected. 

bl Durin~ our December 19, 1988 site visit, we noted that 
~avera ~ssues dealing with altered hidroloqy had not been 
addressed. Two stormwater ponds serv ng exiitinq dev~lopments 
ara to be ~illed or altered. Also,-you are required-to treat the 
first one-hal~ inch o~ run-o~t ·fro• all impervious sur~acesi 
1ain9 the Maryland Department of the Environment '• •JPirat 7 ush 
;uidalines. • The re-direction ot atormwater from the above 
sentioned ponds or the treatment of run-of~ from the road may 
~er impact wetlandsl there~ore, your plans should be updated 
~o include these impacts. · · 

c:) The preparation of an Environmental Illlpac:t statement at 
hi• time may be premature I however, several environmental 
actor• need to be addressed before a final decision can be made 
n your applic:ation. You are requuted to prepare an 
nvironmental document which incorporates the alternatives 
nalysis and which discusses expected impacts, includinq, but not 
Lmited to, the followinq: 

public: sa~ety 
flood plain management 
water ~ity 
fish and wilalife resources 

! ~ 
'• 

i. 

,, 
,. 



(· 
I 

5 aJz quality 
' .aoi•• 7 vetlaDd.tunctions and values 
a econOJaic. 
t authetica 

10 b.iatorical and cUltural ·raaour~ 

XJl ammazy 1 fOU U8 t'equ8Sted to prepare aD alternatiVes anali•i•, a.n environmental docwlent1 aiid to provide ua with 
prel 11inary atormwater management p am~. · 

. . . . ... 

I~ you· have any ~utiona c:On~ thJ.a ~t~; please 
call Hr. Webster ·Macomber of this oftica (301) 962.-3477. 

Sincerely, 

~.~~,e:... .. -L 
Donald w. Rouelce 
Chia~, Ragulatozy Branch 
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AUG 2 6 2013 

Woodland Hills Home Owners Association, Inc. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Baltimore District 

Attn: Mr. jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
P.O. Box 1 715 

Baltimore, MD 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne: 

c/o Peggy Toland - Community Associations, Inc 
P. 0. Box 1130 - Germantmvn, MD 208 75 

(301) 258·7711 - Facsimile (301) 258-8362 
e-mail ~;ili.L:l2.5~'\!kL!.L!k!~1ULi.X£.2i2LL!UiU!. 

August 16, 2013 (via e-mail) 

It is my understanding that "The Midcounty Corridor Study (MCS) 2013 Draft Environmental Effects Report," 

released May 2, 2013, excludes evaluation of the environmental consequences of Alternative Nine to the 

respiratory health ofthe students, faculty and administrative staff at the Watkins Mill Elementary School. The 

proposed Midcounty Corridor Extension ("M-83"), in its Alternative Nine, would bring this six-lane highway to 

the very edge of the school campus. 

This is a major omission from the study. The attachment provided herein reviews the health risks associated 

with proposed M-83's proximity to that school. It was prepared and signed by six health professionals. A 

copy of this attachment, dated March 4, 2005, was sent at that time to Ms. Jeri Cauthorn, the M-83 study 

manager for the Montgomery County Department of Public Works and Transportation. A follow-up copy was 

sent February 13, 2008, to Ms. Cauthorn's successor, Mr. Greg Hwang. 

Respiratory problems at the school conceivably could reach a point where the school would have to be closed, 

with re-location sites extremely unlikely. 

Public Transportation additions and Alternative 2 appear to represent options that bring the greatest benefits 

at affordable fiscal levels and minimal environmental disturbances. 

leesa Willis 

President, on behalf of the Board of Directors 

Woodland Hills Home Owners Association 

cc via e-mail: Sean McKewen, Maryland Department of the Environment 

Rob Robinson, City of Gaithersburg 



February 13, 2008 

Mr. Greg Hwang, .Project Manager 
Midcounty Corridor Study 
Department of Public Works and Transportation 
Division of Capital Development 
I 0 I Monroe Street - 9th Floor 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Dear Mr. Hwang: 

On behalf of G.A.S.P. (Getting Air Standards Prioritized}, an ad-hoc study group formed 
to evaluate M-83 proposals, I am re-submitting the group's March 4, 2005 letter sent to 
your predecessor, Ms. Jeri Cauthorn. 

During 2005 and 2006 the M-83 's DPWT study team several times rescheduled an 
Alternative Analysis/Purpose and Need Public Workshop that was to follow the first 
public workshop held November I5, 2004 at the Neelsville Middle School. Ms. 
Cauthorn agreed to let me submit G.A.S.P.'s comments March 4, 2005 and assured me 
the comments would be considered when the aforementioned second workshop was held. 

The position of G.A.S.P., as stated by the six health professionals comprising that study 
group (see attachment) is this: M-83 should not be routed near the Watkins Mill 
Elementary School. Placing a major highway on the very edge of the school's 
playgrounds can be expected to increase respiratory illness among students, faculty and 
administrators and exacerbate existing respiratory problems. There is no way to mitigate 
respiratory-health threat if the road is aligned next to the school. There is no space to 
move the playground to another location. 

Alternatives must be found to avoid the vicinity of the Watkins Mill Elementary School's 
1 0-acre campus. One alternative, not offered among the I1 alternatives proposed in your 
December 12,2007 Public Workshop, is the Corridor Cities Transitway (CCT). Governor 
O'Malley last month proposed an $80M funding to study the engineering of the CCT. 
G.A.S.P. recommends that your study group suspend further consideration of alternative 
routes until CCT can be studied by the Maryland Department of Transportation. 

Sinc~rely, ,. . / 1 
//0?1~(/0. 

Walt Sonneville, Secretary 
G.A.S.P. 
314 Wye Mill Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 

. waltsonneville@earthlink.net 



March 4, 2005 

To: Montgomery County Department of Public Works and Transportation (DPWT) 
Attn.: Ms. Jeri Cauthorn, M-83 Study Manager 
c.c.: Dan Hardy, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 

Ki Kim, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 
Fr: G.A.S.P. (Getting Air Standards Prioritized, an M-83 ad hoc study group of 

scientists and health-care professionals 
Re: Health Risks Associated with Proposed M-83 's Proximity to 

Watkins Mill Elementary School (northern Gaithersburg) 

This letter is an appeal by scientists and health-care professionals to Montgomery County 
authorities to sufficiently distance the proposed M-83 highway from the Watkins Mill 
Elementary School to avoid respiratory damage to the school's students, faculty, and staff 
caused by M-83 traflic. The letter was prepared by the signatories on behalf of 
themselves and for organizations of communities near the school who are showing their 
support by their individual letters. 

Proposed M-83 in Brief 

M-83 (the "M" stands for Major) is a proposed extension ofMidcounty Highway from its 
existing terminus at Montgomery Village A venue to Route 27, and Middlebrook Road 
from Route 355 to M-83, for a combined length of approximately 6 miles. Near Route 27 
M-83 would connect to a future extension (called A-305) to Clarksburg. 

Prior to its current study (in process), M-83 has been proposed as a 6-lane divided 
highway within a 150-foot right-of-way. The last study ofM-83 (1992) anticipated 
50,000 cars per day with 50-60 mph speed limits. 

M-83 was included in the Gaithersburg Master Plans (1971, 1985), the Germantown 
Master Plans (1996, 1974, 1989), and the Clarksburg Master Plans (1968, 1994). The 
1994 Ciarksburg Master Plan calls for 10,000 new homes plus new business sites. This 
has created the need to accommodate added north-south traffic. The widened I-270 and. 
partly-widened 355 cannot handle the anticipated traffic volumes. 

The Montgomery County Planning Board's Transportation Policy Report (1-15-02) 
states: The comments at the public forums and review of the eTTVironmental and 
community constraints on extending Midcounty Highway .from its current terminus at 
Montgomery Village Avenue to Ridge Road (D 27) have coTTVinced the Board that this 
section is not feasible to construct. It is reluctantly recommending that this be deleted 
.from the Master Plans. 

The county council nonetheless authorized, at its April 10,2003 meeting, a $1.5 million 
study of the feasibility of constructing the Montgomery Village Avenue/Ridge Road 
segment That study, due for completion late 2005, is being undertaken by the county's 
Department of Public Works and Transportation. 



Alternatives to M-83 include the broadly-supported Corridor Cities Transitway, a light
rail (or bus) service from Clarksburg to the Metropolitan Grove MARC train station and 
beyond to the Shady Grove Metro station. A complement to the Transitway is widening 
existing connecting roads: Brink, Wightman, and Snouffer School. 

Because M-83 would be funded entirely by Montgomery County, an Environmental 
Impact Statement is not required. Instead the county will issue what it terms an 
"Environmental Assessment," originally scheduled for completion by December 2004 
and currently rescheduled to late February 2005. 

Proximity of M-83 to Watkins Mill Elementary School 

Relying on the map of proposed highway M-83, prepared for DPWT and distributed at 
the November 15, 2004 "Midcounty Highway/Middlebrook Road Public Workshop: 
Parks, Recreational & Community Facilities," it appears the 150' right of way would 
come within approximately 50' of the ball fields on the Watkins Mill Elementary School 
(WMES), 320' of the closest portable classroom, and 430' from the brick-and-mortar 
school. These distances compel careful consideration of the likely health consequences 
caused by airborne automotive emissions in close proximity to school children, faculty, 
staff and local sports organizations. 

It is the intent ofG.A.S.P .. to limit this commentciry to the risk ofM-83 aggravating 
respiratory problems among WMES students, setting aside the separate important 
consideration of risks to residents residing in nearby homes, school staff, faculty and 
sports organizations that use the ball fields. Towards this end we cite statements and 
conclusions found from studies published in peer-reviewed medical and public health 
journals evaluating the causal relationship between auto air emissions and aggravation of 
respiratory illness among children. 

Pollution and Children's Lung Development 

"Although most studies show that air pollution does not appear to cause asthma directly, 
children's asthma is known to be exacerbated by air pollution. . .. Children are believed 
to be especially vulnerable due to higher relative doses of air pollution and increased 
susceptibility as their lungs develop and their bodies grow. . . . Air pollution is linked to 
multiple adverse health effects in children, among them increased respiratory symptoms 
and hospitalizations for respiratory illnesses, increased or more severe asthma episodes, 
decreases in lung function, and longer-lasting lung infections. High levels fine 
particulates are especially linked to aggravation of children's asthma. Exposure to 
particulate matter is associated with increased lung irritation and respiratory symptoms in 
children, together with decrements in lung function." (1) 
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The Bay Area Study of Schools (San Francisco) 

"Recent studies, primarily in Europe, have reported associations between respiratory 
symptoms and re.sidential proximity to traffic; however, few have measured traffic 
pollutants or provided information about local air quality. We conducted a school-based, 
cross-sectional study in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2001. . . . Concentrations of traffic 
pollutants [named] were measured at I 0 school sites during several seasons. Although 
pollutant concentrations were relatively low, we observed differences in concentrations 
between schools nearby versus those more distant (or upwind) from major roads. . .. 
Thus, we found spatial variability in traffic pollutants and associated differences in 
respiratory symptoms in a region with good air quality. Our fmdings support the 
hypothesis that traffic-related pollution is associated with respiratory symptoms in 
children. (2) 

More Details of the San Francisco Bay Area Study 

"In the first U.S. study evaluating a link between traffic pollution and respiratory 
symptoms, state scientists found that the air contaminants spewed from busy roads may 
pose a health risk to children." (3) 

"Even in an area with good regional air quality, air pollution from nearby traffic may . 
pose a health risk, according to a recently-completed study by scientists from Cal/EP A's 
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) that shows a possible link 
between air pollution from nearby traffic and respiratory symptoms in children. The 
study, involved air monitoring and a health survey of about 1,100 students at 10 Alameda 
County [San Francisco/Oakland area] elementary schools located various distances from 
major roads ... (4) 

"The study found that the prevalence of asthma and bronchitis symptoms were about 7 
percent higher in children in neighborhoods with higher levels of traffic pollutants 
compar:ed with other children in the study. . . . ( 4) 

''The Bay Area was a good location for the study because it has relatively good regional 
air quality. That makes it easier to evaluate the specific effects of air pollution from 
nearby traffic. ( 4) 

"A school's location near a busy road does not always mean children will be exposed to 
high levels of traffic pollution. Other factors that influence this include whether the 
school is upwind or downwind from the road, and the school's ventilation system." ( 4) 

California Law Now Restricts School Construction Near Busy Roads 

Senate Bill 352 (introduced by Senator Martha Escu!ia and abstracted here), passed in 
2003, "prohibits the approval by the governing board of a school district of a school site 
that is within 500 feet from the edge of the closest traffic lane of a freeway or other busy 



traffic corridor, unless prescribed conditions are met and would make conforming and 
other technical, non-substantive changes. ( 5) 

"Cars and trucks !elease at least forty different toxic air contaminants, including, but not 
limited to, diesel particulates, benzene, formaldehyde, 1,3-butadiene and acetaldehyde. 
Levels of these pollutants are generally concentrated within 500 feet of freeways and 
very busy roadways. ( 5) 

"Many studies have confirmed that increased wheezing and bronchitis occurs among 
children living in high-traffic areas. (5) 

"The governing board of a school district may not approve a project involving the 
acquisition of a school site by a school district unless: 

• "For a school site with a boundary that is within 500 feet of the edge of the closest 
traffic lane of a freeway or other busy traffic corridor, the governing board of the 
school district determines, through analysis pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (b) of Section 44360 ofthe Health and Safety Code, based on 
appropriate air dispersion modeling, and after considering any potential mitigation 
measures, that the air quality at the proposed site is such that neither short-term 
nor long-term exposure poses significant health risks to pupils. (5) 

• "The governing board finds that neither of the conditions set forth in 
subparagraphs [setting conditions for school sites] can be met, and the school 
district is unable to locate an alternative site that is suitable due to a severe 
shortage of sites that meet the requirement in subdivision (a) of Section 17213. If 
the governing board makes this finding, the governing board shall adopt a 
statement of Overriding Considerations pursuant to Section 15093 ofTitle 14 of 
the California Code of Regulations." (5) 

Other Studies Affirm Bay-Area Conclusion 

A literature search by Winifred J. Hamilton, Ph.D, Director of Environmental Health 
Section of the Chronic Disease Prevention and Control Research Center, Baylor College 
of Medicine, shows that "Studies [mostly in other countries] published in a wide range of 
scientific journals document health effects for people living at various distances from 
roads with as few as 20,000 vehicles per day. . . . The health effects appear strongest 
within 100 meters (about I football field) of major roads, but studies show effects up to 
300·meters from major roads." (6) 

The Bay-area study is the best example of schools and traffic-related pollutants and 
health effects in the United States. There are numerous studies from the United Kingdom 
and Europe that support the same conclusions. 
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Watkins Mill ES Proximity to M-83 Seems High Risk 

Probably more perilous than the Bay Area 10 elementary schools, located various 
distances from major roads, is the proximity ofM-83 to the edge of the WMES school 
grounds. It appears the M-83 right of way falls within 50 feet of the school grounds, 
where ball fields, used by students and youth athletic associations, are now located. 

According to M-83 engineering drawings prepared for the county in 1992 by Johnson, 
Mirmiran & Thompson, P.A., believed to be the latest available, a 150-foot right of way 
with a 44-foot median plus traffic lanes extending 52 to 64 feet, would allow only 2 I feet 
to 27 feet on either side of the outer traffic lanes. 

With traffic this close to WMES ground, the hazards of airborne pollutants seem to 
elevate the risks of respira.tm.y problems compared to the Bay Area study. 

Proposed M-83 would be upwind on the school's western boundary, where near the front 
of the school (i.e., the school's northern boundary) M-83 would cross and possibly 
interconnect with the existing Watkins Mill Road. The latter road is approved for a 
planned direct interconnect to I-270 thus surrounding the school on three sides with high 
volumes of traffic (two sides facing M-83, one side Watkins Mill Road). 

Built in 1970 to accom.mqdate 404 students, today's WMES enrollment of653 is taught 
in the original building plus 13 portable classrooms. Plans call for expanding the 
building by adding six to eight 900 square-foot classrooms and two new kindergarten 
classrooms. The I 0-acre grounds would not be expanded. 

Asthmatic Children Currently at WMES 

Ms. Terri Kranefeld of the American Lung Association ofMa.ryland (ALA-M) phoned 
the school nurse at WMES to ask the number of students believed to have asthma. She 
was told the number known to her at December 2004 was "about 30." That represents 
about 5% of the 653 students. Based on data provided by ALA-M, approximately I I% 
of children through age 12 in Maryland have asthma. In Montgomery County the 
estimated number of asthma cases among children through age 12 increased 56% 
between 1999 and 2001, growing from 12,263 to 19,072. (7) 

Our Request to the M-83 Study Project Team 

An Environmental Assessment (EA), as yet undefined, is expected to be completed by 
DPWT late February 2005. We believe the EA will not be complete and should be 
revised if it does not include an analysis of the current and projected risk relating M-83 
airborne pollutants to the respiratory health of studel1ts at WMES. The analysis should 
reference the projected traffic volume by time of day and the level-of airborne pollutants 
created as a result of the forecast traffic on M-83. There should be two separate analyses 
done, one in which large trucks are included, and one in which large trucks are excluded, 
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to reflect the possibility that large trucks may be prohibited from using the parkway. 
Both analyses should include an appropriate mixture of gasoline- and diesel-powered 
vehicles that reflects increasing market share of diesel-powered engines. 

Summary 

Children are said to be especially vulnerable to asthma Several studies conclude that 
asthma is exacerbated by air pollutants emitted by traffic. The closer the traffic is to 
children, the greater their air pollution exposure and risk for cancer and respiratory 
disease. The right-of-way of proposed M-83 appears to be within 50 feet of the grounds 
of Watkins Mill Elementary School. currently attended by 653 children. The school 
nurse reports that about 30 children (5%) are known to have asthma. This excludes the 
count of children whose asthma is well-treated and controlled and unknown to the nurse .. 
The asthma rate statewide among children is reported to be. 11 percent. Constructing M-
83 within 500' of the school grounds runs the risk of increasing respiratory symptoms 
related to traffic-induced pollution. The planning ofM-83 should carefully assess this 
risk and the associated liability potential faced by the county. 

Maintaining healthful air standards at school locations must be ranked over highway 
needs in prioritizing community goals. We believe the M-83 study team, the DPWT, and 
the county council share this over-riding commitment. 



Sincerely, 
For G.A.S.P. 
(Co-signer, Degr~, and School Awarding the Degree) 

.... , ..... ""- -.. . . 

~ /:JP .. ··;....,: / \ (~[../ l 
~ el1G1~;-zd o~~et suf~~J~edi~ Rese~ch~::an·u --
MD. University of Maryland M.L.S., University of Maryland 
Home= 917 Wild Forest Home= 332 Wye Mill Court 

Gaith~c:it:~77: Gai~ersburg, MD 20879 _ 

~ ~;,jP~ 
Ellen Hutchins Stine Wojtuszewski Poulm 
Sc.D. Ph.D. -Molecular Biology and Biochemistry 
Johns Hopkins School of Wesleyan University 
Public Health Home: 334 Wye Mill Court 

Home: 1715 Log Mill Lane Gaithersburg, MD 20879 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 

This G.A.S.P. Letter is Commended. by: 

i othy ts~~Jl~ey 
sistant Pio ssor 

r>---+-7-~I:M:l Balb , MD 

Dept. ofEnvironmental Health 
Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of 
Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St. 
RoomE6614 
Baltimore, MD 21205 

Senior Scientist and Director of 
Environmental Health Program 

Environmental Defense 
1875 Connecticut Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

* Dr. Buckley in this matter represents only his own expert opinion and 
is not speaking for the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 
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August 16, 2013 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore Districts 
Att: Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 

AUG 2 2 2013 

Re: PN# 13-37 Comment Period August 7, 2013 Seneca Valley High School 

Mr. Jack Dinne: 

Enclosed are my written comments I request to be included in the official record. 

-



August 7, 2013 

Greetings, my name is Phillis A. Prather-Copeland the oldest daughter of the late 

Reverend James E. Prather and Edan Mae Prather. My mother 95 years old still 

lives in Prathertown in the house she and my father built many years ago and 

raised six( G) children. 

I stand in favor of the Montgomery County Dept of Transportation adopting the 

original MASTER PLAN M-83 and opposing alternate 4. Plan M-83 would preserve 

and protect the historical contributions made to the growth and development of 

Montgomery County by my ancestors. 

I am reminded as I stand before you today, that when God created the heavens 

and earth he made man to be caretakers of that which he had created. And that 

includes the parcel of land and roadway which is under consideration for re

configuration Your plan would not only change the landscape and the historical 

value of this stretch of road way it would remove the historical marker as you 

enter into Pratherstown that sets on the land own by my sister and husband 

(Peggy-Prather and Denver Saunders) . 

For the record, any plan to widen Brink or Wightman's Road or to erect a wall in 
front of the homes along Brink or Wightman Road is strongly opposed. 

What will be next, for man and his greed is never satisfied until he have it all. 

This section of Montgomery County was once known for being out in the country 
where you could enjoy peace, quietness, and reflect on its great history. Now all 
is being threaten; to be taken away because of poor planning and man greed. 

It is now like the Indy 500 Speedway with the two lanes what will it be like with 
four lanes? Oh I forgot you want to erect a wall, make us invisible, take some of 
our land and remove the historical value of this section of Montgomery County, 
Maryland and the Prathertown community. 

Respectfully 



To: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District 
Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne 
P. 0. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 
August 18, 2013 

I oppose Alternative 4 Modified 
I support Alternative 9 

AUG 2 2 2013 

1. The analysis for Alternative 4 Modified is inadequate- it does not address the likely impacts to the 
communities through which it passes. 

a. The increase in traffic volume, congestion, and reduced access to the residents of adjacent 
communities was not identified in a manner understood by the residents impacted. 

b. Access to the markets and services that developed to support the communities was not 
evaluated with regards to access for the residents or accessibility for the businesses. 

c. Impacts to the daily routines of these vibrant communities were not identified, such as: 
school bus pick-up; reduced highway access and increased rerouting of traffic through 
communities to accommodate reduced highway access; commuter access; etc. 

2. The analysis does not identify the likely impacts to the Montgomery Village community by bisecting 
the northern portion of the Village by the 6-lane highway and the effective additional bisecting of 
the east and west portions of the Village by the increased traffic on Montgomery Village Avenue. 

3. With regards to the "Projected Crash Rates Along the Build Alignments" 
a. The analysis does not identify in clear terms the projected increase in accidents, injuries and 

deaths that will occur by having a 6-lane highway pass through multiple, medium to high
density communities. The parameters for the model are too narrow and do not take into 
consideration the rerouting of local traffic through neighborhoods to accommodate reduced 
access to the highway. This is a simple matter of statistical analysis and broadening the 
narrow parameters of the current model. 

b. The analysis provides projections of accidents for Alternative 9, however, they are based on 
a generalized formula rather than on the actual accident rates for Mid-County Highway- a 
much more realistic basis for projections and a more accurate representation of continuing 
Mid-County Highway to Brink. 

4. The analysis of environmental impacts for Alternative 9 is flawed by not identifying whether critical 
habitat will be affected (not all habitat is equal); what effect the proposed environmental impacts 
will have on identified protected species (flora and fauna); or, what short- or long-term effects will 
occur to those protected species (if present). 

5. The analysis of environmental impacts for Alternative 9 is inadequate because it only addresses one 
form of mitigation (bridging) of the environmental impacts rather than providing options that have 
varying effects (short-term and long-term) of the environment. 

6. The environmental analysis treats all wetlands as being equal- as though accidental wetlands of 
associated flood plains are similar to pristine and highly productive wetlands along the coast. The 
analysis does not address the history of the land or that the area was highly manipulated while 
farmland; was significantly impacted during the development of the adjacent communities and road 
systems; and, continues to be heavily impacted due to the inadequate drainage, right of ways, and 
current use. 

7. The analysis does not address the current environmental problems along the current ROW or how 
mitigation for Alternative 9 could improve the overall environmental quality of the area; rather it 
only addresses how it will mitigate the immediate effects of implementing Alternative 9. 

Page 1 of 2 



Over the course of 30 years Montgomery County has been fairly consistent in the planning, design, and 
development of its roadways and zoning with regards to the development of a Midcounty Corridor. 

It built Mid-County Highway specifically as part of that design concept and the communities within that 
service area were planned and designed for on the basis of the County's published plans. All of the 
residents of those areas knew of those plans through public meetings, public notices, the local media, 
and the signing erected by the County identifying the future route of the corridor. 

With the exception of its extension, Mid-County Highway meets all of the criteria identified in the 
"Purpose and Need" document for the Midcounty Corridor Study. 

Now we are evaluating alternatives that are at the extreme edge of the study area. Alternatives that will 
impact dozens of large communities directly and indirectly by increasing traffic, impacting access, and 
converting local roads needed for local service into a highway corridor that compromises the original 
development plans, the concept of a Midcounty Corridor, and the communities that it will impact. 

From the perspective of Montgomery Village, the impact will be significant. Alternative 4 Modified will 
directly separate the northern section of the Village from the southern part by going from a 2-lane 
country road to a 6 lane highway corridor. However, there has been no mention of the clear and obvious 
consequence of the new alignment. Montgomery Village Avenue will become the shortest route 
between the new highway and Mid-County Highway. While the County may want to make Goshen more 
enticing as a cross over, Montgomery Village Avenue will remain a significant if not primary alternative 
for traffic having as it destination the ICC or Shady Grove Metro. Whereas the development of 
Montgomery Village, including the location of the schools and services, was based on the continuation 
of Mid-County Highway. 

This mixing of regional and local traffic throughout the length of Snouffer School Road, Muncaster Mill 
Road, Wightman Road, Goshen Road, and Montgomery Village Avenue is not only inefficient, but will 
result in a greater number of accidents, reduce the safety of the dedicated bicycle lanes, and create a 
significant number of potentially dangerous conflict points. 

Regarding environmental protection: I strongly support the involvement of the Corps of Engineers, the 
Maryland Department of the Environment, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, etc. It is absolutely essential that any 
environmental impacts due to political and/or management decisions be evaluated and weighed. 
However, in the end a decision must be made that not only takes the environment into consideration 
but the social, cultural, and economic impacts as well. 

Michael Brown 
10006 Maple Leaf Drive 
Montgomery Village, Md. 20886 
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SAMPLE LE'ITERS OR EMAILS 
Personal letters or emails are most effective. But a form letter or email is definitely more 

effective than no letter at all. The form letters are suggestions, and, of course can be modified as 
you see fit. The human effect is very important to these agencies. Adding any of the information 
from the preceding Talking Points that seems compelling to you might be helpful also. Thanks. 

Maps of Alternatives 4 Modified and 9 are at the end of the packet. 

A) Strongly oppose Alternative 4 Modified, and strongly support Master Plan route -
Alternative 9, Option A: 

Dear til y; ;Ja. cJ... fJ; n n & J 

I am strongly opposed to Alternative 4 Modified. It is completely incompatible with the 
Master Plans that are the basis for our community development. It is located well outside 
the central transportation corridor area it is supposed to support. Passing through an area 
of long established residential areas with many individual driveways and multiple 
intersecting roads increases the gridlock and affects safety. This in tum generates 
excessive air pollution and carbon dioxide emissions. 

I strongly support the completion of the Midcounty Highway along the Master Plan 
route - Alternative 9, Option A. All adjacent communities were developed and . 
occupied with notice of this roadway. It is designed to minimize interference with 

'Communities and existing ro'ids. It will anow an efficient trat'fic flow, minimizmg traver 
-ume, air pollution and carbon dioxide emissions. It will tie existing roads together into a 
coherent transportation system and allow optimal communication between upcounty 
residential communities, employment centers, and commercial areas. It can provide the 
backbone for an effective bus system. 

The Master Planned M-83 is long overdue and badly needed. 

(Please add how these Alternatives will affect YOU, 

B) Strongly oppose Alternative 4 Modified: 

5 

Dear __ . 

I strongly oppose Alternative 4 Modified. 

Alternative 4 Modified bulldozes through long established communities that were never 
pf'""anned for a maJor transportation corridor. 

-------------------------------
This Alternative will destroy dozens of homes due to loss of wells and septic systems, 
leave hundreds more with a major highway on their doorstep, impinge on the Agricultural 
Reserve, and destroy a living history that includes colonial-area sites and two 
communities established by freed slaves. 



Alternative 4 Modified inevitably will lead to the deterioration of stable residential 
communities and a thriving retail center. Alternative 4 Modified is not a transportation 
solution. It is in the wrong location to serve the needs of the larger upcounty area and 
traffic will be encumbered by existing roads (38) and driveways (90), traffic lights, and 
four high-volume multi-lane right angle turns. 

The inevitable congestion, stop-and-go traffic, and extended travel times will have 
significant economic costs, further burden domestic life, and greatly increase C02 

emissions. It is dangerous. 

Alternative 4 is a violation of the County's Master Plan pledge to the residents of 
established communities, does not improve our already bad transportation situation, and 
seriously increases the emissions of greenhouse gases. 

(Please add how this Alternative will affect YOU.) 

C) Strongly support ~~temative 9, Option A (M-83) 

Dear ___ . 
I strongly support Alternative 9, Option A (M-83), the Master Plan Route. 

The Upcounty is seriously impaired by the failure to provide the transportation 
infrastructure that was an integral part of the planning for large scale development. More 
transit is needed. but that is not enough - most residents will need roads to reach transit, 
jobs, schools, and retail centers. Alternative 9, Option A is the critical missing link in an 
effective transportation system. 

Alternative 9, Option A will use a Master-Planned right of way dating to the 1960s. 
Subsequent developments were built with explicit knowledge of the location of this right 
of way. This minimizes interference between the road and adjacent developments. 

Alternative 9, Option A will only intersect 13 established roads or other access points, the 
lowest of all the alternatives. This provides an efficient flow of traffic with minimal travel 
times, improved public safety and lower C02 emissions. 

(Please add how this Alternative will affect YOU.) 

If you want additional information about all six of the Alternatives, it is available, in abundance, 
at the MCS website. www.montgomervcountymd.gov/corridor A short but helpful overview of all of 
the Alternatives is available at the above website under .. 1. Public Notice". The full Draft 
Environmental Effects Report including detailed interactive maps is available at the link above at 
"2. May 2013 Draft Environmental Effects Report". (The Executive Summary of the Report is 
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August 19, 2013 

U.S. Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 

Christine L. Trippel McGrew 
22708 Ward Avenue 

Germantown, Maryland 20876 
cltmcgrew@verizon.net 

)
. Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 

P.O. Box 1715 SENT VIA EMAIL & USPS 
Baltimore, MD 21203-1715 
john.j.dinne@usace.army.mil 

Maryland Department of the Environment 
Wetlands and Waterways Program 
Attn: Mr. Sean McKewen 
160 Water Street 
Frostburg, MD 21532 
sean.mckewen@maryland.gov 

Reference: Interested Party Concern- Fetrows Neighborhood, Wacomor Drive & Ward Avenue 
CENAB-OP-RMN (Mid County Corridor Study) 2007-07102-M15 
13-NT-3162/201360802/AI No. 140416 

This project study area and each of the proposed alternatives, including Alternative 1 - No Build, 
affect our neighborhood. Our safety and property values will be affected by action taken in this 
matter. 

Our homes have been here since the 1960's; both Wacomor Drive and Ward Avenue are dead
end streets with ingress and egress via Route 27/Ridge Road. The amount of traffic on Route 
27/Ridge Road has increased with the construction of homes in Clarksburg and more recently, 
construction of Clarksburg Village. In turn, increased traffic is created by Little Seneca Parkway 
at Route 27/Ridge Road and more will come from the extension of Snowden Farm Parkway. 

We have no relief from traffic at any time of the day- the southbound grade on Route 27/Ridge 
Road hinders our view of northbound oncoming vehicles. We are trapped by traffic turning right 
onto Route 27/Ridge Road from Little Seneca Parkway and Skylark as well as oncoming 
southbound traffic. We have few windows of safe exit or entrance to our neighborhood. 

Maryland State Highway refused a request for a traffic signal at Wacomor advising that we 
should make u-turns at Skylark! Anyone would certainly know that this is impossible given the 
flow of traffic. We should not have to drive miles out of our way to travel southbound on Route 
27/Ridge Road. 

With the addition of more traffic signals north of us, any window of traffic relief has been 
destroyed. The speed limit on Route 27/Ridge Road north of Brink Road is 40 miles per hour; 
this is ignored and many of the speed limit signs were taken down during recent roadway 
construction at Clarksburg Village. We need safe access to Route 27/Ridge Road from our 
neighborhood. It is not clear in the Public Notice materials how the Alternatives and proposed 



divided lanes on Route 27/Ridge Road will affect the south egress and north ingress to our 
neighborhood. 

In less than two years, a middle school will open at the comer of Little Seneca Parkway and 
Route 27. The queuing traffic for the school will also be a hindrance for us. Added travel lanes 
will require drivers to "let us out"- an effort that is almost impossible now. 

2 

I am surprised that there was not a concerted effort made to reach out to us -we are an 
established neighborhood that has only one ingress/egress. Though we do not have a community 
association, this should not negate communication or mention in the Alternatives. We do not 
appear on any of the alternative maps. Given our proximity to key intersections, we deserve to 
have the same consideration and assistance with any chosen plan going forward. 

We need: 
• Clear information on how the Alternatives affect our ingress/egress - none mention or 

identify our transportation needs 
• A safe ingress/egress via a dedicated access lane to connect the traffic signal 

o Access lanes are mentioned in conjunction with MD355, one is needed for our 
community, Rt. 27/Ridge Road @ Wacomor 

• Better timed traffic flow to allow windows of opportunity between Brink Road and Little 
Seneca Parkway/Skylark. 

• Consideration of the queuing line for traffic at Little Seneca Parkway so that it does not 
block the entrance/exit ofWacomor Drive at Route 27/Ridge Road. 

o How will this intersection be signaled? 
o Controlled right turns from Little Seneca? 
o Controlled left and u-tums from Route 27/Ridge Road? 

I invite you to come and view the situation we currently have and see the challenges that are 
present each day before 5:00am and that last well into the evening 9:00-lO:OOpm. 

Thank you for your consideration and I hope to hear from you regarding how the Alternatives 
protect and provide safe egress and ingress for our neighborhood. 

cc: SHA, District 3 

~),~ 
Christine L. Trippel McGrew 
22708 Ward Avenue 
Germantown, MD 20876 
cltmcgrew@verizon.net 



Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
P. 0. Box 1715 
Baltimore, MD 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Dinne, 

August 19, 2013 

Elizabeth E. Greene 
20201 Grazing Way 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 

I am writing in response to the proposed alternatives for the Mid County Corridor 
Study(MCS) (2007-071 02-M15). 

I am in favor of Alternative 2 or Alternative 5. I am opposed to Alternative 4 (modified), 
which would negatively impact too many homes and which was not on the original 
Master Plan. I am most strenuously opposed to any of the alternatives under Number 9, 
which would result in unacceptable damage to the environment. Other speakers have 
detailed the damage in their remarks on August ih at the public hearing. 

I also spoke at the hearing on August 7, 2013. However, due to the limitations of time, I 
was unable to expand upon my support for mass transit~ which I would like to put into 
the record. 

As someone who has studied city planning, I feel that any of the alternatives to relieve 
traffic congestion between Clarksburg and Gaithersburg must include viable mass transit 
options. Washington, D.C. (including its Maryland suburbs) is one of the few major 
capitals in the world without sufficient and robust mass transit options. This is not 
sustainable. Without public transportation options, the future of the Maryland suburbs 
will be an ugly tangle of huge highways, destroying the character and ecology of the 
regwn. 

It is a myth that more and larger roads will relieve congestion. In fact, more roads 
encourage more drivers to add their cars to the system, thus creating more congestion 
downstream and at destination points. Enlarging the roads and creating new ones in 
Gaithersburg and Clarksburg without any mass transit options will only attract more cars 
onto those roads. It may (temporarily) relieve congestion at those intersections, but the 
added traffic will only create more congestion on the lower part ofl-270, and it will 
create gridlock in Bethesda and Silver Spring. 

AUG 2 2 2013 



Creating more roads is a losing battle. The more roads we create, the more cars we attract 
and the more roads we need to continue to build. 

The only way to relieve traffic congestion is to take cars out o_fthe system. This can be 
done through mass transit options. We needed a light rail along I-270 or an extension of 
the Red Line past Shady Grove years ago. It is now at a critical point. If the County and 
the State can put together $350 million dollars to spend on Alternative 9, then that money 
should be spent instead on extending the Red Line. 

Americans do not have a culture of using mass transit, and this is something we will have 
to confront. We need disincentives to individual drivers, and incentives for using mass 
transit. Right now a major disincentive to individual driving is congestion. It is one of 
the few things encouraging people to carpool. But carpooling is not enough. 

Mass transit is the only option that will actually relieve congestion, not just in 
Gaithersburg, but throughout the entire system of roads in the County. It is the only 
option that will retain the beauty and ecology of our County, and preserve its heritage for 
future generations. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth E. Greene 
Doctor of Planning and Development Studies 



Nadine Kitchen 
20736 Highland Hall Dr. 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 

August 16, 2013 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
Attn: Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Dear Mr. Jack Dinne, 

AUG 2 2 2013 

I write you as a resident of Montgomery Village, Maryland strongly opposed to Alternative 4 Modified to 
the M-83 Master Plan and request for it to be removed as an alternative. 

My family resides less than Yz mile from Wightman road where the proposed work would take place. 
This is a beautiful and peaceful neighborhood that would be devastated by widening of Wightman road. 
Wightman road (as only 2 lanes) is already a hazard to cross as drivers frequently ignore pedestrians in 
the crosswalk. Adding lanes and traffic to this road will jeopardize safety, increase air and noise 
pollution, and drop our property values. 

Alternative 4 is the most costly of the alternatives and the most devastating to my family and neighbors. 
Please consider my opposition to Alternative 4 in the official record. 

Regards, 

11~~Ju/:L_ 
Nadine Kitchen 



SEP 0 3 2013 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org MARYLAND 

Mr. Jack Dinne, CENAB-OP-RMN 
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Dear Mr. Dinne: 

August 23, 2013 4!~?~'!!,,,~~~~~jge 
7#010 Award Recipient 

RE: CORPS: CENAB-OP-RMN (Mid-County Corridor Study) 
2007-07102-M15 
MDE Nontidal Wetlands and Waterways: 13-NT-3162/ 
201360802/ AI No. 140416 

This is provided in response to the Public Notice for the above referenced study. The Montgomery 
County Public Schools (MCPS) appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comments on the 
proposed alternatives. Alternatives Two (2) and Five (5) have impacts on the MCPS Neelsville Middle 
School property's southern and western boundaries. Additionally, Alternative Nine (9) has potential 
impacts to the southwestern boundaries of the Watkins Mill Elementary School property. However, 
the maps provided do not provide sufficient details to determine the severity of impacts. While the 
proposed alternatives do not seem to indicate substantial impacts, the primary concern of MCPS is 
school safety, both during and after construction. We request the opportunity to review more detailed 
plans which more clearly show impacts of Right-of-Ways, grading and drainage, limits of disturbance, 
and plans for mitigating any impacts. 

Mr. Peter Geiling, team leader, Real Estate Management, will be contacting you to review and discuss 
possible impacts to school operations and how these impacts may be mitigated. Mr. Geiling can be 
reached at 240-314-1069. We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on this vital project 
and look forward to working with you. 

JS:acs 

Copy to: 
Mr. Geiling 

Sincerely, 
'\ 

I 

Department of Facilities Management 

45 West Gude Drive, Suite 4000 • Rockville, Maryland 20850 + 240-314-1060 
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8/21113 

To: 

• Mr. Jack Dinne CENAB-OP-RMN 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Baltimore District 

1 0 Howard St. 

Baltimore, MD 21217 

• Mr. Sean McKewen 

MD Department of the Environment 

Wetlands and Waterway Program 

160 South Water Street 

Frostburg, MD 21532 

Public hearing testimony on CORPS: CENAB-OP-RMN (Mid County Corridor Study) 2007-
07102-M15 and MOE Nontidal Wetlands and Waterways: 13;NT;3162/201360802/AI No. 
140416 

Questions for the Mid County Corridor Study Wetland and Water Quality Permit Application: 
• -

1. On the controversial "wetland conversion" of wetland impacts (aka degradation) how can ) 
you compare functions as was done in the 80's by then Corps contact Mary Dircks? (!{'!'«/; tJ-

2. Relating to above documented ethical questions regarding DOT and consultants how 
can regulators make a fair judgement which conforms to the Federal and State law? I 
include a summary to the County Council in approximate 2003 illustrating the many lier, ---l'\C.)~ ') 
and false statements so typical of DOT? \_8 :lV 

3. There are so many factual errors on maps -Walkers Run being called Whetstone Run 
on page 7; seriously harmed Normandy II condos being called Normandy I page 49 
sheet 7; no naming of Dayspring Church Silent 200 acre retreat in Germantown; and no 
naming of USE Ill Wildcat Branch Alternate 9 sheet 1 D etc. How can the public make ) 
any real judgement on how the road impacts them and the things they love? (_ e~. c 

4. M-83 is a State road. This is verified in (a) a letter from former Planning Board head ~Sf::.c.tcJ J. 
Norman Chisteller to Congress woman Connie Morella in 1988 and (b) In a paper by 
former Transportation staffer Henry Bain to the T&E Committee when he discusses 
forward funding of State roads and (c) In the 1st two CIPs 1986 and 87 when the State's 
contribution is mentioned. "The County will attempt to recover reimbursement from the 
State to cover the County share of this project at a later date." The County is trying to J) 
say only our own funds to be used to avoid stricter environmental regulations as State@~a 

1 



dollars are often comingled with Federal funds (albeit Feds are involved in a wetlands 
r1 situ.ation; ~rgp .••. t t!lheey a anre doing anything they can do to reduce the wetland count.) 
-p--- +· ;; lt/~-

Jane Wilder representing Potomac Valley Environmental Group 
9969 Lake landing Rd. 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 
(301) 208-1828 

2 

.. 
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l£f 0 G::' 7 I 

FU'SCTIONS ' 

' 
Poten~!2.!. !::.::ct!o~s r:1.:.!ced i!l c!escend!ng orc!e:- of probable 
occu:e:.ce S?eci!!.c to we:la:1c!s !ou:1d throughout M~r7land. 

1. Passive P~c:-eation a:.c Nat~:al 
(OCC"..!.!"S Often). 

He:-i tage Va~ ue 

2. E:l::>ita.-: to:- Aq_-:.r:ttic W!ldlife or Fisher!.es 

3. 

5. 

8 . Ac t !. v e ?.e c :- e a-: i c rr 

, . --· 
, , --. r:,...,....,,..._ ,.:-":)- .0-""- --~·-""- ., __ 

** I 

B. VA:.C:::: 

A:.y co~~inat!orr of !~!'lc-:!.ons 
inc!.~ding 2 a~d 6. 

Any co=b!n:tt!.on o! 3 f~ncticns f:-om 
~he f~nc:ions lis:, e~~l~cing 2 and 6. 

C. TY?~ 0? WETLA~DS 

Va!.~e 

High 

Medium 
~· 

::__ Lo '3--

** ~h:-eatened or E!'ld:tnger~ Spe:ies h:t~i:at or A:eas of State 
Cr.!.t.!.cal Conce:-:1 ar-e a~·.vays "h!.g~" valued '.1.-etla.nds re~:l~d~es:; 
c~ !u!lc:ior., s:ze or location. 

( ~ t 



September. 1986 Project Be L1m1 ts f::tD~E ~c AND u~,r!r+-rJ -r 
Con tract No. ( 0 Ct q{\ . Project Development 

Division: State Highway Adm. Wetland Site # __ 

A. 

/' 

./ 

J 

·/ 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETL~.ND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCURRSNCE ' 

Potential !unctions ranked in descending order o! probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~ryland. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1!.. 

12. 

Passive Recreation and Natu~al Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

_ Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Desyn chroniza. t ton 

Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

Food Chain Support (nutrient export) 

Dissipa~ion o~ Erosive Fo~ces 

Active Recreation 

Groundwater Discharge 

Nutrien~ RetentionjRe~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-term) 

G~ounc~a:e~ Rec~arge (Few occurrences) 

** I 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less t~an 3 fu~ctions tota~. 

C. TYPE OF WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

/ ~!on-tiC:a!. ---

Value 

High 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas o! State 
Critical Con cern are always "high" va 1 ued wetlands reg:l rd ~esr, 
o~ ~unction, size or location. 



' ~ 
• i 

/ 

. / 

~roject • Limits 
Contract No. 
Wetland Sit~ 'II 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS ' 

• 
CHECKLIST 

OCCURRSNCE ' 

Potential .functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

1. 

2. 

3 • 

4 • 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Desynchronizatton 

** • 

./ 5 • Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

. / 6. Food Chain S~pport (n~tr!ent export) 

/ 7. Dissipation o! Erosive Fo=ces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Grou~dwater Discharge 

.; 10 • Nutrie~t Retentiorr/?.e~oval (long-term) 

•/ 11. Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-term) 

, ? --· Ground~ater ?.ec~arge (?ew cccurrences) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination ot functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o~ 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less tha~ 3 fu~ctions tota~. 

C. TYPS 0? WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

./ Non-tiC:a!. 

Value 

Medium 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands regard:esr, 
o~ function, size or location. 



. , 
I 

, 

.September, 1986 
Project Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

. . 

Project & Limits 
Contract No. 
We tla.nd Site # 

RELATIVE WETLA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

A. OCCURRSNCE ' 

Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

1. Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs. often). 

** I 

2. Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

3. _ Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

4. Flood Desynchroniza. tton 

5. Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

6. Food Chain Support (n'.l'tr!.ent export) 

7. Diss~pa~ion o~ E!'os:.ve Fo!'ces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Groundwater Discharge 

10. Nutrient Retentior..fP.e!'!loval (long-term) 

1!.. ·sedi~ent '!'rapping (long-ter:n) 

12. Gr ounc~a te!' ?.e c?la!'ge ( ?ew occurrences) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o! 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 !'.lnct:.cns tota~. 

C. TYPE 0~ WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

~!on-t :!.C: a!. 

Value 

High 

Medium 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas of State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued we tl a.nds re~a.rd ~esr, 
o~ ~unction, s:!.ze or location. 



:t' •' 
}:!~.: 

... '-

· Sepcembe~, 1986 
Projeet·Development 

··Division& State High~ay Adm. 
. . 

~~oJeC~ ~ w~mk~~ 

Contract No. 
Wetla.nd Site II 

RELATIVE WE!LA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLA~D FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

A. OCCUR~:SNCE ' 

Poten~!al t~~ct~ons ra~ked in descending order ot probable 
occurence specific to wetlands tound throughout M~yland • 

1. 

/ 2. 

Passive Recreation and Natu~al Heritage Va~ue 
(occurs often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

** I 

/ 3. . Sediment Tr a,;:>p 1 ng (short-t er":n) 

/ 4. 

/ 5. 

/ 6. 

,.... 
I • 

8. 

0 ...,. 

/ !.0. 

1:. 
, , --. 

B. VALUE 

Flood Desync~ron!zatton 

Nutrien~ Reten~ion (short-~erm) 

Food ~ai~ s~~~ort (n~trient export) 

Active Recreation 

Grou~d~ater D~scharge 

Nu~rien~ ?.etentio~/?.e~cval (long-term) 

~-~-oin~ (1on~-to~~) 
-~ '""' ... -. -··o - L :::::> --··· 

r.,..c, . ..,~-., .... o .. "o,.....,.., .. ,...o ("":;"o..,, CCC",...,..o..,ces) 
v- - ... t_,..._, __ ··-- ... ·-·6- ·-" -·•-•• 

Rating 

Any combination of !unc:ions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o~ 3 functions from 
the functions lis:, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less th~n 3 ~~ncticns tota:. 

C. TY?S 0? WE'!.'LA~ms 

Tit: a!. 

Value 

Medium 

Low 

** ~~reatened or Endangered Species habitat o~ Areas o! State 
Critical Concern are a1.way s "high" valued wetlands re~:.1.r-d :esr, 
c! ~unction, s:ze or location. 

::__. 1-
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September, 1986 
:.Project Development 

Division: State Highway Adm. 

Project • Limits ....:::::~O._,u_t'M~'(.,~~~~U;....;;;.;7:...£. __ 
Con tract No. (/J(J j q I 
Wetland Site J 1 ~ 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

A. OCCURP.SNCE ' 

Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

1. Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

** I 

2. Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

, / 3 •. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

4. Flood Desynchroniza. t ton 

/ 5. Nutrient Retention (short-:erm) 

6. Food Chain Suppa rt ( n'.l tr!.ent export) 

./ 7. Diss~pa~ion o~ Eros!.ve Forces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Groundwater Disc~arge 

10. Nutrien~ RetentionfP.e!!loval (long-term) 

1:. Sed i:ne :1. t Trapping (long- term) 

12. Grou.ndiia ter- Rec~arge (Few occurrences) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any comb~nation of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less tha~ 3 !u~ct~ons total. 

C. TYPS 0~ WETLANDS 

Tic! al 

· . ./ ~!on-tic a:!. 

Value 

High 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas of State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re~a.rd~ess 
c~ ~unction, s:ze or location. 



. . 

Project l Limits 
Con tract No. 
We tl a.nd Site II 

RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCURR:SNCE ' 
Potential _functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

1. Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs often). 

** I 

2. sabitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

3. . Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

4. Flood Desynchroniza tton 

5. 

6. 

Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

Food Chain Support ( n'.l tr:!.ent e:'tport). 

7. Diss:!.pa-:ion o~ Eros:.ve Forces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Grou~dwater Discharge 

10. Nutrient Retentionf?.e!!loval (long-term) 

11. Sedi~ent Trapping (long-term) 

12. Grounc-;;a ter ?..e c~arge (:'ew occurrences) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list. excluding 2 and 6. 

Less t~an 3 !unct~cns tota~. 

C. TYPS 0? WETLANDS 

Tid a~ 

/' r.!on-t:!.C: a~ 

Value 

High 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re~a.rd~esr, 
of ~unction, size or location. 



f 

, 

Project l Limits 
Con t ra.ct No • --L-,-lg-!J~!f,.,.-lr-----
lle tla.nd Site 11 ~ 

WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCORRSNCE ' 

Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yla.nd. 

/ 1. Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

** I 

./ 2. Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

/ 3. .Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

/ 4. Flood Desynchroniz~tton 

/ 5 • Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

. / 6. Food Chain S~pport (n~tr:ent export) 

/ 7. Dissipation o: Eros~ve Fo~ces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Grou~dwater Disc~arge 

/ 10. Nutrie~t Retentionj~e~oval (long-term) 

,/ 11. Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-term) 

, ') --. r..,.. on"' ..l-a ... e.,. ?.o C._,"' ... .-o ( ':;'pW CCC".,. r 0 "'CeS) '-3- I..;.J,.~,. .., • -- .. •--·o- ·- -· -·.1 

B. VALUE 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o! 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 funct~cns tota:. 

C. TYPS 0~ WETLANDS 

Tic! a!. 

Value 

,/" .----} 

CHW 

Medium 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas o! State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re~ard :esr, 
c: ~unction, size or location. 



:~~','~~-: .. ~ ::.Sepumb•~'• ·-1986 

;~~ ,: :. ·: t~:i:~!n ~·;~!:~~~hway Adm. 
Project • Limits 
Contract No. 
Wetland Site J 

. t 

. , 

/ 

./' 

/ 

. / 

./ 

/ 

RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS ' 

CHECKLIST 

' 

Potential funct!ons ranked in descending order ot probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland • 

1. 

2 • 

3 • 

4 • 

5 • 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

1.0. 

1.!.. 

1.2. 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs of ten) • 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood De syn chroniza. t ton. 

Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

Food Chain Support (nutrient export) 

Diss~pa~ion o~ Eros~ve Fo~ces 

Active Recreation 

Groundwater Discharge 

Nutrient Retentionj?.e~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-ter~) 

G~ound~ater ?.ec~a~ge (?ew cccurrences) 

** t 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o~ 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less tha~ 3 !u~ct~ons tota:. 

C. TYPS 0? WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

v-· Non-t:i.C:a: 

Value 

Medium 

Low 

•* Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" va 1 ued wetlands re~:.l rd :esr, 
c~ !unction, size or location. 



I 

oil-=p I.I&IIIUC r; f 4 7gu • • -w-- ........ ---- ·- ---··· .. --·. -··~. 

Con tract No. llljaq 1 -,frojaet Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. Wetland Site ~~~----~z;~~~~------

A. 

./ 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCURRSNCE ' 

Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland • 

1. 

2. 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

** I 

/ 3. _Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

./ 

/ 

/ 

4. Flood Desynchroniza. tion 

5. 

6. 

Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

Food Chain S'..!pport (n•.ltr!.e!'lt export) 

7. Dissipation of Erosive Fo=ces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Groundwater Discharge 

10. Nutrie!'lt Retentionj~e~oval (long-term) 

11. ·sedi!!l.e!'lt '!'rapping (long-ter:n) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list, excl~ding 2 and 6. 

Less t~a!'l 3 !'..!~ct~cns tota:. 

C. TYPS 0~ WETLANDS 

Tidal 

/ Non-tiC:a: 

Value 

Medium 

Lovr 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas of State 
Cr 1 tical Concern are always "high" valued \lt'e tl ands rev; a rd :ess 
c~ !unction, size or location. 
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,:-<;;. 

A 
A• 

/ 

J 
./ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

-...,. 

Wetland Site •a-------;r~-----------

CH~C:-=!..!ST 

' 

Pote~~!al !:~c~!~~s ~~~~~d !~ eescend!~g o~de~ ot probable 
occ~~e~ce s~ec!!!~ to we:lancs tou~d t~~oug~out M~jla~d. 

l. ?ass!Ye P..ec :-ea ":io!'l a::.c Na -:'.l.:-al 
(occ-.:.:-s o!~e~). 

He.:-i tage Ya!. ue •• I 

2 • 

~ .... 
4. 

5. 

e. 
,_ 
I • 

.... o. 

1 • --. 

~c.--~~-.;'"'~ "-- -- -- -- -..... 

( , a"'-=-- T- ::o ......... ) - -= -- --· 

·~~~~~o~- ~---~~~-"-'----·--- .... -- ..:.. .. -.---::, ( • 0., ~- ... ::> ,._) 
- ""'.:a "'"'-- ••• 

"'-: r:~~,,..._,:-oo::~-.=.- ::-~,...·~..,-.-:-.:l c-=~ ... r c,...-··--o.,..,..oc:) --· -------~- .. -- ··--··--:::r- ·-"' ------··---~ 

~- . ., ~~ -:,_.,_i,..-

A~7 cc~=~~a~!o~ o! f~~c::o~s 
i~cluc!ng 2 a~c 6. 

A~J 
"the 

c~c:=.::~J.~!.or!. c: 
t:.z.=c:ior:.s l:!.s~, 

Less ~:::.~:: : 

3 .fu.=.c-:!.ons t:-cm 
e::~L:.:.C:.!.:1g 2 a::d ,o. 

Lo·:t 

*'"' ':':-::-ea'tened c:- E~da::~~=e-:! Spec.:.es ha':!-;a: c:- A..:-eas ot S:ate 
C:-!.-:!.ca: Co~ce:-n a:-e a:.·.~~ays "hig~" va:!.u~c ·,t;etla:lds re~:.l!"'d:es::; 

c~ !'.l:lc':!or., s!ze o.:- loca:!.or.. 



September, 1986 
_ProJect Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

. . 

Project • Limits¥;::, 
Con tract No. 
We tla.nd Site II 

RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLA~D FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

A. .OCCURP.SNCE ' 

Potential functions ranked in descending order o! probable 
occurence speci!ic to wetlands found throughout M~ryland. 

1. 

2. 

/ 3 • 

./ 4. 

/ 5. 

,/ 6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

I 10. 

1.:. 

12. 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Desynchronizatton 

Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

Food Chain Support ( n'.l trient export) 

Diss~pa~ion o! Erosive Forces 

Active Recreation 

Ground~ater Discharge 

Nutrie~t Retentio~/?.e~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-ter~) 

r.,..o,,,.,..~~a•e,.. ?.oc._,.,,..,_o ('.;'""W CCC 1',..r 0 "Ces) ..,__ ~··~" ... • ·- -·"'-- 6-- • - -· _ .. .I. 

** I 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o~ 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 funct~cns tota:. 

C. TYPS 0? WETLANDS 

Tid. a l 

V ~!on-ti.C:a:!. 

Value 

High 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re~:.Lrd~esr, 
o~ ~unction, size or location. 
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. ·, 
September, 1986 
Project Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

Project l L1m1 ts -~-r-":'"'p~~-:r--[)---=bt~ti-=IS 
Con tract No. 1 1 ,..a; 

/ 

_L 
\ 

/ 

~ 

\/ 

. / 
J 

.; 

Wetla.nd Site # ~1.1;+-· ---
- . 

RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WET~AND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCORP.SNCE ' 

Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 • 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 . 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Passive Recreation and Natu~al Heritage Value 
( <?ccur s. of ten) . 

Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood De syn chroniza. t ton 

Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

Food Chain Support (n~trient export) 

Diss~pation o~ Eros~ve Forces 

Active Recreation 

Groundwater Disc~arge 

Nutrie~~ Retentio~/P.e~oval (long-ter.n) 

Sedi~ent Trapping (long-ter~) 

Ground~ater ?.ec~~rge (?ew occurrences) 

•• I 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less t~an 3 f~nct~cns tota~. 

C. TYPS o: WETLANDS 

Tid a!. ---
/ Non-tiC:a!. 

Value 

Med 1 urn 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas of State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re11:a.rd ~esr, 
o~ tunction, s~ze or location. 
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f 

• -. ......... - ... c. ... - .. ""'~ .......... -

Division: S~•:e Hi;~~ay A~~. We tl a.nd Site 11 
!!~ W' f I 

. 
P.!!.ATIVE WE':'!.A:-iD QCALITY BASED ON WETLA~rD FUNCTIONS 

,. 
~ .. 

CHECK!...!ST 

' 

Poten~!al t~~ct!ccs rac~~d ic descending order ot probable 
occu=-ecce S?eci~!.c to ·.ve:~anc!s tou:1d throughout M~rylaod. 

1. 

2. 

/ 3. 

/ 4 . 

../ 5. 

,., e. 

-I • 

8. 

0 v• 

10. 

, . --. 
, "': --. 

B • V.-E.CZ 

Passive P~c:-ea:ion ace! Natural Heritage Va~ue 
(occ"..!.rs o::en). 

** I 

F:ood C-esync!-:=-on!:::a.':ton 
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To: 'T and E Cornmi ttee 
From1 Jane Ann S. Wilder, Citizens to Save South Valley Park and Whetstone Run 
REs M-8J Packet for April J, 200J 
Date1 April 2, 2003 

At the Iftarch 6 T and E Committee meeting the Cmrnmi ttee requested background 
information on M-8J. The Packet the~ received Ap. 1, prepared by Glenn Orlin, 
Edgar Gonzalez (and other DPWT staff) and some Planning Board staff, is indeed 
an Aprll Fool's Day joke if one is seeking complete and accurate information! 

This is exemplified by the "Chronology of H-8J" at figure 12. How can these 
staffs possibly exclude things like1 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

Dec. 1988 -- DOT's application for Federal and State wetland permits 
(lead agency -- U. S. Ar~y Corps of Engineers). 

1989 -- The negative response from all Federal and State agencies 
ranging from serious concern (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service) to 
outright denial (EPA). (Enc. 1 a-e ) 

Dec. 1989 -- The defundiD? of M-8J from the CIP by County Exec. Sid 
Kramer (a strong proponent) for fiscal reasons (and because i.t was clear 
the permitting and public opposition would :00 a problem} (Enc. 2) 

·Jan. 1990 --The throwing out ("withdrawal", "return") of DOT's Federal 
wetlands permit request from the Army Corps of Engineers, in spite of 
DOT's pleas to keep the permit acti w • (Enc. J ) 

1992 -- The presentation of the huge Environmental Document to 
County Council 

!1ay 5, 1992 -- The unanimous vote against M-8J by the County Council 
after evaluation of the Environmental Document,under the auspices of 
a "referendum" on H-8J de-rlsed::>biY !].:tenn Orlin regarding turning lanes 
for M-8J as part of the Watkins Mill Bridge project. (Enc. 4 ) 

r·;ov. 2001 -- The Transportation Policy Task Force, in their 'IRP II Task 
Force recommendations does not recommend M-8J. 
This remarkable decision by the Transportation Policy Task Force, agroup 
of 35 citizens from all parts of the community, despite slanted inform
ation and strong pressure from DPWT, etc. (the group voted for almost 
all major road projects presented including. Brink-Wightman-Snouffer 
School widening) did not endorse M-83. (Encls. ~ and 5b ) 

2002 -- Flann_ing Board, recommended that M,..:.& be removed from the Mas-ter 
Plan in -tMil::'c]I'xansp'or.tatio'rr Policy- Report_~ ·.: _ ue o an env ron-
mental and community :llisruption perspective". They note that this 
will require an "update to the land use sections of the Clarks burg and 
Germantown Master Plans by reducing the total development levels to be 
commensurate with what the reduced roadway network would support." (Enc. 6) 

How can the exclusion of these historic widely documented events be by accident?!! 
This packet does not serve the Council well. 

MORE 



- -Page 2 
Toa 1 and E Committee 
Froma Jane Ann S. Wilder 
REa M-83 Packet for April 3, 2003 
Dates April 2, 2003 

Of further concern are entries like:l991 (Chronology and Page 4 text), 
there Glenn Orlin_:. and company describe secret meetings with all the environmental 
agencies (after the permit had been thrown out and the project defunded), claiming 
"all the necessary mitigation measures were defined by the reviewing agencies to 

J 
make this a permittable project"?!! This appears to imply an under the table deal 
(without Federally required public input) to guarantee permits?! If these assurances 
were so convincing (or even happened), why were they never brought before the 
County Council when the Environmental Report was considered before the ~~y 5, 1992 
vote? 

In spite of the precise language in the Planning Board's TPR Report (Enc.) 

1 Or lin and company note (Page 1 text, pp2), "Furthermore, it (the Planning Board) 
V notes a facility planning study would be useful in producing the Master Plan 

Amendment". This implies they endorse the CIP Facility Planning funding -- We 
can find no such citation in the Jan. 15, 2002 TPR Planning Board report?!! 

On Page 2 text, Orlin and company talk about confnuous right-of-way acquisition 
1 as a sign of public knowleggiand acceptance. These processes are substantially 

\/ out of public view and have no public input. 

·J 

Also on Page 1¢, he describes M-83 being part of the "Corridor Cities 
transportation system''. First of all, M-83 is in the wedge not the corridor, 
but is the Corridor Cities 'Transitway which focuses on public transit and has 
widespread surport now being corrupted into an excuse for building more roads 
under the title "transportation system"?!! 

On Page 5 text, they again quote the the TPR (Task Force Report or Planning 
Board?) as saying the part of Brink in the Agriculture Reserve is'not recommended for 
widening in the !'laster Plan of Highways, yet the 80' right-of-way necessary for 
4 lanes has long since been dedicated at subdivision for this area. (The Task 
Force also endorsed it). 

On Page J text, again discussing Brink, Wightman, Snouffer School, and 
Muncaster I<Iill Rd., it is said the alignment is "not in the right place" to 
serve as a functional alternative to M-8J. In fact, Brink and M-8J empty onto Ridge 
Rd. (Route 27) within 1/Z mile of each ·. other (this is after revision in the 
Clarksburg Master Plan,before which M-8J joined with 355 at Route 27.) If Brink does 
not go to "the right place" neither does M-SJ! (See their own figure 15). 

In summary, this packet unfortunately does not answer the request of Tand E 
members for more background information on M-SJ as the implication of the Council 
request is for accurate and complete background information, not that only serving 
the interests of those who have been pushing this project since 1986. The County 
Council and the citizens of Montgomery County deserve better. 

-JO-
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THE I MARYL~ND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION pp 8787 Georg1a Avenue • Silver Sprmg. Maryland 20910-3 760 

".tC 

The Honorable Constance A. Morella 
11141 Georgia Avenue 
Suite 302 
Wheaton, 1 M~~land 20902 

Dear Mr~~ella: 
\,.. 

September 19, 1988 

I am pleased to respond to your request tor information 
regarding the road project designated M-83 about which you have 
received correspondence from Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wilder. 

I will provide some planning background tor the road projec~, 
but you should understand that the design and construction ot the 
road are under the purview of the Montgomery County Department ot 
Transportation. This will be a State road hence the M-83 desig-
nation on our master p ans , u e county s un erta ng e 
initlal construction in order to proVide traf!!eca(5ac1ty earlier 
than eoura· 15e dona by the· state. ···· ·--- · · · -

The General Plan for Montgomery County establishes the basic 
policy framework for land use and transportation decisions. The 
plan is titled " •.. on Wedges and Corridors" because it recommends 
that development be concentrated in the I-270 and I-95 transpor
tation corridors and the areas outside the corridors be preserved 
as wedges of agriculture and open space with only the lowest 
density residential development. In order for the corridor 
cities of Gaithersburg, Germantown, and Clarksburg to work as 
envisioned by the General Plan, several major highways more or 
less parallel to I-270 are necessary. our Master Plan ot High
ways and area master plans show the widening ot MD 117 (Clopper 
Road) and MD 355 (Frederick Road) as well as two new major roads, 
described as the Western Arterial and the Eastern Arterial (M-83). 
Great Seneca Highway is the western arterial and is now under 
construction. Midcounty Highway or M-83 is the ~astern artarialL 

i~ia~~ci!l~~-nt~6!;~~~~i1r~-ij~ -l!~~~e 0!njh~Re ~~~~t~ri: ~~!d~1~!~iriq 
1~.---·-·-·-.. ·--------··-
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3. Related Issues 

Some confusion has arisen in the community and the local 
press regarding a memorandum prepared by our staff. Some members 
of the public have interpreted this memorandum to imply that the 
Midcounty Highway is not needed. This is an incorrect interpreta
tion. My explanation of this situation is outlined in letters I 
sent to State Delegate Counihan and Congresswoman Morella (see 
copies attached). 

In essence, this explanation tries to make clear that the 
short term timing of the road should not be confused with the 
long term need for it. We happen to believe that it makes very 
good sense for it to be built prior to the building of Route 355. 
However, regardless of its timing, there is abso+utely no ques
tion that the road is a vital element in our comprehensive plan. 

In conclusion, the Montgomery County Planning Board strongly 
supports the construction of the Midcounty Highway, and recog
nizes the need for this section of the road to be enq~eered so 
that the minimum possible impact on the environment·ts achieved. 
If you or your staff have any questions regarding my comments, -. .::,; 
you may direct them to Mr. Jorge Valladares of our Environmenta~
Planning Division at (301) 495-4540. ' -

-:_ 

NLC:JM:dws 

Attachments 

cc: County Council 
County Executive 
Mr. McGarry 
Mr. Cochran 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder 
Germantown Gazette 

4 

Sincerely, 

1:ttVM1, -f(~~{,lf~~ -~orman L.~~isteller 
Chairman, MCPB 
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The program deletes nine road projects, most of them rather small. To 
allow the Council to consider these projects during the CIP deliberations, 
even though they are not in the recommended CIP, the Executive has provided 
the accompanying table showing their costs and ~penditure schedules as 
prepared by the Department of Transportation. (See Table 6.) These deleted 
County roads, which would make an important contribution to traffic safety and 
capacity in the areas that they serve, are intimately related to the State 
highways mentioned above. Deletion of the County funding for the State routes 
would free up enough money tOT'und several o!-"Weseiiiilcli::needecr imprOVeiilen ts
iiLCQ\intyroads--duriiig-tlie next-sTX years~-- --------------------------------- ----·=-::. ------------/-

~·~---···-~,·-- ~·---~-~-...-......-·~·~-- ·~--- - .~ .---
Locations of Road Projects 

To assist the Committee in its review of the road projects, the Executive 
has provided the accompanying table that sorts them out by Policy Area. (See 
Table 7.) 

It is suggested that the Committee focus its attention on projects marked 
(by Council staff) in ·the "T&E Focus" column of Table 7. These projects 
deserve special attention because they are 1) new, 2) deleted or substantially 
deferred, 3) State or State-cali}:)~~ roads, ~going proJects. 

The unmarked projects are generally well advanced toward completion and 
do not raise policy issues. 

What Additional Funds Could Do 

In its review of the road projects, the Committee might find-it useful to 
ask what could be done with an additional revenue for roads of $25)nillion per 
year. This flow of funds might, for example, enable the County--tO make the . 
following additions to the road program in a five-year period (allowing one 
year for· the revenue to start flowing). 

-Proceed with the nine deleted projects at 
the pace proposed in last year's CIP 

Build, or make a substantial start, on the 
following roads by returning to the expendi
ture schedule proposed in last year's CIP: 

/ Goshen Road 
------Redland Road North 

Dewey Road 
~atkins Mill Road Extended 

Return some other projects that have been 
deferred to their original schedules, and 
accelerate some other much-needed highways. 
Also, add some master-plan highways to the CIP. 

HB:mjb 
81511/58 

Total 

$ 13.7 

7.3 J 

2.6 
.9 

12.1 / 

88.4 

$125.0 
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( Table 7 
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FYs 91-96 Recommended Roads Program 
Roads By Policy Area 
1/19/89 

=====================~========~=================================~~======== 
T&E I 

Title !Focus I Status !Page # 
========================================================================== 

Up-County 

PATUXENT 
Belle Cote Drive 

POOLESVILLE 
Whites Ferry Rd./Fisher Avenue 

DAMASCUS 
MD 124 Extension 
Sweepstakes Road 

GERMANTOWN 
Germantown/Montgomery Village Connector 
MD 118 Relocated .~--· 

Middlebrook Rd. 
Father Hurley Blvd./Ridge Rd. Extension 

i Waring Station Rd. - MD 117 to CSX 

GAITHERSBURG EAST 
Airpark Road/Shady Grove Road Ext. 
Goshen Road 
Midcounty Highway Design & Landscaping 
Midcounty Noise Walls 
Muncaster I Shady Grove Rds. Ext (N) 
Redland Road North 
Shady Grove Road - Six Lane 
Snouffer School 
Watkins Mill Rd. - School Access 
Watkins Mill Rde Extended 

GAITHERSBURG WEST 
Fields Rd./Muddy Branch to Omega 
Great Seneca Hghwy. Phase .3 
Jones Lane 
Key West - Guae Drive to I-270 
Key West Av.- Shady Grove to Gude 
Key West Av. and MD 28 
Life Sciences Center Roadway Improvements 

~i Longdraft Road 
Muddy Branch Read 
Quince Orchard Road South 
Sam Eig Highway 

Central County 

/( !New 
I 
I 
!Ongoing 
I 
I 

$ !Ongoing 
!Ongoing 

- I 

/~I 
1S )iOngoing 
S""IOngoing 

!Ongoing 
S iOngoing 
1) I De 1 e-t.ed 

I 

N 
j) 

~ 
1) 

.J) 

i 
I Ongoing 
I Ongoing 
iOngoing 
I New 
!Deleted 
!Ongoing 
!Deleted 
I Deleted 
I Ongoing 
!Ongoing 
I 

IOngo1ng 
!Ongo:tng 

J) !Deleted 
!Ongoing 
!Ongoing 
IOngotng 
I Ongoing 
!Ongoing 
!Ongoing 

~ iDeleted 
!Ongoing 
I 

8-53 

8-135 

8-99 
8-128 

8-72] 
8-97 
8-106 
8-67 
_NIA 

8-51 
8-76 
8-102 
8-104 

N/A 
8-117 

N/A 
N/A 

8-133 
8-134 

8-69 
8-78 

N/A 
8-85 
8-87 
8-89 
8-92 
8-93 
8-110 

N/A 
8-121 

® 



FYs 91-96 Recommended Roads Program 
Roads By Policy Area 
l/19i89 

=================================================~======~================= 
T&E I 

Title !Focus I Status !Page # 

========================================================================== 
BETHESDA/CHEVY CHASE 
CABN Noise Abatement <I-495) 
Friendship Boulevard/The Hills Plaza 

NORTH BETHESDA 
Nebel Street ALARF Reimbursement 
Windemere Noise Abatement <I-270) 

Countywide 

Preliminary Project Engineering 
Public Facilities Roads 
Subdivision Roads Participation 
Transportation Improvements for New Schools 

H 

N 
N 

0 
0 
0 
0 

I New 
I Ongoing 
I 

I New 
!New 
I 
I 
I 

I Ongoing 
!Ongoing 
I Ongoing 
!Ongoing 
I 

8-58 
8-71 

8-112 
8-136 

8-114 
8-115 
8-126 
8-130 

I. 

I 
I 

:========================================================================== 

t\ ,I 

i 'II -y, 
T&E Focus 

Nv New Project 
D' Deleted or Substantially Deferred Project~ .,.,....,_ 
S State Ro_ad (or _Ro~_<! of State Caliber) Funded by County 
0 Ongoing Project 
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1270 
1 PrOJ8C1 Number I I 1 

7 PRE PDF PG NO -r 6 REQ AOEQ PUB Agency No A. IDENTIFICATION AND CODING INFORMATION 
FAC IOENT 

l DAle Q~'''!7•1'~H I I 
-----

863116 REVISED - I l2b9 I 
3 PrOJect Name liE 8 M.tHliHllli tlll MDilll • llll I • l:.(llii'IEI:Hii ~-Agency IB.Aii~fl:lliLALl.CI\ 
4 PTogram T IUNS ~nRT AT ION 6 Plannmg Area !li;;Bt!IH'J T!.l!fi 
B EXPENDITURE SCHEDULE ($000) 

IB)- --,9-,-c-liii)-,~---- (12) (13) 114) (15) (16) (17) (16) 
Tot at Thru Esumate Total Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Beyond 

Cost Elements fYB7 FYBB 6 Years FY89 . F'r9 c f¥91 fYS2 FY93 FY94 6 Years 

1 PtanntOQ. De-
itgn & Sup,.... 77/Hl <;5 ~ll l't 'i.3 300 10C 15C 2'iJ 325 325 290 

2 l~nd 178~ 11135 • 545 !2't0 
3 Sne lmprowements 
and Ut1111,.s J04~ 16~ 7<9 1.?80 

• Conalruct•on IQQQ 7200 4::00 3500 3500 12791 
5 Furn11ure 
an<J Equ1pment 

6 Total .,,,(\., Q<; ':\77 I I :u. ~llll lll/1 h.<:l~ .?'i02 ..1825 3fLI ~ I 4'1hl 

C. FUNDING SCHEDULE ($000) 

l n-;;-s ~G~~~:r~~4 951 ~22, ~~~ij ]llQI !Oj 65j 2~~~1 r~~~l f~~~l ~~;;I 

_Q_. 
DEBT SVC 
NET IMPACT 
WCAK VAS 

ANNUAl OP~Ali~G BUDGET JHPACT (000 ~J 
10 38 2205 36 ~7 130 3t5 
10 38 2205 36 47 130 365 

661 
o67 

96() 
960 

E. DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION QQl51 PROJECT NO. 8b1116 PROJECT NAME GERHANTQHN/HQNT. VILLAGE CONNECTOR 

DESCRIPIIQN: This project Includes the construction of four-lanes of an ultimate six-lane roadway along 
the H-83 (Mid-County Highway> Master Plan alignment between Montgomery VIllage Avenue and HD 118, and two 
lanes of the ultimate six-lanes between HD 118 and MD 27, and the construction of the Master Plan 
a!lgn-ents for H-61 (MD 118 Extended) and H-85 <Middlebrook Road Extended). This project includes 
appropriate sidewalKs, biKeways, stormwater management, landscaping and two major bridges. Caoaclty: 
Refer to the Ger~ntown-Hontgomery Village Connector Study for detalls. Service Area: GEU:mantown Ea_s_t 
Pol i cf Area. 
JUSTI iCAifOH: SpecIfIc Data: Tb.LG.e!'JI!antown-Hontgomery Vlll age Connector Study has been comp 1 eted. 
~c!_l_119 to the study, t~e ~o_!!s_tructTonor-·K-1!3 be>t meets th~_:trliflc needs of the area. The State has 
agreed to begin Project Plannlngror MD 355. This-Improvement will be needed as access for existing and 
planned develop•ent east of I-270 In Germantown. It will provide more capacity for shorter north-south 
trips In the I-270 corridor and will complement the function performed by Great Seneca Highway west of 
I-270. Plans and Studies: Each segment of this project Is included In either the Germantown or 
Gaithersburg VIcinity Master Plans. Cost Increase: The cost increase reflects added lanes and sections 
(see Other>; the addition of stormwater management; noise attenuation and utility relocation costs; higher 
planning, design and supervision costs; and Inflation. 
SIAIUS: Planning Stage. 
QitlER: The cost estimate Is based upon the construction of Hid-County Highway as four-lanes between 
Hontga.ery VIllage Avenue and HD 118 and two lanes between HD 118 and HD 27, two lanes of Brink Road from 
MD 27 to MD 355, four-lanes of HD 118 Extended from Hid-County Highway to HD 355, and four-lanes of 
Middlebrook Road from Hid-County to HD 355, Including full-width rights-of-way for all segments. The 
present project scope was developed In FY 88 and has an estimated total cost of $26.0 million. 
fiSCAL NQTE: Impact fees are assessable on this project ac 50.01 of the cost of prOJPCts for the portion 
of the project within the Germantown Impact Fee Area. The Count will att t o recovEr reimbursement 

result of the design contr4Ct a ... .rd tugetdiite being latt>r thdn oriqindlly contlclp•tetl. - I 
---- .. --·--·------------------ -·---------------·---- _ __j 

over t~e Count~ share of this _llLo1ecL at .-d. Th~ schedule rev!S on s thA 

---
F APPROPRIATION AND EXPENDITURE DATA 
Dele Fust Appropn•llon do tlOOOi 

ln•t•al Cost Estt.nate 7. 5 17 
F•rst Cost Est Current Scope t 89 ) 26,025 
Last FY's Cost Est•mate 7 1 8S3 
Present Cost Esllmate 1 t; 9 1 26.025 

Cumutat•v~ Expend•tur~~, Uru:~rkumnerett 

Appropr•at•on Encumbrances BatdnLe 

~~~" ~1.:! oo 
Appropflalton Request BucJget Yr FY a .. I d75 I 
Supplemental Appropr.auon Aequest 

Co I Current Year FY BB 

I G. RELOCATION IMPACT: 

IH 
See Accompanying Map Page 

I COOROINAliON & OTH~H INfORMATION 

(INCL SUBPROJS & WORK PRGM LISTS) 

HSHA 
H-NCPPC 
HRA 
Kettler Brothers, Inc. 
HD 118 Relocated, CIP Project# 863171 
Historic Preservation Commission 
Middlebrook Road, CIP Project # 863125 
Montgomery Village Ave Hidening 

CIP Project # 883106 
Hatkins Hill Road Bridge 

CIP Project # 883754 

CArl TAL l .... ltOV--HT. ,...,...A.tl 

i 

I 

I 

,al 
I 

('1\ 

' ,; 
• 

} 
(I 
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1 Planning. 0..· 
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c. FUNDING SCHEDULE ($000) 
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O. ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET IMPACT 1000~5~1~----------~------~ 

UEBT SVC 8 H:ll:! 28 52 93- 262 600 
600 

583 
583 NET IMPACT 8 1618 28 52 93 262 

~ORK YRS 

e..or::scRrPTrONP.NOJusrrrrcArroN ___ rnoJrCTNO. 863116 rnoJECTNAMECERMJ\NTrn:m7MONT.VILL. C< 
gLS~RIPTIO~: Thl~ project provide~ for dP~Ign, land acquisition, and construction of additional highway 
capacity parallel to I-270 betw!'en. MontgnmP.r. y _villa. ge and Germantown. l~rnatlve alignments w.ULbe. 
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8nt13 

To: 

• Mr. Jack Dinne CENAB-OP-RMN 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Baltimore District 

1 0 Howard St. 

Baltimore, MD 21217 

• Mr. Sean McKewen 

MD Department of the Environment 

Wetlands and Waterway Program 

160 South Water Street 

Frostburg, MD 21532 

Public hearing testimony on CORPS: CENAB-OP-RMN (Mid County Corridor Study) 2007-
07102-M15 and MOE Nontidal Wetlands and Waterways: 13;NT;3162/201360802/AI No. 
140416 

This is shark week on TV: a Megalodon (aka M-83) the monster shark lives, although the 
County DOT in its unethical attempt to do M-83 Master Plan alignment is far more dangerous to 
people and the environment than any prehistoric fish. 

I refer particularly to plans for Watkins Mill Elementary school. Nowhere in the document is a 
mention of this primarily minority school (some children even live in motels), nor any other 
school. such as three others in the area of alternate 9 although a study by prestigious scientists 
(mostly from Johns Hopkins) commissioned by a group called GASP, in 2005 was presented to 
the County and mysteriously disappeared?! (Exhibit 1) It showed how elementary school 
children within 500 feet of a major highway could be seriously at risk for lung problems and even 
chromosome damage. Watkins Mill ballfields are to be within 50 feet of M-83. The ballfields are 
not even shown on current maps, how can one compare and evaluate. I again included this 
study in a public opinion survey on alternatives, by DOT in 2008 as well as the County Council, 
Executive, all the regulators, etc. Still DOT's Edgar Gonzales said that he had never seen it at a 
recent meeting. Finally all the above entities were FedExed or hand delivered the same study 
on August 1, 2012 (receipts received for all). Corps representative Dinne said that he didn't 
have Exhibit C of the submissions with the important 1989 critical Corps letter on M-83 Master 
Plan Alignment. (Recently re-sent.) And yet the school or ballfields appear nowhere in the text 
of the study or in any identifiable drawing - No wonder! The road is supposedly being "bridged" 
over the wetlands, a bridge 150' wide and 11' high, backed up by a retaining wall. For wetlands 
this is like a shaded mud flat - what can survive without sun? 
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The fact is the maps in the study are unintelligible (no proper north-south direction arrows, no 
readable legend, etc., much less a cognizable picture of the school, bridge and stream 
relocation if done. The old maps from the 80's and 90's are far clearer and user friendly, that is 
the map prepared for the first permit attempt (Exhibit 2) from the Corps to destroy wetlands in 
1988 which was thrown out in 1990 (Exhibit 3) after the public outcries, unanimous negative 
opinions from regulatory agencies in addition to costs tripling (although the DOT begged it to be 
retained.) (Exhibit 4) Finally in 1992 the County Council voted unanimously that the road would 
never be built! (Exhibit 5) It disappeared until 2002 even after the Transportation Policy Review 
(TPR) Group and the Planning Board (Exhibit 6) voted against it, it was brought back by Doug 
Duncan's "End Gridlock" slate. 

This brings us to the point of the honesty, transparency and bias of this document. A false 
history begins the text (see section S-1 and Exhibit 7), which doesn't even note that the original 
study was to compare M-83 with a widened MD-355 for north-south traffic relief. It is symbolic 
that the 1986 study RFP stated: "The preferred alignment is the M-83 alignment, therefore the 
actual analysis between the two alternatives would be a minor task." (Exhibit 8) (Sound 
familiar?!!) In 2003 DOT's Edgar Gonzales denied a permit had ever been applied for before the 
T and E Council Committee even when I held up a copy of the 1988 application at the meeting. 
(See Exhibit 2.) 

Do you want your money used to produce a biased study? Do you want to pretend children and 
schools don't exist or mean nothing? DOT wants the Master Plan alignment and they will do 
anything, ethical or not to get their way (and they are public servants?!!) Is this in the public 
interest? 

The Corps in 1989 stated that: "The identification of a roadway in a Master Plan adopted prior to 
wetland protection laws, does not create an exemption from 404 (b) 1 compliance." (See Exhibit 
2 permit agency opinions.) Also safety is stressed as well as the "needs and welfare of the 
people". Thus the new "Local Road Code" does not preempt the Federal Clean Water Act 
either. 

This is indeed "shark week" for environmentalists. The cumulative impact of the destruction that 
will be caused by Master Plan alternate 9 for M-83 and the ICC will render this county as extinct 

as ~~h~ ~to the quality of life. 

Jane Wilder representing Potomac Valley Environmental Group 
9969 Lake Landing Rd. 
Montgomery Village MD, 20886 
(301) 208-1828 
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March 4, 2005 

To: Montgomery County Department of Public Works and Transportation (DPWT) 
Attn.: Ms. Jeri Cauthorn, M-83 Study Manager 
c.c.: Dan Hardy, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 

Ki Kim, Project Team Member, Park and Planning 
Fr. G.A.S.P. (Getting Air Standards Prioritized, an M-83 ad hoc study group of 

scientists and health-care professionals 
Re: Health Risks Associated with Proposed M-83' s Proximity to 

Watkins Mill Elementary School (northern Gaithersburg) 

This letter is an appeal by scientists and health-care professionals to Montgomery County 
authorities to sufficiently distance the proposed M-83 highway from the Watkins Mill 
Elementary School to avoid respiratory damage to the school's students, faculty, and staff 
caused by M-83 traffic. The letter was prepared by the signatories on behalf of 
themselves and for organizations of communities near the school who are showing their 
support by their individual letters. 

Proposed M-83 in Brief 

M-83 (the "M" stands for Major) is a proposed extension ofMidcounty Highway from its 
existing terminus at Montgomery Village A venue to Route 27, and Middlebrook Road 
from Route 355 to M-83, for a combined length of approximately 6 miles. Near Route 27 
M-83 would connect to a future extension (called A-305) to Clarksburg. 

Prior to its current study (in process), M-83 has been proposed as a 6-lane divided 
highway within a 150-foot right-of-way. The last study ofM-83 (1992) anticipated 
50,000 cars per day with 50-60 mph speed limits. 

M-83 was included in the Gaithersburg Master Plans (1971, 1985), the Germantown 
Master Plans (1996, 1974, 1989), and the Clarksburg Master Plans (1968, 1994). The 
1994 Clarksburg Master Plan calls for 10,000 new homes plus new business sites. This 
has created the need to accommodate added north-south traffic. The widened I-270 and 
partly-widened 355 cannot handle the anticipated traffic volumes. 

The Montgomery County Planning Board's Transportation Policy Report (1-15-02) 
states: The comments at the public forums and review of the environmental and 
community constraints on extending Midcounty Highway .from its current terminus at 
lvfontgomery Village Avenue to Ridge Road (D 27) have convinced the Board that this 
section is not feasible to construct. It is reluctantly recommending that this be deleted 
from the Master Plans. 

The county council nonetheless authorized, at its April 10,2003 meeting, a $1.5 million 
study of the feasibility of constructing the Montgomery Village A venue/Ridge Road 
segment. That study, due for completion late 2005, is being undertaken by the county's 
Department of Public Works and Transportation. 
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Alternatives to r..1-83 include the broadly-supported Corridor Cities Transitway, a light
rail (or bus) service from Clarksburg to the Metropolitan Grove MARC train station and 
beyond to the Shady Grove Metro station. A complement to the Transitway is widening 
existing connecting roads: Brink, Wightman, and Snouffer School. 

Because M-83 would be funded entirely by Montgomery County, an Environmental 
Impact Statement is not required. Instead the county will issue what it terms an 
''Environmental Assessment," originally scheduled for completion by December 2004 
and currently rescheduled to late February 2005. 

Proximity of M-83 to Watkins Mill Elementary School 

Relying on the map of proposed highway M-83, prepared for DPWT and distributed at 
the November 15, 2004 "Midcounty Highway/1vfiddlebrook Road Public Workshop: 
Parks, Recreational & Community Facilities," it appears the 150' right of way would 
come within approximately 50' of the ball fields on the Watkins Mill Elementary School 
(WMES}, 320' of the closest portable classroom, and 430' from the brick-and-mortar 
school. These distances compel careful consideration of the likely health consequences 
caused by airborne automotive emissions in close proximity to school children, faculty, 
staff and local sports organizations. 

It is the intent ofG.AS.P., to limit this commentary to the risk ofM-83 aggravating 
respiratory problems among WMES students, setting aside the separate important 
consideration of risks to residents residing in nearby homes, school staff, faculty and 
sports organizations that use the ball fields. Towards this end we cite statements and 
conclusions found from studies published in peer-reviewed medical and public health 
journals evaluating the causal relationship between auto air emissions and aggravation of 
respiratory illness among children. 

Pnllution and Children's Lung Development 

.. Although most studies show that air pollution does not appear to cause asthma directly, 
children's asthma is known to be exacerbated by air pollution .... Children are believed 
to be especially vulnerable due to higher relative;: doses of air pollution and increased 
susceptibility as their lungs develop and their bodies grow. . .. Air pollution is linked to 
multiple adverse health effects in children, among them increased respiratory symptoms 
and hospitalizations for respiratory illnesses, increased or more severe asthma episodes, 
decreases in lung function, and longer-lasting lung infections. High levels fine 
particuiates are especially linked to aggravation of children's asthma. Exposure to 
particulate matter is associated with increased lung irritation and respiratory symptoms in 
children, together with decrements in lung function." ( 1) 
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The Bav Area Study of Schools (San Francisco) 

"Recent studies, primarily in Europe, have reported associations between respiratory 
symptoms and residential proximity to traffic; however, few have measured traffic 
pollutants or provided information about local air quality. We conducted a school-based, 
cross-sectional study in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2001. . . . Concentrations of traffic 
pollutants [named] were measured at 10 school sites during several seasons. Although 
pollutant concentrations were relatively low, we observed differences in concentrations 
between schools nearby versus those more distant (or upwind) from major roads. . .. 
Thus, we found spatial variability in traffic pollutants and associated differences in 
respiratory symptoms in a region with good air quality. Our findings support the 
hypothesis that traffic-related pollution is associated with respiratory symptoms in 
children. (2) 

More Details of the San Francisco Bay Area Study 

"In the first U.S. study evaluating a link between traffic pollution and respiratory 
symptoms, state scientists found that the air contaminants spewed from busy roads may 
pose a health risk to children." (3) 

"Even in an area with good regional air quality, air pollution from nearby traffic may 
pose a health risk, according to a recently-completed study by scientists :from Cal/EPA's 
Office of Environmental aealth Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) that shows a possible link 
between air pollution from nearby traffic and respiratory symptoms in children. The 
study, involved air monitoring and a health survey of about 1,100 students at 10 Alameda 
County [San Francisco/Oakland area] elementary schools located various distances :from 
major roads ... ( 4) 

"The study found that the prevalence of asthma and bronchitis symptoms were about 7 
percent higher in children in neighborhoods with higher levels of traffic pollutants 
compru:ed with other children in the study .... (4) 

"The Bay Area was a good location for the study because it has relatively good regional 
air quality. That makes it easier to evaluate the specific effects of air pollution from 
nearby traffic. ( 4) 

"A school's location near a busy road does not always mean children will be exposed to 
high levels of traffic pollution. Other factors that influence this include whether the 
school is upwind or downwind from the road, and the school's ventilation system." (4) 

California Law Now Restricts School Construction Near Busy Roads 

Senate Bill352 (introduced by Senator Martha Escutia and abstracted here), passed in 
2003, '"prohibits the approval by the governing board of a school district of a school site 
that is within 500 feet :from the edge of the closest traffic lane of a :freeway or other busy 
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traffic corridor, u..nless prescribed conditions are met and would make conforming and 
other tech_nical, non-substantive changes. (5) 

"Cars and trucks release at least forty different toxic air contaminants, including, but not 
limited to, diesel particulates, benzene, formaldehyde, I ,3-butadiene and acetaldehyde. 
Levels of these pollutants are generally concentrated within 500 feet of freeways and 
very busy roadways. ( 5) 

"Many studies have confirmed that increased wheezing and bronchitis occurs among 
children living in high-traffic areas. (5) 

"The governing board of a school district may not approve a project involving the 
acquisition of a school site by a school district unless: 

• "For a school site with a boundary that is within 500 feet of the edge of the closest 
traffic lane of a freeway or other busy traffic corridor, the governing board of the 
school district determines, through analysis pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (b) of Section 44360 of the Health and Safety Code, based on 
appropriate air dispersion modeling, and after considering any potential mitigation 
measures, that the air quality at the proposed site is such that neither short-term 
nor long-term exposure poses significant health risks to pupils. (5) 

• '"The governing board finds that neither of the conditions set forth in 
subparagraphs [setting conditions for school sites] can be met, and the school 
district is unable to locate an alternative site that is suitable due to a severe 
shortage of sites that meet the requirement in subdivision (a) of Section 172 I 3. If 
the governing board makes this finding, the governing board shall adopt a 
statement of Overriding Considerations pursuant to Section 15093 of Title 14 of 
the California Code of Regulations." (5) 

Other Studies Affirm Bay-Area Conclusion 

A literature search by Winifred J. Hamilton. Ph.D, Director of Environmental Health 
Section of the Chronic Disease Prevention and Control Research Center, Baylor College 
ofMedicine, shows that "Studies [mostly in other countries] published in a wide range of 
scientific journals document health effects for people living at various distances from 
roads with as few as 20,000 vehicles per day. . . . The health effects appear strongest 
within 100 meters (about 1 football field) of major roads, but studies show effects up to 
300·meters from major roads." (6) 

The Bay-area study is the best example of schools and traffic-related pollutants and 
health effects in the United States. There are numerous studies from the United Kingdom 
and Europe that support the same conclusions. 
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Watkins Mill ES Proximity to M-83 Seems High Risk 

Probably more perilous than the Bay Area I 0 elementary schools, located various 
distances from major roads, is the proximity ofM-83 to the edge of the WMES school 
grounds. It appears the M-83 right of way falls within 50 feet of the school grounds, 
where ball fields, used by students and youth athletic associations, are now located. 

According to M-83 engineering drawings prepared for the county in 1992 by Johnson, 
Mirmiran & Thompson, P.A., believed to be the latest available, a 150-foot right of way 

. with a 44-foot median plus traffic lanes extending 52 to 64 feet, would allow only 21 feet 
to 27 feet on either side of the outer traffic lanes. 

With traffic this close to WMES ground, the hazards of airborne pollutants seem to 
elevate the risks of respiratory problems compared to the Bay Area study. 

Proposed M-83 would be upwind on the school's western boundary, where near the front 
of the school (i.e., the school's northern boundary) M-83 would cross and possibly 
interconnect with the existing Watkins Mill Road. The latter road is approved for a 
planned direct interconnect to I-270 thus surrounding the school on three sides with high 
volumes of traffic (two sides facing M-83, one side Watkins Mill Road). 

Built in 1970 to accommQdate 404 students, today' s WMES enrollment of 653 is taught 
in the original building plus 13 portable classrooms. Plans call for expanding the 
building by adding six to eight 900 square-foot classrooms and two new kindergarten 
classrooms. The 1 0-acre grounds would not be expanded. 

Asthmatic Children Currently at WMES 

Ms. Terri Kranefeld of the American Lung Association of Maryland (ALA-M) phoned 
the school nurse at WMES to ask the number of students believed to have asthma. She 
was told the number known to her at December 2004 was "about 30." That represents 
about 5% ofthe 653 students. Based on data provided by ALA-M, approximately 11% 
of children through age 12 in Maryland have asthma. In Montgomery County the 
estimated number of asthma cases among children through age 12 increased 56% 
between 1999 and 2001, growing from 12,263 to 19,072. (7) 

Our Request to the M-83 Study Project Team 

An Environmental Assessment (EA), as yet undefined, is expected to be completed by 
DPWT late February 2005. We believe the EA will not be complete and should be 
revised if it does not include an analysis of the current and projected risk relating M-83 
airborne pollutants to the respiratory health of students at WMES. The analysis should 
reference the projected traffic volume by time of day and the level of airborne pollutants 
created as a result of the forecast traffic on M-83. There should be two separate analyses 
done, one in which large trucks are included, and one in which large trucks are excluded, 
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to reflect the possibility that large trucks may be prohibited from using the parkway. 
Both analyses should include an appropriate mixiure of gasoiine- and diesel-powered 
vehicles that reflects increasing market share of diesel-powered engines. 

Summary 

Children are said to be especially vulnerable to asthma. Several studies conclude that 
asthma is exacerbated by air pollutants emitted by traffic. The closer the traffic is to 
children, the greater their air pollution exposure and risk for cancer and respiratory 
disease. The right-of-way of proposed M-83 appears to be within 50 feet of the grounds 
of Watkins Mill Elementary School, currently attended by 653 children. The school 
nurse reports that about 30 children ( 5%) are known to have asthma. This excludes the 
count of children whose asthma is well-treated and controlled and unknown to the nurse .. 

~The asthma rate statewide among children is reported to be. 11 percent. Constructing M-
83 within 500' of the school grounds runs tJ.~e risk of increasing respiratory symptoms 
related to traffic-induced pollution. The planning ofM-83 should carefully assess this 
risk and the associated liability potential faced by the county. 

Maintaining healthful air standards at school locations must be ranked over highway 
needs in prioritizing community goals. We believe the M-83 study team, the DPWT, and 
the county council share this over-riding commitment. 



Sincerely, 
For G.A.S.P. 
(Co-signer, Degree, and School Awarding the Degree) 

MD, University of Maryland 
Home~ 917 Wild Forest 

Gaithers~~!J MD 20879 

~~ 
Ellen Hutchins 
Sc.D. 
Johns Hopkins School of 

Public Health 
Home: 1715 Log Mill Lane 

Gaithersburg, .MD 20879 

M.L.S., University of Maryland 
Home: 332 Wye Mill Court 

Gaithersbur& MD 20879 

~hiP~ 
stme Wojtuszewski Poulm 

Ph.D.- Molecular Biology and Biochemistry 
Wesleyan University 
Home: 334 Wye Mill Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 

This G.A.S.P. Letter is Commended. by: 

othy ..... ""'' ....... 
sistant Pio ssor 

l).,._ _ __,H-~mm Balb , MD 

Dept. ofEnvironmental Health 
Johns Hopkins 

Bloomberg School of 
Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St. 
RoomE6614 
Baltimore, MD 21205 

Senior Scientist and Director of 
Environmental Health Program 

Environmental Defense 
1875 Connecticut Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

* Dr. Buckley in this matter represents only his own expert opinion and 
is not speaking for the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 
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P.ublic Notice 
In Reply Refer to AppUceUon Number Dele 25 November 1988 

CE lfMOP • ~(~QOT - M-8~ Connector)88-0373-5 

Comment Period; 25 tlovember 1988 to 27 December 1988 

:cwz.;... . .. tt; 
T .. ~ Of THII MOTICIII TO IOLICIT A "III'ONII '"011 THI 'UaLIC AaOUT THI WORK OIICillaiD alLOW. AT THII Tllll, 114l:- 'JM ~,..,.. II 19, fH&THI" Of NOT A H•T WfU N lafUI.D· 
TtMI Dtltrict Ml fKeivH P fiPPii~ion tor a Deparl"""l Of the Army permlf purauantto &ec:lion 404 of It'll C ... n Wallr Act (33 U 5 C 1~41 U 
dllflilltf ... : 

~: 
Montgomery County Department of Transportation 
101 North Monroe Street 

r ;· 
~~~vi~l~, HP ~o85o 

At Whet•tone Run and Great Seneca creek, Montgomery 
County, Maryland -· -· 

w . To construct a new roadway called the Germantown-Montgomery 
9N¥illage Connector (M-83) which will follow an alignment from 
· Kontgoaery Village Avenue to Brink Road in Montgomery county 

Maryland. The proposed alignment will impact a total of 10.9 acres 
of ~etland• 4long Whet•tone Run and Great Seneca Creek aa follows: 

• l I • 

a) A total of o.s acres of wetlands will be filled for 
.ab&nkm•nt Qonatruction at five sites. 

b) A total of 7.5 acres of wetlands will be impacted by 
stream cro,sing at aix sites. 

c) A total of 2.9 acres of wetlands will be impacted by the 
pQaaible relgcation of • portion ot Whet•tone run. 

All work i• to be completed in accordance with the enclosed 
plaa(s). If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Webster 
Htcqmber at (~01)962-3477 • 

.. 

The ~ whether to iUue 1 perm11 w1t1 bl baaed on an avaluahon ot the probable Impact lncludtng cumulat1v1 tmpacta of ltaa propoNd = • eN ~ ,,.., .... Tllel e1ec111on wtll relleCI IM national c:~arn tor ClOth protechon and uhh&allon of tmponant reaourcea The 
· ..... ~ ,..r a.. aapec:ted to acc:ura frM lhl propoaal mull bl Mtenc:ed a;amat 111 ruaonlblr tore .... ble detruMnla All 

tacsOrt.wl*ft ,..V IN,....,_ 10 IN ptot»>UI wttl IN c:ontldlrldlndudtngthe cumulehvt eflaclllhereof. among lholl are conNrvetiOft, 
IGOAIIT'CI IIIINIICI, geftefaf ellvlfon!NMal C:Oncefftl. weUencSa. cutlUfal value~. haft and wlldltfl walull. ~~ I\NII'CII. t~ plain VIIUII, laneS 
1111. •'*~~'*'· ltiOreliM lfOIIOft and accreltOn, recreation, w1t11 IUPPI~ IIICI CGIIIIIVIttOn. •11111 qulktv. lnii8J IINCII. utaly. loocS 
"Ill~~· 1ft ..... ~. ~ MIOIIIWI wtllllt of IN .... 

Tlw ......,, ia reQUkiCIIO ot1t11n a water quelltr c:er1ilicltion tn accorcSanca wltll helton 401 of the Clean Water Act Ally wrlltan comment• 
CC111CeMiftt tM worll tiMCrillld Move whleft flllla to wellt qualtty c:erttf~lon muat Ill received by the Mat~ ~~ of Health and 
....... ~. 0Ha tl bwONMnlaf ••oerunatr~ Anllyala Dlvilton, P.O. loa 13311, 201 W Pfnton llr .... lattunore. Maryland 
21111 ...._ tM COINMfl4 ,.,lad • apecifild lbOve to rec:Me con.~Geratlon. Written CCNMIIfttl concermng IN WOik tiMCrillld ~ ralalld to 
tht taCIIfl liatecS IMwe.,....., peniMftl feciOII ""'* M Nc:elvecS 1>1 IN Dlllrict lnfjneer. U.l. Almy Corpa of lngineera. lattimore Diallict, 
P.f) ... t?tl.lltti!IIM. ~ J1acD-Ull ........ tM GCMMIIIIII*iod .... ,._, tiMM lo receive COMKtllltion. 
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U-83 CONNECTOR 
MONTGOMERY CO., MD. 

LOCATION MAP 
WETl.AND SITES 1·12 

CONTRACT NO. MCDOT 1131111 

&CALE: 1••t000' 

SHEET 1 

DATE: 1/11 
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Wetland Site Area Filled Purpo•e 

1 0.1 acre eabank.ent construction 
I 

2 0.1 acre ·eabank8ent eon•truction 

3 0.4 acre .. ban~nt/cro••lD& of Vhet•tone Run 

4 0.002 acre •abankment construction 

5 2.9 acre relocation of portion of Whetstone kun 

6 1.3 acre .. bankaent/crossing of Vbetatone kun 

7 0.4 .acre Seneca Creek bri•ge abut•ent Fill 

8 0.2 acre .. bankment construction 

9 1.3 acre embankm~nt/cross1ng of unnamed trib. 

10 0.1 acre embankment construction 

' ll 2.6 acre eabankment/crossing of unnaaed trib. 

12 1.5 acre embankment/crossing of unn ... d trib. 
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PURPOSE M-83 CONNECTOR 
.,.., . MONTGOMERY CO., MD. 
'ft~LAT~ OF MEW flQ.\OWAY (M-83) VICINITY MAP 

, WETLANDS 1,2,3,4,5,6&7 

Johnson. Mirmirtn •nd T~. P.A 
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CONTRACT NO. MCDOT 1131111 
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DATE: 1/11 
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• WETLAND SITE (NOT TO SCALE) 

PURPOSE 11-83 CONNECTOR . 
IIONTGOiiERY CO., MD. \ . 
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' IN$TALLATION OF NEW ROADWAY (M-13) .VICINITY MAP 
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Operations Division 

Subject: CENAB-oP-RR (MCOO'l' Germantown-Montqomery 
Connector)88-0373-5 

Montgomery County Department o! Transportation 
Attn: Mr. John Clark 
101 North Monroe Street 
Rockville, Maeyland 20850 

Dear Mr. clark: 

c_: 

Village 

I alll reply_inq to. your Jubj act applica-tion to construct a · ·. 
roadway called the Ge:rliWltown-Montgomary Vill.age Connector (M-83) 
tollowing an alignment !rom Montgomery Villaqa Avenue to Brink 
Road in MontqomEUY County, Maryland •.. Enclosed .ara copies ·ot 
correspondence frOlll 7edaral, State and local agencies containing 
comments on your proposed· project. 

'l'he Maryland Department o! Natural Resourc.es ~D~ said that 
the alternatives analEsis, as presented in the Fin 1 ~1ect 
Prospectus sUbmlttedy Montgomery County, was not adequate. 

~e Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) has identified eleven 
si tes~long t:hu proposed I11~!Uiilht thit 7U.Y bi ai!glb!a tor the 
Rational Reqistar of Historic Placea. It 1• their recommendation 
that an archeological investigation be performed on the entire 
alignment and a report ot the findings -be vresented to the MH'l' so 
that they may further evaluate the project s impacts on these 
aites. . 

Following the comment period, the.Maryland National Capital 
Park and Planning Commission (MNCPPC) provided comments which 
support the basic need !or the roadway. A1 though the MNCPPC is 
supportive o! the proposal, they have suggested various J 
construction practices that may reduce the overall environmental 
im~ct ot the project. 

1'- In addition to the review agency comments, we received 183 
I letters and a petition includinq 2,666 signatures trom citizens 

atatinq objections to the proposed road construction. 
Host ot the 183 letters inclu~ed a request for a public hearing 
on the project. Also, latter• from the National Audubon Societr 
and the Sierra Club question the need tor the roadway ana j 
racammana Ehit It not be constructed. Pour l•jt•r• were also 
received !rom developers in support of Ehe_pro~ct. 

--~9 .. ~ 

Elf ~ ~ 
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- Followinq a site investigation on OecUber 19, 1988- and 
based on a preliminary review of the project as proposed, we 
agree vi th the concerns expressed by the review aqencies. More 
speciticallr, we are very concerned about loss. ot over eight 
acres ot va uable wet1anas in a rapidly developinq.watershed and 
the relocation ot over 1,000 linear teet, or 2.9 acres ot stream 
which tlows through mature palustrine forestad wetlands. These 
wetlands, in addition to providinq si~ificant water quality 
!unctions, also provide !ish and wildlife habitat which is 
already severely deplet~d in the Montgomery· Village area.·· We are 
aware that the county has made soma etfort to minimize impacts, 
and that a small portion ot the impacted wetlands are ot marginal 
qualitr; however, there appear to ba major impacts to the 
remain ng high quality wetland areas. We are also concerned 
about the other impacts contained in the letters !rom the public. 
These include serious concerns regarding asthetics, safety, 
noise, air quality, recreation and t1ood da.age protection. 

continue, we request that you 

corridor 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·TW~i::-1 . ~ 
1/ 

ce so, the proposed d sturbance to Whetstone. RUn·and 
-G~r~e·a~t~S~en~ec'a Creek is in direct contradiction with the 1985 J 
Approyed and Adopted Gaithersburg Vicinity Master Plan which 
identities vital watersheds that should be protected. 

bl During our December 19, 1988 site visit, we noted that 
severa issues dealinq with altered hrdroloqy had not been 
addressed. Two stormwater ponds serv nq existing dev~lopments 
are to be tilled or altered. Also, you are required to treat the 
rirst one-halt inch or run-ott !rom all impervious surfaces 
using the Maryland Department ot the Environment's "First riush 
Guidelines." The re-direction ot stormwater !rom the above 
mentioned ponds or the treatment o! run-ott !rom the road may 
further impact wetlands; therefore, your plans should be updated 
to include these impacts. · · 

c) The preparation ot an Environmental Impact Statement at 
this time may be premature; however, several environmental 
!actors need to be addressed betore a final decision can be made 
on your application. You are requested to prepare an 
environmental document which incorporates the alternatives 
analysis and which discusses expected impacts, includinq, but not 
limited to, the tollowinq: 

1) public safety 
2) flood plain management 
~) water quality •> !ish and wilalite resources 

1 ~ 
..• 

'· 



5) 

~1 
8) 

l~J 

air quality 
noise 

-3-

wetland.tunctions and values 
economics 
aesthetics 
historical and ctiltural resources 

In summary, you are requested to prepare an alternatives 
analysis, an environmental document, and to provide us with 
preliminary stor:mwater management plan.. 

. . .. Ir you· have any· questions Concerning this ~tta~; please 
call Mr. Webster Macomber ot this ottica (301) 962.-3477. 

Sincerely, 

~~,-~4,.,/ 
Donald W. Roeaeke 
Chier, Regulatory Branch 



UHJTfD STATES EHVIROHMEHTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Col one-] Be-n1~rd E. Stal11anu 
Dfstrfct V.ngfce~r 
Baltimore- Dfetrfct 
Corps of EngfnePrs 
P. 0. 'Box 1 7 1.5 
BaJtf~ore. Maryla~d 21203 

Attn: ~~bster H~com~r 

. - . . . . ~ 
4111·.· • J ·J(. 

,; 

, c.• .• . .. 

Re: RR (MCDOT- H-83 Connector) 88-0373-5 

Dear Colonel Stalmann: 

. ... ·. 

! .. 

I . l 0 •. 

The.P.PA has rev1eve~ the referE"nced pub}fc notfce dated NovP.mber 25, 
l9R8. The proposAl cftlls for the construction of a new four Jane hfghwav 
(M-83) from Montgomery VfJJa~f' Avenue to 1\rink Road fn Mont~olllf'TV County, 
Mary13nd. A total of 10.9 acres of non-tfdal WPtland~ will be impacted 
by thfs pronosa]. Thfs hfghwav w1ll traverse prPvfously un~ev~}oned lAnd 
and 1& de~1~nPd to allevfate conge•tfon fn the area anrl to facflftatP- new 
dPveJopment. 

F.P.4 has concerns with thfe pronosaJ. AltPrn-Atfves apt>Pl!lr to e~fst 
that would Avo1~ these w~t1anrls. One AJ~ernAtfve f~ thP schedulPd wfdening 
of t>.xistin~ HD Rt. 3S5 whfch ruT'I& parallel to thE" proposed Alfli:nl"lent. 
Rt. 355 fs ~cheduled to be vfdened by the St~te Hi~hYay Arlmfnfstratfon 
and ~ Jun~ }QRR Maryland - N~t1onal CapitAl Park ~nd Plannfn~ Commfssfon 
Study sho'Js thfs to he sufficient to ea,;e traffic con.e;Pstfon. Several 
other ~x1~ti~P. roAd videnfng proposal~, ff 1mpJpmented fn comhfn~t1on 
v1th ench other, could also allevfate con~e~tfon. W1d~nfng of Brink Road, 
Snouffpr School RoAd anrl Highway 124 hAve bP.en propoaed and shou1~ ~ 
explored further. Th~ combfned effect of w1den1ng these roarl~ should 
rPrluc~ the need for H-R3. 

Ftn"'l1y. another reason to hu1Jd l-t-83 1,; to fl'l'nrove Recess to the 
ShAdy Grove HP.l ro Stat f on. We tmdcr~t ann t h.ctt thP onpnf ng of I-370 vfl l 
s.stt1sfv t~fs pnr;->ose. We, thPreforP, QUf:"Stfon the role- of J.f-83 fn th1s rtagard. 

CONCURR( NCES 

SYMBOL ~· 
SURNAM£ 

DATE ~ 

., . . 1 . . H I· ............... , ........... ·j· ............ ·j·... . . . . . . . ·t . . . . . 
• • • • H H H H H H H H H H H 

00 
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I 

!PA believe• alternatt••• eztat to thia propoaal wbieb .,ulcl tapeet 
fewr or poaaibly DO •tland arua. .Sditional -'alyaia of altenatt.-ea 
ta needed. Purtber.ore,11•en t)la A&n1f1e.nce of ktb ca. oa.troa.ental 
and aoc-tal tmpacta of thia propoaal a full lnv1roaaental Aaeea..-nt ta 
wrranted. Tberefore oa .. DCS denial f bl.a • licatioa. Pleaae 
let our Agency know t action J'OU intend to t.ake on tb1• pera t applica-
tion. 

Sincerely, 

Greene A • .Jones, Director 
Enviroomental Servic-es Div1•1on 

n··· ············• ................ . 
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United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
DIVISION OF ECOLOGICAL SERVICES 

1825 VIRGINIA STREET 
ANNAPOLIS. MARYLAND 21401 

December 23, 1988 

Colonel Rernard E. Stalmann 
District Engineer 

• 'Baltimore l>istrict, Corps of Engineers 
Post Office Box 1715 
~altimore, MD 21203 

Dear Colonel Stalmann: 

The u.s. Fish and Wildlife.Service has reviewed Public Notice CENAPOP RR-88-0373 dated 
Novemb~r 25, 1988. The applicant, Montgomery County Department of Transportation has 
requested a permit to construct a new roadway called the Germantown~ontgomery Village 
Connector (M-83) which will follow an alignment from Montgomery Village Avenue to 
Brink Road in Montgomery County, Maryland. The proposed alignment will impact a total 
of 10.9 acres of vegetated and nonvegetated wetlands along Whetstone''R.un and Great 
Seneca Creek. The proposed project would involve direct fill of wetlands for stream 
crossings and-embankment construction and relocation of a portion of Whetstone Run. 
This letter constitutes the report of the Service and Department of the Interior on 
the application and is submitted in accordance with provisions of the Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 u.s.c. 661 et seq.) • 

. As proposed, this project will result in a large amount of direct fill to nontidal 
wetlands, approximately 1,000 feet of stream relocation, and 'sizable alterations of 
the 100-year floodplain. tt is well documented that wetlands are important and 
necessary (Crance, 1988). Wetlands moderate the effects of flooding, maintain and 
improve water quality, provide fish and wildlife habitat, support food chains, and 
provide a multitude of opportunities for aesthetic and recreational pursuits. 

The majority of the wetlands to be impacted by this project are riverine palustrine 
forested wetlands. The Service has determined that the wetlands are high quality 
habitat that is scarce or becoming scarce in the region. The mitigation goal is no 
net loss of this habitat. During the fairly recent past, there have been significant 
losses of palustrine forested riparian wetlands in the mid-Atlantic region. In 
Maryland, during the 23 year period between 1955 and 1978, over 15,000 acres of 
nontidal wetlands were destroyed (Tiner, 1987). A valuable resource becomes more 
valuable as it becomes rarer, which is the case regarding these wetland areas. 

This project will not only have direct wetland impacts due to fill but, will involve 
numerous alterations to the hydrology of the area from additional alterations to the 
floodplain through fill and relocation of a stream channel. Primary productivity, 
secondary productivity, food chain support, habitat composition, and water quality 
characterigtics of wetlands respond to hydrology. In turn fisheries and other 
wildlife values of forested riparian wetlands are determined. Before such changes are 
made, it needs to be determined what the impact of these changes will be on the 
ecology of the area. The fact that Whetstone Run and Great Seneca Creek are part of 
the Chesapeake Bay watershed should be considered in this regard. Such considerations 
are necessary if the !ay environment is to be maintained. 

{-C-
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. ~ . . . 
·· A.dditi.onal information needs to be made available on alternatives to the proposal. 

Although the Final Project Prospectus prepared by the Montgomery County Department of 
Transportation does go into detail on several alternatives, other possible solutions 
were not addressed. There is no mention in the "Prospectus" of. the Maryland National 
Capitol Park & Planning study (June, 1988). This analysis indicates that widening of 
Rt. 355 to six lanes, and improvement of feeder roads would provide sufficient 
capacity to address the needs of the area. There is also no mention of the proposed 
Marriot/Milestone complexes and its influence on any roadway preferences. 

The proposed Germantown-Montgomery Village Connector .is a complex and controversial 
project requiring an in-depth analysis of impacts and alternatives. For this reason, 
the Service requests that an Environmental Impact Statement be prepared to help in the 
evaluation process. The following information be included: 

* Analysis of direct and indirect alteration of wetlands due to the 
project and the impact to the ecology of the area. 

* Analysis of the effect of the project on the ~ydrology of Whetstone Run and 
Great Seneca Creek and its impact on the ecology of the area. 

* Analysis of all alternatives including, but not limited to: 

- the widening of Rt. 355 to six lanes 
- the wideniqg of Brink Road to four, five ~nd six lanes 
- upgrading of intersections and feeder roads in the are 
- the widening of Great Seneca Highway to six lanes 
- the widening of Rt. 117 to six ~anes 
- the impact that cur~ent or proposed additions to I-270 will have on traffic 

conditions in the area 
- any combination of the above 

* Discussion of what impacts major proposed developments will have on the traffic 
situation and vice versa 

The Service has received numerous letters and telephone calls from concerned citizens 
on this project. Considering thP. controversial nature of the project, the Corps may 
want to hold a public hearing to assure that all issues and concerns are brought to 
light. 

If you have any questions about these comments, you may contact Claudia Jones at (301) 
269-5448. 

Supervisor 
Annapolis Field Office 

@ 
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Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Water Resources Administration 
Tawes State Office Building 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 
Telephone: 974-3841 

William Donald Schaefer 
Go11~mor 

December 20, 1988 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Webster Macomber 

FROM: 

SUBJ: 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Stan Wong, Chief 
Waterway Permits Division 

Denise Clearwater DC/ 
Nontidal Wetlands Division 

M-83 NABOP-RR 
WRA 

88-0373-5 
88-PP-0284 

Torrey C. Brown. M.D. 
SecretDry 

Catherine P. St, 
Dir~ctor 

The proposed project is the Germantown-Montgomery Village Avenue Connector 
(M-83) in Montgomery County. A total of 10.9 acres of wetlands along Whetstone Run 
and Great Seneca Creek. I visited the site on December 16, 1988. 

The area observed was the proposed Whetstone Run crossing. The wooded 
floodplain corridor is a fairly contiguous tract that eventually connects to Great Seneca 
Park. Species included sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) dogwood (Comus spp.) and ash 
(Fraxinus ~p.). Wildlife included a great blue heron. The stream has some 
sedimentation and nutrient enrichment, which will worsen after loss of adjacent wetlands 
and increased runoff. In addition to habitat, the area has scenic and recreational 
benefits for the surrounding development 

The project prospectus submitted by the Montgomery County Department of 
Transportation does not include an adequate alternatives analysis. According to the 
document, current traffic travels on Route 355. Widening this road was considered as 
an alternative but apparently was dropped from consideration when SHA incorporated it 

J 
into its own area highway plans. The road parallels M-83 and may in fact meet future 
traffic needs after widening. Thus, the applicant has not sufficiently demonstrated that 
wetlands impacts have been avoided. 

DNR TTY for Deaf: 301-974-3683 

{- () 
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Page Two 
Webster Macomber 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Stan Wong, Chief 
Waterway Permits Division 

Should the issue of avoidance be resolved to the satisfaction of permit and review 
agencies, minimization of impacts must be addressed. The crossings in the application 
are for culverts, while the project prospectus repeatedly mentions bridges. The applicatit 
should be required to bridge the streams and floodplains once it has been demonstrated 
that impacts are unavoidable. Use of bridges helps maintain the existing hydrology. 

DC/hcj 
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V:Kramer expectea to. kill major highway 
~~:D~c!~ion: V['!uld leave Marriott out just when they are expected to announce they want in 
· : .. •: . . · _ by ~Spain withdraw a major four-lane divided high- radically increased budget pressures and cost of building the highway at nearly 
.. · · - a~ that onec:ommunity leader said way that was to be constructed from the Marriott Corp.'s inability to male up double of what it was expected to cost just 

··~~~~te":thi G8rmantown ·master Montgomery Village Avenue to German- their mind about whether they plan to one year ago, according to sources within 
_ ,~ii'!(~.~~.:Germantown commut- town (M-BJtfrom his upcoming Capital locate their corporate headquarters in county government. . 
~~~n ·~l~~~r~ for years to come," ~provements B\ldget. the Express learned Germantown. Last year's CIP had the cost estunate for 
~to!mlJ;;\~~.:.~ }~ramer is e?'- this week: . . . Kramer is also reacting to an internal the road at $26 million. Because of environ-
~ed~.\0-~!~ that h8 will According to Kramer, he 1s reacting to budget assessment that places the new Continued on page 3 

1-270 wrecked? 
by Pat Reber 
~lUff Wrtter 

Thp officials involved in last Thursday's 
16-hour lnterstato 270 closure alter an 
accident are scheduled to meet Wednesday 
to conduct what officials called a routine 
post-mortem. 

Thf:l acc!dent, _in-which police say a truck 

of the Rochille/Route 28 interchange about 
5 p.m. 

Closure affected literally tens of thou
sand_& of motorists and has sent two 
messages to travellers and residents: · 

Drivers should keep radios tuned to 
news radio stations or the atatfiti' speCial 
traffic channel. CHART, on AM 530.' · 

And Montgomery County proceeds cau~ 
tiously with pqtentially hazardolll!. spills. ' ' ' 
: While . some,.~ officials engage . in fmger,-:~\ c . . ' ".. . .• ... 
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Cost of road doubles 
leaving M-83 out . 

Continued from page 1 their 200-acre site located at the corner of 
mental constraints concerning the Whet- MD 118 and I-270. Marriott originally 
stone Run stream valley, the new, still announced plans to build a new 3 million
unreleased estimates for the road are $51 square-foot corporate office complex as 
million, a high level official said. Depart- well as a 500-room hotel and a 125,000-
ment of Transportation staffers have kept square-foot training center. 
the lid on a tension filled atmosphere ill the In recent months, the Fortune 100 com
executive office building for weeks now as pany located in Bethesda sold off its 
every single road project in the current CIP In-Flight services food division and an
has come under intense scrutiny by the nounced just this week their plans to sell 
executive and DOT head Robert McGarry nearly 800 restaurants, including the entire 
as they study alternatives to slash road Roy Rogers and Bob's Big Boy chains. 
~oney needed for other budget priorities Outside analysts speculated this week 
like schools. that these corporate spinoffs have eased 

"Just to give you some idea how bad it the pressure on Marriott to locate to bigger 
is," one staffer said, "we started with a quarters and that these sales are the 
$329 million budget. At one point they had reasons behind Marriott's reluctance to 
us down to $149 million. You can see where move ahead in Germantown. 

·that leads; you either have to kill half of Sources within Marriott however de-
the 75 projects current~y in the~~ or some nied that these corporate' sell-offs ~ere 
of the expensive ones like M-83. behind Marriott's silence and speculated 

Kramer admitted In a phone interview this week that even with the cutbacks, 
at press time that ·the new estimates for Marriott still intends to come to German
building M-83 were double the old and that town and will make an announcement in 
he was leaning toward removing the road the next few weeks confirming that inten-
from the budget altogether. tion. 

Kramer has repeatedly voiced his frus- "We're still coming, but it will bq a much 
tratlon with the Marriott Corp. over their smaller commitment from strictly Marri-
hot ond cold attitude toward developing Continued on page 18 

·."':"'-

Okay, so we've had some snow, but It isn't really taller than a truck on 
Clarksburg Rd. Expressll>avid Colwell 
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M-83 out of budget caul~ be_ done by the county for Marriott, 
;:~~~d~~~fnt;e~~-nstraints on the budget 

Continued from page 3 
ott's point of view - probably in the 1.3 
million square foot range," the source 
estimated. 

ing with the plan as if Marriott would not .q=-
be involved in it and admitted that if l Department of Transportation staffers 
Marriott announced they were still coming explained that the removal of M-83 from 
and M-83 is withdrawn it would create a the budget will not affect the other major 
collision between his budget and Marriott's development in Germantown located adja
intentions. cent to the Marriott site, the Milestone 

"This is why communication is so impor- tract, being developed by Aldre Inc. The 
tant," Kramer complained. "We thought Milestone tract is planned to contain a 

regional shopping mall, approximately 700 
single family homes and some office space. 
A spokesperson for Aldre confirmed that 
Marriott was proceeding with the plans 
that interconnect their two properties and 
was giving every intention of moving for
ward. 

"They are pushing us right now as a 
matter of fact," the spokesperson said, "to 
wind up our land swap with them." 

~ 

"They are going to get a rude welcome 
when they make that announcement," one 
County Council member confided in a 
telephone interview this week. "They (Mar
riott) had a lot of friends in the county 
government pulling for them and bending 
over backwards to accommodate them, but 
they've blown a lot of that good will away. 
They haven't communicated with us or the 
executive for months. At this moment they 
stand a good chance of being left out of the 
plan completely." 

they needed a fast track, and I did every
thing humanly possible to accommodate 
that, and now I haven't heard a word from 
them for four months. I sincerely hope it 
doesn't come to a problem like that, but at 
this point, it's possible." · 

[:jl@~)m~ 

Kramer confirmed that he was proceed-

The Staff At 
Minuteman Press 

According to Kramer, between the county 
government and the governor he had lined 
up $60 million worth of roads to support 
the Marriott project and that nothing more 

ofGaithersburg ~ 
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Operations Division 

Subject: CENAB-OP-RR(MCDOT - M-83 CONNECTOR)88-0373-l 

Mr. Robert McGarry, Director 
Montgomery county Department of Transportation 
101 North Monroe street 
Rockville, Maryland 20850 

Dear Mr. McGarry: 

I am replying to your subject ap~lication for Departm~nt of 
the Army authorization to discharge fl.ll for the construction of 
the M-83 connector between Montgomery Village Avenue and Maryland 
Route 27 in Montgomery County~ Maryland. 

According to the January 26, 1990 letter from Mr. Robert 
Mer~an, of your staff, the construction of M-83 is being 
delayed for at least six years. Mr. Mer~an's letter also 
included ~cent changes in the project all.~ent which will 
require that we issue a revised public no·tl.ce. We also 
anticipate ~hat changes in ali~nment or project features will 
continue to be made as the proJect progresses through final 
design. Although we remain available to review your 
environmental document and alternatives analysis, the evaluation 
of a Department of the Army permit application this early in the 
project's development is premature. Therefore, your applicatiog 
~s considered withdrawn and is returned. It is re9Uested that 
you resubmit your application at least one year prl.or to the 
anticipated construction date. 

As you develop the requested documentation, please be aware 
that we continue to have concerns with the adequacy of the 
al te::::natives analysis as presented in both the "Final Project '"" 
Prospectus" and in the preliminary "Environmental Documentation 
Report." There is insufficient inf_q_l:]ll<;lt . .i..o_IJ.. _for us to conclude 
that a four or fl.ve lane l.mprovement on tne 8rin$)Road-Wl.ghtman 
Road-Snouffers School Road alignment, in combinatl.on with a six. 

' vement on MD Route 355 is not racticable due to " 
severe social and or envl.ronmental lm acts. ue to 

a 

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please 
call Mr. Paul Wettlaufer of this office at (301) 962-3477. 

Enclosure 

CC: Mr. Merryman, MCDOT 
MOE 
MD DNR 

RC: CENAB-OP-RC 

Sincerely, 

Donald W. Roeseke 
Chief, Regulatory Branch 

Wettlaufer/CENAB-OP-RR/pW/2-3477 
Smith/CENAB-OP-RR 
RoesekejCENAB-OP-R 
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.Januar-y 25, 199') . 

Mr. Donald W. Roeseke 
Chief, Regulatory Branch 
Department of the Army 
Baltimore District, Corps of Engineers 
P.O. Box 1115 _ 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 

Dear Mr. Roeseke: 

Re: Germantown/Montgomery Village Connector 
CIP Pr~ject No. 853115 
CENAB-OP-RR (MCDOT M-83 Connector) 38-0373-1 

This is in response to your letter of January 12, 1990 concerning the 
above project. On December 27, 1989, the County Executive sub~itted the 
recom~ended Capital Improvement Program (CIP) w,ich shows the above project 
being delayed beyond 6 years (1995). I have attached conies of last year's 
Approved CIP and this year's Recommended CIP so you can see the difference. 
Tnis delay in funding is due to several reasons including the following: 

1. In recent months we have found that the development dependent on 
this alignment is now not anticipated to occur as rapidly as we had 
earlier expected. 

2. The projects total cost has increased to over $51 million mainly du~ 
to increased mitigation and land costs. 

3. The county in the next several years is placing a stronger emphasis on 
expenditures for schools. 

Please be aware that the CIP is prepared on an annual basis and therefore 
the project's schedule could be expedited or delayed further depending on 
changing conditions. 

In regard to the Environmental Jocument ~~d plans for the project, ~e hav~ 
taken the following actions: 

Department of Transportation, Division of Transportation Engincerin& 

101 Monroe Street, 9th Floor, Rockville, Maryland 208~0. ~01/217-2120 



Mr. Donald W. Roeseke 
January 26, 1990 
Page 2 

1 . .June 6, l 989 

2. June 8, 1989 

3. ll.ugust 1989 

-Signed contract with the consulting firm of Johnson 
Mermiran & Thompson (JMT) to complete the 
preliminary construction plans a~d the 
hydraulic/hydrologic analysis for the project. 
Also JMT will complete the final construction plans 
for the Watkins Mill Road Bridge. 

- Our General Engineering Consulting (GEC) firm of 
Kaiser/Century Engineering (KE/CE) began preparing 
the Environmental Document for the M-83 in 
accordance with the requirements of the Corps 
letter of March 1, 1989. 

- After much of the work was completed on the 
alignment, we were notified by the Maryland 
i~ational Capital Park and Planning Commission 
(!~NCPPC), that the northern ter:ninus of the project 
was being revised to intersect Md 27 about 3000' 
south of the earlier expected location (see 
attached map). This has caused delays in our 
document preparation. 

4. Decemb~r 8, 1989 - Copies of the Draft Environmental Document were 
sent to all members on the Citizens Advisory 
Committee (CAC). 

5 .. January 18, 1990- A meeting was ~eld with the CAC to brief them on 
\lhat has been completed on the document so far. 

Our proposed schedule for completing the document is as follows: 

1 . ~4a rch 1 , 1 990 

2. April 2, 1990 

3. ~~ay 1 , 1 990 

- Complete the Final Draft of the Oocument including 
all changes on the northern end, and submit to the 
Corps of Engineers and all other agencies for 
review. 

- R~ceive comments from agencies. 

- Sub~it Final Document for approval. 

We realize that tl'= will not ::>e able ':o o':>tain any of the necessary permits 
at this time due to the delay in t!1e project's schedule. HO\'lever, we are 
hoping to obtain approval of the document for the field conditions that no~ 
exist so that we can have a firm understanding of the mitigation measures and 
costs that will be associated with this project. ~e request that you please 
do keep this project's application o~ an active status. 



Mr. Donald W. Roeseke 
January 26, 1990 
Page 3 

If you have any questions, please contact the Proj~:: ~anager Gary Johnson 
at (301) 217-2121. 

n Engineering 

RCM:rnp 

. .1\ttachr:Jents 

cc: RobertS. ~cGarry, Director, Department of Tra~sp:~~ation 
Harry J. Grossman, Chief, Design Section 



Testuony Aga1nat M..:Sj and the ICC in Transportation Plan 

By J&lll! ADD S. WUder 
Potoll&c Valle7 Environmental Group 
9969 Lake Landing Rd • · 
Ga1 theraburg, Md. 20886 
JOl-208-1828 

In 1992 the IXJr and Council Transportation staff framed the issue of the 

plausibility of the extension of envi~nmentally destruc~ve highway M-BJ (~raantown
Montgomery Village Connector, Mid County Highway or whatever be the current D&JDe), over 

the CIP issue of the lia~ina MUl Bpidge expansion. A Sth lane for the previously 

4-lane bridge had been mysteriously ~ded to the CIP that Jan. It was soon made 
~. . . . 

clear that this was to be a turning lane onto M-8J which would cross the bridge at 

that point going north. 

When loDg time M-8J opponents challenged thia ~ual. piecemealiag o.f part of 

M-8J (which had been removed .m• the CIP in 1989 due to cost &Dd en~onmental 
problema), they were met with a full c6urt preaa bJ the DOT and Co~U Trans. sta.ff -

which featured the sub.adssion of the final, 4 inch thick, environmental document on 

the road,.- makiog the bridge a virtual referecdua on M-8). 

In Council Transportation Leg. Analyst Glenn Orlin'~ packet for the T and E 

Committee meeting on March 9, 1992 he stateda 

"DOT will be ready to release the M-8J environmental document in a few days ••• 
'lhen_.wUl-·be· time for the public to review the report prior to a briefing to ~e 

Plann1n& Board in early April and to the full Councll on April 14. At that time 
the Councll whould exa.mine these alternative Watkins Mil~ Road Bridge PDF'sa l! 
M-8J is deemed to be buildable despite the env1roD118ntal constraints, ·the bridge 
over Whetstone Run should be constructed wide enough tor an ulti!&te five lanesJ 
if not, brld!e accoJUBodatipg tour lanes would be appropriate. It there is any doubt, 
the bridge accommodatipe; five lanes should be constructed." 

In his packet for the final vote on the bridge (May 5, 1'992) he stated more 

specit"1cally1 

"Put another way, the wider bridgtt should be bull t it the council believes 

there is a better than 22% chance • • • that M-8J w.Ul be bull t to or tcroas 

Watkins. Mill .. 'Road • " using a risk analysis methodology which he presented. 

The environmental document made clear the road was even •ore destruct1 ve than 

previously when all the environmental agencies denied the permit in 1989, although 

1 t now was only to the Germantown line, rather than into Clarksburg. 

i 
t . 



Jane AnD S. Vllder 

'lbua, tbe iaaue n.a jolDed tor the t1JJa1 CoUDCU vot. on Kq 5· Aa noted 1D 

~ enclosed CoWlCU vote a.inut.f Mr. Orlin'a "rt&k &Dal711i• atateMnt• DOted tbat 

if the CouncU even aa.v aa 11 ~tle aa a ~ chaDce H-8) would be bull t the col:mcU 

should elect to b~d a )th lam on the biidge. 

In one ot the aoat :remarka;ble votea we have ever Men on the Council; the bod7 
voted 8-l aga1nat a.5tb l&De aDi a dru&:Uc 9-0 tor the t1IJal vote on a 4-az. ~ 

aDd the conoommita.nt Ulldarstam1ag tb&t K-8) vou14 DO\ be built.. What 1a eo reaarbble. 
1a that 2 long supporters ot M-8), l31ll ·Halma. &M K1b Sub1D Jo1De4 1A ~ Unan1woua 

vote aga1nat. 1t.J 

Uo Oll8 had bought that ~ tbo environmental dua&• would be a1t1p.Ubl•, the cost 
· ,zweded 

vaa acceptable,. ur that the road vaat.:-·-.::.·, u the alterA&t1ve route, a v1deaed 355 
va..s a.lrea.d:y 'being done b:y the State. 

Nov 7 years later, ·when a widened 355 is Dearing coapletion, we aee M-8) rear1Dg 

ita ugly head. Ani ve now have a Count1 Councll v1th aD even gnatar record ot en

vironmental sena1t1v1ty than in 1992. 

The reaaon 1e MOltZ. lloth1JlB 1e ever ~ugh tor tbe .. road &ddicta on the Pl•""'DS . ·. 
Sta.:rt. In addltion, vitb plana to coll.Diot aeve%'al of the equall7 deatructiw ICC 

routes to Mid county, wh1ch accord.icg to Stat. &ncl County ~. oft1c1ala, vlll 

virtually force t.he caust\1%'Ct1on ot ~-8J, ve aee a proverb1&1 "Vut eon.ap12:acy•. 

The 2 roa.da in ooabo, which voul.cl fora a g1ant destructive U ·.tl:'oa Frederick to 

BVI , will surely-gUt our treasured env1..romwnt am ru1D the quallt7 of li!e in M. c . 

. Please just sa:r HO. to these 1rreapona1'ble planaara 1n ~ir ltDQ.uenchan•-:· 

quaat. tor MORE and reaove 1f::8l and the ICC f'roa our t.ranapo.t:tat1cna tuture. 
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Transcript o! County CouncU Hearing on Vatk1 na M1ll Brid&e Project -- S/S/92 
Vote on Left Turn Lane into Vindbrooke Condolldniua 

Mr. Adaasa 

Mr. Orlina 

Mr. Ac!usa 

M:r. Orlina 

Mr. Adams• 

Ms. Krahnke 1 

Mr. Adams• 

Ma. Krahnk•• 

Mr. Adams1 

Ms.Krahnkea 

(Applause) 

Mr. Ad.amsa 

I want to UDderatu4 what this PDF 8&78 about the turn lane into 
Windbrooke. · 

The PDF doesn't mention 1 t but when I revl•wed the plans • • • 

But maybe the PDF should. 

the plans for the 4 aDd S lanes does include the left turn lane,. 
the litorage lane. 

So I take it, the Council • • • Is there a motion to have the PDF 
say that they.'re not going to do that? 

TI move that it be a 4 lane cross-section ·on the bridge and on both I 
aides ot the bridp • • •• ~ 

And that there not be a turn lane ••• 

'l'hat' a right. 

Into Wind brooke. 

That's rigb~ 

Is there a second? 

Ks. Praisnera Second. 

Mr. Adamsa All 1n favor raise JOur bauds. (countiq) 1 ••• 2 ••• ) ••• 4 •• • s .. . 6 •• • 7 •• • 8 
Eisht opposed. El!ht to one, Derick !erlap 1D the .nept1ve. 
All right. Is there &D1 other techn1eal ••• 

Mr. Norton• I want to be sure I hea;-c!,;rou ~d 4 lanes veraus."S lanes. 

Hr. Adams a 'lba t' a what the CoiUii t'fee aaid all along. 

Mr. Orlin 1 They're saying 4 lanes not even a left lane into Vindbroolce? 

Mr. Adams 1 And not a turn lane into Vindbrooke. 

(Applause) 

Mr. Nortona You understand the lett turn lane into V1ndbrooke has nothing to do 
with the bridge. 

Mrs. Krahnkea Ve understand, let me juat be clear• I do th1nt that the turn lane 
into Vind"brooke, I U&D I u convinced that .. eiq that, that 1t e~r 
in the :tuture we neec:t 'M-8) t!U• whole area is soinc to have to be· 
re-configured and 1 t • a goiq to coat aon17 and the 1101187 can be on 
the K-8) project ~ that's vhat'a soinc to 'be 'buil.t, because this 
conf'ilur&tion, wh&t we're 4oiq now,ia not soiDc to solve the K-8) 
pro blea even it we put the Sth lane 1D. 

Mr • Adams 1 0 • K • 
(Council goes on to adopt the PDF unanimously) 
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The ICC increases total countywide vehicle miles traveled (VMT). That is another way 
of saying that it creates an incentive for people to use cars and drive further distances 
than if it were not built. People could live further away from their jobs with the ICC than 
without it. Although a very expensive project, it will not eliminate congestion in its' corri
dor. As a matter of public policy, some would argue that _the county should invest in ex
panding transit options that get people out of cars and into transit. 

To summarize disadvantages, the ICC would: 

• Increase vehicle miles traveled (VMT) countywide and increase average trip _dis
tance 

• Increase total congested VMT countywide 
• Negatively affect the environment in a number of irreparable ways by splitting interior 

forests, impinging on wetlands in a high quality watershed, reducing parkland, and 
potentially decreasing air quality (see increased VMT) 

• Absorb fiscal resources that might otherwise be spent on transit 
• Adversely affect local neighborhoods. 
• The full Master Plan alignment is problematic under current environmental regula

tions 
• Many intersections wouid still be over desirable congestion levels. 
• The ICC may have a sprawl-inducing impact on land use. 

Network Costs 

Table 3 summarizes the estimated capital costs for the Master Plan and recommended 
network in two ways. One shows the costs by transit and roadways, the other the costs ,, 
by section of the county. The costs for projects that travel through the rural district are 
included in the other areas. 

Major Transportation Facilities Not in Recommended Network 

Although TPR II examined many road and transit projects, much of the Task Force's at
tention was focused on a few major facilities, the Intercounty Connector being one. 
Some of the other high-profile facilities not recommended include the Midcounty High
way crossing Great Seneca Creek, a new Potomac River crossing, and the Outer Pur
ple Line. In addition to these major projects, master-planned roads not recom
mended include the widening of Norwood Road, po.rtions of MD 108, the Fairland 
Road widening east of US 29, Clopper Road limited to four lanes through Seneca 
Park, and the widening of Georgia Avenue (MD 97) north of Olney. 

Midcounty Highway North of Montgomery Village· Avenue (MD 124) 

The comments at the public forums and. revievy_Qf the envirQ..OITJJ2DJ§) ... !and . .C.OffiiD.\:l~ltY 
constraints on extending Midcounty H~y_.!_ro!!l_J~~--gLJrr~nt tei!!Jin~~---~L~_s>-~g_omery 
Village Avenue (MD _124) to M()ZTTiave <;;Qn\/inc.ed th.e .E}_Q_gJd .thafthis section Is" not 
feasible to construct. It is reluctantly recommended that this be delete((from·th·e MaSter 



Plans. 
6 

However, this action must be accompanied by an Mf>date to the land use sec
tions .of the Clarksbur and Germantown Master Plans by· reducing the total develop-
ment leva s to be commensurate with w a e re uce roa way networ sup-
port. ' 

.,----

This section of Midcounty Highway was intended to connect this part of the county with 
activity areas to the east, and little additional capacity on other roads is available. There 
!§. no{JOO{I-trru;~e!_ qption from_M_QDtgOfTlS.I¥-Village.Menue (Mtl-124) to_ the norttl;except 

/ Frederick Road (MD 355), and that road, as well as the remaining area network, is al
"1 ready slated for widening to the master plan maximum. Removing this roadway makes 

0 · sense from an vironmental and community disru tion erspective but would create 
transportation capacity deficiencies that must e rebalanced. 

Table 3 - Transportation Network Cost Comparison 

Transit and Road Project Countywide Cost Comparison 

Base Master Plan Recommended Network 
Type of Project 

(excludes ICC) (excludes projects 
requiring further study) 

Transit 

Cost (millions) $1 '196 S2.363 
Percent of Total Cost 20% J-1•. 
Road 

Cost (millions) $4,834 S-4.579 
Percent of Total Cost 80% 66·. 
Total Cost (rounded) $6,031 S6.942 .. 

100% lOO"e 

Cost Comparisons by TPR II District 

Base Master Plan Recommended -Network 
TPR II District 

(excludes ICC) (excludes protects 
requiring further study) 

Georgia Avenue & 
$1 '168 $1.447 Eastern County 

Percent of Total Cost 19% 21·. 
1-270 Corridor $4,515 $-.1114 

Percent of Total Cost 75% sg·. 
Inside the Beltway $347 S1.382 
Percent of Total Cost 6% 20°o 

Total Cost $6,031 $6.942 

v 
6 
The CLRP ontains Midc unty Highway from,...MD 27 tg Mjddletuook Road: this section would have to be 

removed fro the CLRP c ncurrent with its deletion from the Master Plan. 
35 
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Draft Environmental Effects Report 

May 2013 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
y 

lr'- Project History 
The Midcounty Highway (M-83) was first listed in Montgomery County's Master Plan of 
Highways in the 1960s and was planned to extend from Ridge Road (MD 27) in Clarksburg 
to Redland Road in Derwood as an 8.7-mile, controlled access, four w six-lane major 
highway. Over the years, three miles of Midcounty Highway were constructed between 
Shady Grove Road and Montgomery Village A venue. 

In the 1980s, the Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) conducted the Maryland 
Route 355 Corridor Study. This study concluded that existing and planned development in 
the 1 0-15 year planning horizon would require construction of both M -83 and the widening 
ofMD 355. 

Accordingly, in 1986 MCDOT initiated the Germantown-Montgomery Village Connector 
Study (Montgomery County CIP #863116). The scope of this study included preliminary 
engineering for the northern extension of Midcounty Highway from Montgomery Village 
A venue to Ridge Road. The study was put on hold in 1992 due to the grim fiscal climate in 
the early 1990s. In the interim, development has proceeded along the Master Plan alignment, 
and the required M-83 right-of-way has been reserved by the developers, consistent with 
Montgomery County's Master Plan requirements. In addition, SHA has widened MD 355 as 
a 4-6 lane major arterial between Montgomery Village Avenue in Gaithersburg and Ridge 
Road in Germantown. 

The Midcounty Highway (M-83) Facility Planning Study was reinitiated in 2004 to evaluate 
the master plan alignment from Montgomery Village A venue to Ridge Road (MD 27). A 
Purpose and Need Statement was presented to the public in November 2004. After revisions 
to incorporate community input and environmental agency comments, the Purpose and Need 
was concurred upon by the environmental agencies in January 2007. As it became apparent 
that the project would require an Individual Permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), the study was expanded to include an analysis of alternative alignments, forming 
the basis for an expanded study that would comply with the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and the Maryland Non-tidal Wetlands Protection Act. Eleven different 
preliminary alternatives were then evaluated. 

After subsequent analysis, and coordination with environmental agencies and the public, 
including a public workshop in December 2007, the suite of preliminary alternatives was 
narrowed to five build alternatives and the No-Build Alternative, to be studied in detail. In 
early 20 II, MCDOT obtained the concurrence of the cooperating agencies with the 
Alternatives Retained for Detailed Study. Since that time, the five build alternatives were 
further refined and their socio-economic and environmental impacts evaluated. This Draft 
Environmental Effects Report (EER) presents the results of these detailed studies, including 
the analysis of benefits, impacts, and costs of each build alternative. 
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Draft Environmental Effects Report 
May 2013 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

'{~iect History 
The Midcounty Highway (M-83) was first listed in Montgomery County's Master Plan of 
Highways in the 1960s and was planned to extend from Ridge Road (MD 27) in Clarksburg 
to Redland Road in Derwood as an 8.7-mile, controlled access, four to six-lane major 
highway. Over the years, three miles of Midcounty Highway were constructed between 
Shady Grove Road and Montgomery Village A venue. 

In the 1980s, the Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) conducted the Maryland 
Route 355 Corridor Study. This study concluded that existing and planned development in 
the I 0-15 year planning horizon would require construction of both M-83 and the widening 
ofMD 355. 

Accordingly, in 1986 MCDOT initiated the Germantown-Montgomery Village Connector 
Study (Montgomery County CIP #863116). The scope of this study included preliminary 
engineering for the northern extension of Midcounty Highway from Montgomery Village 
A venue to Ridge Road. The study was put on hold in 1992 due to the grim fiscal climate in 
the early 1990s. In the interim, development has proceeded along the Master Plan alignment, 
and the required M-83 right-of-way has been reserved by the developers, consistent with 
Montgomery County's Master Plan requirements. In addition, SHA has widened MD 355 as 
a 4-6 lane major arterial between Montgomery Village A venue in Gaithersburg and Ridge 
Road in Germantown. 

The Midcounty Highway (M-83) Facility Planning Study was reinitiated in 2004 to evaluate 
the master plan alignment from Montgomery Village A venue to Ridge Road (MD 27). A 
Purpose and Need Statement was presented to the public in November 2004. After revisions 
to incorporate community input and environmental agency comments, the Purpose and Need 
was concurred upon by the environmental agencies in January 2007. As it became apparent 
that the project would require an Individual Permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), the study was expanded to include an analysis of alternative alignments, forming 
the basis for an expanded study that would comply with the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and the Maryland Non-tidal Wetlands Protection Act. Eleven different 
preliminary alternatives were then evaluated. 

After subsequent analysis, and coordination with environmental agencies and the public, 
including a public workshop in December 2007, the suite of preliminary alternatives was 
narrowed to five build alternatives and the No-Build Alternative, to be studied in detail. In 
early 2011, MCDOT obtained the concurrence of the cooperating agencies with the 
Alternatives Retained for Detailed Study. Since that time, the five build alternatives were 
further refined and their socio-economic and environmental impacts evaluated. This Draft 
Environmental Effects Report (EER) presents the results of these detailed studies, including 
the analysis of benefits, impacts, and costs of each build alternative. 
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June 9, 1986 

RE: Request for Proposal - Germantown-Mont~omery Village Connector 
Alternative Ana ysis and Project Prospectus 

Department of Transportation - RFP #66091 

The Montgomery County Government Department of Transportation is soliciting 
proposals to prepare an alternative analysis and project prospectus for the 
Germantown-Montgomery Village connector. 

Attached is a copy of RFP #66091, including the Functional Re~uirements, 
Evaluation Criteria, and Minority, Female, Disabled (MFD) requirements to be 
followed in submitting your proposal. Please submit three (3} copies of your 
proposal to: Purchasing and Materiel Management Division, Room 1301, 
Executive Office Building, 101 Monroe Street, Rockville, MD 20850. Please 
note that YOUR PROPOSAL MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN 3:00 PM on 
JULY 7, 19~ The proposar-package MUST Br IDENTIFIED BY #66091: NOTE: NO 
proposal will be accepted after 3:00~on-Monday, July~, 1986. 

An OPTIONAL pre-submission conference will be held at 2:30PM on 
June 24, 1986 in the Executive Office Building Lobby Auditorium, 
101 Monroe Street, Rockville, MD. No other pre-submission interviews will be 
held. To ensure that vendors have equal access to information provided at any 
pre-submission conference, questions may be submitted in writing no later than 
three (3) days before the conference. 

Please refer all technical questions, including questions regarding 
anticipated award date, to Ms. Elizabeth D. Scullin at {301) 251-2145. 

For all other information, please contact Nadean B. Pedersen, Contracts 
Coordinator, Purchasing and Materiel Management Division, at (301) 251-7311. 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY GOVERNMENT 

Oiv. 

Attachment 

JAB:mbf perc 120 

Purchuin& and Materiel Mana&ement Di¥Uion -----------------
101 Monroe Street, Room 1301, Rocltville, Maryland 20850,301/251-2062 
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Background 

RFPM 66091 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

Germantown - Montgomery Village Connector 

Alternative Analysis & Project Prospectus 

2 of 14 

The Montgomery County Department of Transportation (HCDOT) is seeking 
proposals to prepare an Alternative Analysis and Project Prospectus for the 
Germantown -Montgomery Vi11age Connector. 

Scope of Services 

The consultant must prepare a Project Prospectus on one recommended 
alternative. OPPO has prepared several project prospect1 and has developed an 
outline for these reports (attached). The purpose of the· report is to 
summarize all available information and prior decisions relating to the 
project; identify transportation, environmental, land use, conrnunity issues 
and impacts raised by the project; and present initial cost estimates, 
right-of-way requirements, and project need. The prospectus also includes a 
recommendation of whether the project should be submitted for design, and if 
so, details of the typical cross-sections, r1ght-of~ay and intersection 
concepts plans. 

OPPO will work closely with the consultant so that all members of the 
Project Development Section wi 11 have the opportunity to follow the process 
and methodology of preparing this major prospectus. Biweekly meetings w111 be 
held (as necessary) for progress reports and staff training. OPPD will 
provide the consultant with the following items: 

1. existing traffic volumes in the area - consultant would be required 
to take additional counts as needed; 

2. surrounding land uses; 

3. bus routes. commuter rail, metrorail routes: 

4. survey and stake the alignment of M-83; 

5. walk and videotape M-83 alignment with consultant, 





8/21/13 

To: 

• Mr. Jack Dinne CENAB-OP-RMN 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Baltimore District 

1 0 Howard St. 

Baltimore, MD 21217 

• Mr. Sean McKewen 

MD Department of the Environment 

Wetlands and Waterway Program 

160 South Water Street 

Frostburg, MD 21532 

Public hearing testimony on CORPS: CENAB-OP-RMN (Mid County Corridor Study) 2007-
07102-M15 and MOE Nontidal Wetlands and Waterways: 13;NT;3162/201360802/AI No. 
140416 

~ns for the Mid County Corridor Study Wetland and Water Quality Permit Application: 

1. On the controversial "wetland conversion" of wetland impacts (aka degradation) how can 
you compare functions as was done in the 80's by then Corps contact Mary Dircks? 

2. Relating to above documented ethical questions regarding DOT and consultants how 
can regulators make a fair judgement which conforms to the Federal and State law? I 
include a summary to the County Council in approximate 2003 illustrating the many lies 
and false statements so typical of DOT? 

3. There are so many factual errors on maps -Walkers Run being called Whetstone Run 
on page 7; seriously harmed Normandy II condos being called Normandy I page 49 
sheet 7; no naming of Dayspring Church Silent 200 acre retreat in Germantown; and no 
naming of USE Ill Wildcat Branch Alternate 9 sheet 1 D etc. How can the public make 
any real judgement on how the road impacts them and the things they love? 

4. M-83 is a State road. This is verified in (a) a letter from former Planning Board head 
Norman Chisteller to Congress woman Connie Morella in 1988 and (b) In a paper by 
former Transportation staffer Henry Bain to the T&E Committee when he discusses 
forward funding of State roads and (c) In the 1st two CIPs 1986 and 87 when the State's 
contribution is mentioned. "The County will attempt to recover reimbursement from the 
State to cover the County share of this project at a later date." The County is trying to 
say only our own funds to be used to avoid stricter environmental regulations as State 
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donars are often comingled with Federal funds (albeit Feds are involved in a wetlands 
situation; ergo, they are doing anything they can do to reduce the wetland count.) 

Jane Wilder representing Potomac Valley Environmental Group 
9969 Lake landing Rd. 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886 
(301) 208-1828 
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'lie tl a.nd Site ;; 
ucp C(1 1 

QCALITY BASED ON WETLA~O FUNCTIONS ' 
CHECKLIST 

' 

Poten~!2.!. !"..!:lCt!ons ra.:!:ced i!'l descending orce:- Of probable 
occu:e~ce S?eci!~c to we:lancs found throughout M~r7land. 

1. Passive Rac:-eation a:!d Nat~:-al 
(OCC".l!"S Of":e:!). 

He!"itage Va!.ue "'* I 

2. E2.b!tat fo::- ,!.q_u3..t!c W!ldlii'e or F!sher!.es 

3. ~~~~:nen· ~-a""1"~ (sho-·-·e~:n) ..._ .... ~-- 1.. --. :J':'-·"'~ ~· • '"" 1,. ., 

/ 5. 

e. 

8 • Ac t : v e ?.e c ::- e 2. "': :!.. c r: 

, . --0 
,, r,..,..,,...,,, ... ,.:-~-~- "='oro....,~--~ ("':".:l ... , c,.._.,.,..-o .... coc::) --· ----··-""'-'*-- .. ·--·---:::,- ·-" -~--·-·· --

B. VA:.C::: 

A:!y co~b!nat!o:: o: =~!'lc"':!ons 
incl~d~~g 2 a~d 6. 

A~7 co~b!~1~!on o! 3 !~~ctions from 
the !~~c:!ons lis:, e~~l~d!ng 2 and 6. 

Less t~::..~ 2 .... ......._- ~, ,._---I 

C. TY?! 07 WETLA~JS 

~a!. ue 

H!gh 

Med i urn 

~ ,. T,.... ':./ 
~ 

•~ ~hreatened or E!'lda!'lge:-~ Species habitat or A:-eas of State 
Cr!tical Coace:-n a:-e al·.vays "h!..g!l" valued '.1.-etlands re~:.Lr-d~es::; 
c! !~nc:ior., s:ze or location. 
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September. 1986 
Project Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

Project ~Limits 
Contract No. 
Wetland Site H 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETL:l.ND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCURRSNCE ' 

Potential !unctions ranked in descending order ot probable 
occurence specific to wetlands tound throughout M~yland. 

1. 

2. 

/' 3. 

4 . 

./ 5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

J 10. 

·/ ll. 
12. 

Passive Recreation and Natu~al Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood De syn chroniza. t 1.on 

Nutrier.t Retention (short-term) 

Food Clain Support ( n•.1 t rien t export) 

Diss~pation o~ Eros~ve Fo~ces 

Active Recreation 

Grou~d~ater Disc~arge 

Nutrie~t Retentiorrf~e~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-term) 

Grour.c~a~e~ Rec~arge (:ew ccc~rrences) 

** I 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combinatio~ of functions 
including 2 a~d 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less t~a~ 3 fu~ct~ons tota~. 

C. TYPS 0: WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

/ ~!on-tiC.a:!. ---

Value 

High 

**Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas of State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands rega.rd:ess 
o~ ~unction, size or location. 



'Project • Limits ~11:1~ fYI~ 
Contract No. · Z,tih! I '~- :· ;- .. ~:.:j~~ptttaber, 'l986 

:,.~-': _;.:.~roje~t Development 

' ·• 
' i 

· · -~"t)1vilion: State Highway Adm. Wetland Si td I ~ 

./ 

/ 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS ' 

CHECKLIST 

OCCURRSNCE ' 
Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~ryla.nd. 

1. 

2 • 

3. 

4 • 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs. often). 

Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

.Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Desynchroniz~tton 

** I 

./ 5 • Nutr:ent Retention (short-term) 

. / 6. Food Chain Support (n~trient export) 

/ 7. Diss~pation o~ Eros~ve Fo~ces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Grou~dwater Disc~arge 

; 10. Nutrie~t Retentiorrf?.e~oval (long-term) 

•/ 11. Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-term) 

,, --. Ground~ater ?.ec~arge (:ew cccurrences) 

B. VALUE 
Value Rating 

' r. -. .. .,., ' 7 _.._ G'- :_.Cf./ Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

. .:"'..: \.,: 

Any combination o~ 3 functions from 
the !unctions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less t~a~ 3 !u~ct~cns tota~. 

C. TYPS 0? WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

/ Non-tiC:a~ 

Medium 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas o! State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands regard~esr, 
o~ !unction, s~ze or location . 

,. 
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_Septembe~, 1986 

.. ~~ ·rrojec:t Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

Project & Limits 
Con tract No • 
We tla.nd Site # 

RELATIVE WETLA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCORRSNCE ' 
Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

1. Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

** I 

2. Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

3. _Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

4. Flood Desynchroniza. tton 

5. Nutrient Retention (short-:erm) 

6. Food Chain Support (n'.ltr:!.ent export) 

7. Dissi.pa~ion o~ E!"os:.ve Fo!"ces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Grou~dwater Discharge 

10. Nutrie!l": Retentio-r..fP.e!!loval (long-term) 

1!.. ·sedi:!le!'!t Trapping (long-ter:n) 

12. Gr ounc:;;a t e !' R.e c~a!"ge ( :ew cccu.!' ren ces) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any cornbina~ion of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o! 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 !u.:1cti.cns tota:. 

C. TYPS 0~ WETLANDS 

Tic! a l 

~!on-tiC: a: 

Value 

High 

Medium 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re!!;a.rd~esr, 
o~ ~unction, size or location. 



.. t 
· Septembe-r, 1986 

Projact·Development 
~~~~~~~t & N~~mJ. ~~ w"'%z a1'1'~C?L-
wetla.nd Site II · Divis ionz State H!.g~·.o~ay Adm. 

A.. 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

J 

. . 
R~LATIVE WE!LA~D QOALITY BASED ON WETLA~D FUNCTIONS ' 

CHECKL!ST 

OCCUR~SN~=: ' 

Poten~!.al !'..!:lct!.ons ra:1~ced in descending order ot probable 
occurence specific to wetlands tound throughout M~yland. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

~ 

I • 

8. 

0 .... 
!.0. 

1:. 
, , --. 

Passive Recreation a:1d Natural Heritage Value 
( o c C"J. r s. o! : en) • 

Habitat tor Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Tr a;>p ing (short-t er:n) 

Flood Desync~roniz~tton 

Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

Food ~ain S~;>~ort (n~tr!.ent export) 

Active Recreation 

Nutrient ?.etent!.onj?.e~oval (long-term) 

r:.,.c,,.,,.: _ _, ... ., .. ~o,..·..,.,.,.~., (-:;-.,.,, CCC".,.,..o.,ces) 
w- -··-""- .. -- ., ___ ..... ._ ... ::;:.- ·-" -·•-·• 

** I 

B. VALCE 
Rating Value 

r 
I ,; .? OC./1,.)._ ~ 

_·.0lc-~1 

Any cornbi:lat!.on of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any co~b!.nation o~ 3 functions from 
the functions list, exclucing 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 ~~nc:~cns tota~. 

C. TY?S 0? WETLA~DS 

TiC. a: 

Medium 

Low 

** 'I'~reatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are a!.ways "high" valued wetlands re~:.~.rd:esr, 
c: ~unction, s:ze or location. 

- .. 



September. 1986 Project l Lim 1 t s ...:::;tJ._.up;..I'M;.;.t...'""r-Jr~~D:;__,;':'!_E-__ 
Contract No. :]o"l'f I .. ,:.ProJect Development 

Division: State Highway Adm. 
. . 

Wetland Site I 1~ 

RELATIVE WETLA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCUR~SNCE ' 

Potential .:functions ranked in descending order o:f probable 
occurence specific to wetlands :found throughout M~ryland. 

1. Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs often). 

** I 

2. Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

, / 3. . Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

4. Flood Desynchroniza. tton 

/ 5. Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

6. Food Ch a 1 n Sup po r t ( n '.1 t r!. en t expo r t) 

7. Dissipa~ion o~ Erosive Forces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Groundwater Disc~arge 

10. Nutrien-: RetentionfP.e!!loval (long-term) 

1:. Sed:i:!le:!t Trapping (long-term) 

12. G.!"our..d-::a te!." P.ec~arge (Few occurrences) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less tha:! 3 fu:!ct!.ons tota~. 

C. TYPS 0~ WETLANDS 

Tidal 

·./ }!on-tica:: 

Value 

High 

~-----
~-

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas o! State 
Critical Concern are always "high .. valued we tla.nds rega.rd ~esr, 
c~ ~unction, size or location. 



.·~t~~";:~· .. > . 
~: .. ~.:>:·::<~: September, 1986 . ~~t ;&;~.-·._Project Development 
J!Y ·.'" :_: Divition: State Highway Adm. 

Project • Limits 
Con tract No • 
We tl a.nd Site # 

-~~~t;; ~ ;_ -._ . • 
··-t. " RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCUR~SNCE 

' 

Potential _functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

< • ~: 

1. Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ of ten) . 

** I 

2. sabitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

3. . Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

4. Flood Desynchroniza. tton 

5. Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

6. Food Chai!l Support ( n'..l trient e:<:port). 

7. Dissipation o~ Erosive Forces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Grou~dwater Discharge 

10. Nutrient Retentionf?.e!!loval (long-term) 

11. Sedi~e!lt Trapping (long-term) 

12. Ground-::a ter ?.ec~arge (Few cccu.rrences) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o~ 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less t~an 3 !u~ct~cns tota~. 

C. TYPE 0? WETLANDS 

Tidal 

Value 

High 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas o! State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands rei!;:J.rd ~es~ 
o~ ~unction, s:ze or location. 



~· -;-: _. .i./ :, - -. - ......... ; 

.. ,~~~t~~;:.· ; . ·.~ 

• .. ~ 

' .~,. -~. 

, 

?:~-Ji-~,fc"• ,_ -. •.._,.~ ~ ~0r," • • _. 
~~·••ptjiabtft 1986 Project lc Limits-~~~-.-----
~-Project ~Development 
--

0

'"o'iv1slona Sta~• Hiahway Adm. 
Contract No. CJ(qDY / 
We tla.nd Site 11 [: 

f 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

OCCORRSNCE " 
Potential :tunct!ons ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

/ 1. 

/ 2 • 

./ 3. 

/ 4 . 

./ 5 • 

. ./ 6. 

/ 7. 

8. 

9. 

/ 10. 

,/ 11. 

, ') --· 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ of-ten) • 
. 

Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Desynchroniza t ton 

Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

Food Chain Support (nutr:ent export) 

Diss~pation o~ Eros~ve Fo~ces 

Active Re creation 

Grou~dwater Discharge 

Nutrie~t Retentionf?.e~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~ent Trapping (long-term) 

r::,..ou..,.J~a ... e,.. ?.oc·..,.,,..,...o (':;'~'>,.., CCC'',..r 0 '"'Ces) 
'...:1- .... ~,., ., ... -- -·-· & - .. -" ._.. -·· 

** I 

B. VALUE 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o! 3 fu~ctions from 
~he functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less t~a~ 3 !u~ct~cns tota:. 

C. TYP~ 0~ WETLANDS 

Tid a:!. 

J }!on-t:.C:a:!. 

Value 

----~._,_, 

,_r- i 

(H~' 

Medium 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re~:.1rd :eAr, 
c~ ~unction, s:.ze or location. 



.~ ... 

- . . 

Project • Limits 
Con tract No. 
Wetland Site II 

RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

A. -OCCURRSNCE ' 

·e 

/ 

/' 

/ 

. / 

./ 

../ 

Potential funct!ons ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 

5 • 

e . 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1!.. 

12. 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs_ often). 

Habitat for Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

.Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Desynchroniz~tton 

Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

Food Chain Support (nutrient export) 

Dissipa~ion o~ Eros~ve Fo~ces 

Active Recreation 

Groundwater Discharge 

Nutrie~~ Retentionj?.e~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~ent Trapping (long-ter~) 

G~ound~ater ?.ec~arge (?ew occurrences) 

** I 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o~ 3 functions from 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 !unct~cns tota~. 

C. TYPE o: WETLANDS 

Tic! a!. 

v ~!on-tical 

Value 

Medium 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re~a.rd :esr, 
c~ !unction, size or location. 



.oa~p1.•muc~ 1 470u 
Project Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

. . 
RELATIVE WETLA~D QUALITY BASED ON WETLAND FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

A. OCCURR~NCE ' 
Potential functions ranked in descending order o! probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~yland • 

./ 1. 

2. 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs. often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

** I 

/ 3. _Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

./ 

./ 

/ 

4. Flood Desynchroniza t1.on 

5 • 

6. 

Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

Food Chain S~pport (n~tr:e~t export) 

7. Dissipa~ion o! Erosive Forces 

8. Active Recreation 

9. Groundwater Discharge 

10. Nutrie~t Retention/?.e~oval (long-term) 

11. Sedi~e~t Trapping (l~ng-ter~) 

12. Grou~c-;;ate!" ?.ec~arge (?ew cccurre::1ces) 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the functions list, excl~ding 2 and 6. 

Less tha!'l 3 f~~c~ions tota~. 

C. TYPS 0~ WETLANDS 

Tid a 1 

/ Non-tiC: a~ 

Value 

Medium 

Lovr 

** Threatened or Endar.gered Species habitat or Areas of State 
Cr 1 tical Concern are always "high" valued wetland a reg a. rd :esr, 
c~ function, size or location. 
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Otv!s!on: S~a:• !!;~~•: Ac~ . Wetl&nd Site •6~----~;r~-----------

A 
A• 
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/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

-..., . 

. 
P.!:..AT!V! 'I!':':.OA~i:> QCA!.!':'"! BASED ON 'R!'t'!..A~fD Ftl~CTIONS 

CH::C::!..!ST 

Pote~-:!.a!. !':!~c-:!.c~s :-:1-:.:t~~ !.:'! cesce:'!c!.:.g o::-de:- ot probable 
ccc~:-e:.ce s;ec!.!!.c to we:la:'!cs !ou~c t~:-ou;~out M~=lla:.d. 

l. ?ass!.~e ?~c:-eat!.o~ a:.c Na~u:-a: 
(OCC':!::"S of:e:.). 

He:-i tage Ya!. ue •• I 

2. 

':1 ... 
4. 

s. 
E. 
,.. 
I • 

8. 

"" _.., . 

c:.~!.ta.t to:: .!.~~2-c!.c W!.lC.::!.ife or F!.s~e::!.es 

~o.--.:::l-::~-.;1"'\.., ..._-- --...,-- .. 

( 1 Ql"'':."-~::.-...) - -==- __ ..__, 

.. r: r..~('""119'\~-~ •.=.- "'::'.o,.,.· ..... .., -~~ c-:-.:l-r c,..- ... --o-,...oc::) --· -------~- .. -- ··--··--:::r- ·-(l'f -----------~ 

"'; •• .,. !""":'~ 
1.-,_;,.-

A~7 cc~~~~a~!o~ o! f~~c~:o~s 
i:'!Cl~c!.:.g 2 a~c 6. 

A:.y c~~=!.:.:L~io~ of 3 t~=c~!.ons t::cm 
~he =~==:io~s l!.s:, e~=l~c!.ng 2 a~d 

Less -::~a:: : ·~-~., 
-~ ..., __ . 

T!.C. a.!. 

,o. MeC. i 11:1 

Lo·:r 

*'"' 7:;.:-eate:'!e~ a:- '2:.c!a.::?;e.:-e-=: Spec!.es ha."::!.:a: c:- A.:-eas ot S-:ate 
C:-!.-::!.ca!. Coc.ce:-n a::-e a:!.·.vays "hig::" value~ ·;;et:a:tds re~:..~..:-d~ess 

c! ~~~ct!.or., s:ze o: loca:ior.. 



September, 1986 
Project Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

. . 

Project l Limits ~;::, 
Contract No. 
Wetland Site II 

RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WETLA~ FUNCTIONS 

CHECKLIST 

A. OCCURP.SNCE ' 

Potential !unctions ranked in descending order o! probable 
occurence specific to wetlands !ound throughout M~yland. 

1. 

2. 

/ 3 • 

./ 4. 

/ 5. 

,/ 6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

I 10. 

1:. 

12. 

Passive Recreation and Natural Heritage Value 
(occurs often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Des:rn chroniza t ton 

Nutrient Retention (short-term) 

Food Chain Support (n~trient export) 

Diss~pation o! E=osive Fo=ces 

Active Recreation 

Grou~dwater Discharge 

Nutrie~t Retentio~j?.e~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-ter~) 

r. ... o,,..,..: ... a ... e.,. "Ooc._,.,.,..,...o ('!:' 0 "' CCC''.,..ronces) 
'""- \,.;,. .. .,1;.,.;.,., ., .. "·- .J."-- 6- .. -" -· -· 

** I 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of fu~ctions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination o~ 3 functions !rom 
the functions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 fu~ct~cns tota~. 

C. TYPS 0? WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

V ~!on-tiC:a~ 

Value 

High 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas ot State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued wetlands re~;.Lrd:esr, 

o~ ~unction, size or location. 
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Sepcember. 1986 
Project Development 
Division: State Highway Adm. 

Project • Limits 
Contract No. 
We tla.nd Site II lP!Jfi[_. --

t 

A. 

/ 

_L_ 
\, 

/ 

../ 

\/ 

,/ 
J 

.j 

- . 
RELATIVE WETLAND QUALITY BASED ON WET~AND FUNCTIONS ' 

CHECKLIST 

OCCURRENCE ' 

Potential functions ranked in descending order of probable 
occurence specific to wetlands found throughout M~ryland. 

1. 

2. 

3 • 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 . 

!.0. 

11. 

12. 

Passive Recreation and Natu~al Heritage Value 
(occurs often). 

Habitat !or Aquatic Wildlife or Fisheries 

. Sediment Trapping (short-term) 

Flood Desynchroniz~tton 

Nutrient Retention (short-~erm) 

Food Chain Support (n~trient export) 

Diss~pation o~ Eros~ve Fo~ces 

Active Recreation 

Groundwater Discharge 

Nutrie~t Retentio~/P.e~oval (long-term) 

Sedi~e~t Trapping (long-ter~) 

Grou~c~ater Rec~~rge (?ew cccurrences) 

** I 

B. VALUE 
Rating 

Any combination of functions 
including 2 and 6. 

Any combination of 3 functions from 
the !unctions list, excluding 2 and 6. 

Less than 3 !unct~cns tota~. 

C. TYPS 0? WETLANDS 

Tid a!. 

/ }!on-tiC:a!. 

Value 

,.....----, 
:~/ 

Med 1 urn 

Low 

** Threatened or Endangered Species habitat or Areas o! State 
Critical Concern are always "high" valued we tla.nds rev;a.rd ~esr, 
o~ !unction, size or location. 
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Wetla.nd Site 6 

I!~"' I I 

Olvis!on: S~•=• M~;~~ay A~~. 

II 
c. .• 

/ 

,/ 

./ 

../ 

R!!..ATIVE: W:::':'!..A:-i!J QCA!..I:'Y BASED ON WE'l'!..A~tD FUNCTIONS 

CHECK!..!ST 

Poten~!al t~~ct!cns ra~~ed 1~ descending order ot probable 
occu=e~ce S?eci!ic to we:la~ds fou~d throughout M~ylaad. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 • 

5 • 

E . 

... 
I • 

8. 

9. 

!.0. 

, . --. 
, r: --. 

Pass:!.Ye F..ec::-ea":ion a:1C. Nat~=al 
(OCC"..!!"S Of ':e:l). 

He::-itage Va!.ue ** I 

(sho ..... _ ... e ... :n) 
•• .. w '- ••• 

F:ood r:-esr..c!;:-on:!.:::::t. <;ton 

Active P.ec::-ea::!.o~ 

A~1 co~b:!.~a"::!.on o~ ~~~c::!.o~s 
includi~g 2 a~d 6. 

A~7 co~b:!.~a:ion o~ 3 f~~c~ions f:-om 
~he =~=c:io~s lis:, e~~l~cing 2 and 6. 

Va!. ~e 

High 

,-Medium. 

C. TY?~ 0? WETLA~DS 

** ':'~::-eate:1ed or Endang~::-ed Species ha':J1:at or A.:-e:1.s ot S~ate 
C:=-1t1cal Conce:-n are always "hig~" valued \lo'etla.nds re:,?;;.~..rd:ess 

c~ ~~~c:1or., size or loca:ior.. 
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Wetland Site~;------~.~~---~~--------Division: S~ate Hi;~~ay Ac~ . 

. 
P..E!..A TIVE WE':LA:'iD QC ALI:'Y BAS!:D ON WET~A~to FONC'I'IONS 

CH::CK!..!ST 

II 

~· ' 

, 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Poten:!al t~~ct!ons r2~~ed 1~ descendi~g order o! probable 
occu:e~ce S?eci!ic to we:la~C.s !ound throughout M~yland. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Passive Recreation and Nat~ral Heritage Value 
( 0 C ".' .. s o 4 

- e ,., ' .......... _ ~ - .. ) . 
Eabitat fa= Aquatic Wildlife or F~sher!es 

::a ad Ce s:rn c:::on!.z:.~. ':ton 

** I 

8 • Ac t i v e P.e c :::- e at i o n 

,1'"1 ---· 
( 1 0...,'"'_,..=>,. ... ) - ~ .. ~ ___ .. .. 

A~y cc~binat!on of f~~ctions 
includi=g 2 a~d 6. 

A~7 co~~!~ation o= 3 fu~c~ions f:om 
the fu=c:ions list, e~cl~cing 2 and 6. 

V a!. ue 

Med i Ur.l 

Lo ·:~ 

C. TY?Z 0? W!7!..A~DS 

** ':'~reate:1eC. o:r EnC.ang:!"e-:1 Species hab:!..:at O!" .Areas ot State 
C:::-itical Conce:-n are a!.·,:.rays "hig~" valued wetlands re~:J.rd:ess 
cf f~~c:ior., size or location. 



To: T and E Committee 
From: Jane Ann S. Wilder, Citizens to Sa:.ve South Valley Park and Whetstone Run 
RE: M-83 Packet for April 3, 2003 
Date: April 2, 2003 

At the J.iarch 6 T and E Committee meeting the CClmmittee requested background 
information on M-8J. The Packet the¥ received Ap. 1, prepared by Glenn Orlin, 
Edgar Gonzalez (and other DPWT staff) and some Planning Board staff, is indeed 
an AprH Fool's Day joke if one is seeking complete and accurate information: 

This is exemplified by the "Chronology of H-83" at figure 12. How can these 
staffs possibly exclude things like: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

Dec. 1988 -- DOT's application for Federal and State wetland permits 
(lead agency-- U. S. Ar3y Corps of Engineers). 

1989 -- The negative response from all Federal and State agencies 
ranging from serious concern (U. S. Fish and iolildlife Service) to 
outright denial (EPA). (Enc. 1 a-e ) 

Dec. 1989 -- The defundi~ of M-83 from the CIP by County Exec. Sid 
Kramer (a strong proponent) for fiscal reasons (and because it was clear 
the permitting and public opposition would be a problem) (Enc. 2) 

Jan. 1990 -- The throwing out ( "withdrawal'', "return") of DOT's Federal 
wetlands permit request from the Army Corps of Engineers, in spite of 
DOT's pleas to keep the permit activ~. (Enc. 3 ) 

1992 -- The presentation of the huge Environrn~ntal Document to 
County Council 

Nay 5, 1992 -- The unanimous vote against M-83 by the County Council 
after evaluation of the Environmental Document,under the auspices of 
a "referendum'' on N-83 devised:· bar (}l:enn Orlin regarding turning lanes 
for M-83 as part of the watkins Mill Bridge project. (Enc. 4 ) 

Nov. 2001 --The Transportation Policy Task Force,in their TRP II Task 
Force recommendations does not recommend M-8J. 
This remarkable decision by the Transportation Policy Task Force, agroup 
of J5 citizens from all parts of the community, despite slanted inform
ation and strong pressure from DPWT, etc. (the group voted for almost 
all major road ~rejects presented including. Brink-Wightman-Snouffer 
School widening) did not endorse M-8J. (Encls. $a and 5b ) 

2002 --:- Plann_ing Board, re.commerided that M,..;_& be removed from the Mas-ter 
Plan in- tMir_Jxansp'or.tat1oir Policy- Report __ ·- · __ - -. _ ue o an env ron
mental and community aisruption p-erspective". They note that this 
will re::;_uire an "update to the land use sections of the Clarks burg ar.d 
Ger~~ntown Master Plans by reducing the total development levels to be 
commensurate with what the reduced roadway network would support." (Er.c. 6) 

How can the exclusion of these historic widely documented events be by accident?!l 
This packet does not serve the Council well. 

MORE 



• 
• Page 2 

1'o 1 1. and E Comm.i ttee 
Froma Jane Ann S. Wilder 
RE1 M-83 Packet for April 3, 2003 
Date • April 2, 2003 

Of further concern are entries like:l991 (Chronology and Page 4 text), 
there Glenn Orlin_. and company describe secret meetings with all the environmental 
agencies (after the permit had been thrown out and the project defunded), claiming 
"all the necessary mitigation measures were defined by the reviewing agencies to 

J 
make this a permi ttable project"? t t This appears to imply an under the table deal 
(without Federally required public input) to guarantee permits?! If these assurances 
were so convincing (or even happened), why were they never brought before the 
County Council when the Environmental Report was considered before the Nay 5, 1992 
vote? 

In spite of the precise language in the Planning Board's TPR Report (Enc.) 

1 Or1in and company note (Page 1 text, pp2), "Furthermore, it (the Planning Board) 
V notes a facility planning study would be useful in producing the Master Plan 

Amendment". This implies they endorse the CIP Facility Planning funding-- We 
can find no such citation in the Jan. 15, 2002 TPR Planning Board rBport?!t 

On Page 2 text, Orlin and company talk about confnuous right-of-wa~ acquisition 
v/ as a sign of public knowlegg~and acceptance. These processes are substantially 

out of public view and have no public input. 

·J 

Also on Page iit, he describes M-83 being part of the "Corridor Cities 
transportation system". First of all, M-83 is in the wedge not the corridor, 
but is the Corridor Cities Transitway which focuses on public transit and has 
widespread support now being corrupted into an excuse for building more roads 
under the title "transportation system"?!! 

On Page 5 text, they again quote the the TPR (Task Force Report or Plannir~ 
Board?) as saying the part of Brink in the Agriculture Reserve is-not recommended for 
widening in the naster Plan of Highways, yet the 80' right-of-way necessary for 
4 lanes has long since been dedicated at subdivision for this area. (The Task 
Force also endorsed it). 

On Page 3 text, again discussing Brink, Wightman, Snouffer School, and 
Muncaster Nill Rd., it is said the alignment is "not in the right place" to 
serve as a functional alternative to M-83. In fact, Brink and M-8J empty onto Ridge 
Rd. (Route 27) within 1/2 mile of each other (this is after revision in the 
Clarksburg !'laster Plan, before which M-8J joined with J55 at Route 27.) If Brink does 
not go to "the right place" neither does r1-8J! (Se~ their own figure 15). 

In summary, this packet unfortunately does not answer the request of Tand E 
members for more baci<aa-round information on M-8J as the implication of the Council 
request is for accurate and complete background information, not that only serving 
the interests of those who have been pushing this project since 1986. The County 
Council and the citizens of Montgomery County deserve better. 

-JO-
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THE I MARYL~NO-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION pp 8787 Georgta Avenue • Silver Sprtng, Maryland 20910-3 :'60 

~Jc 

The Honorable Constance A. Morella 
11141 Georgia Avenue 
Suite 302 
Wheaton, 1 M~21land 20902 

Dear Mr{~ella: 

September 19, 1988 

I am pleased to respond to your request tor information 
regarding the road project designated M-83 about which you have 
received correspondence from Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wilder. 

I will provide some planning background tor the road project, 
but you should understand that the design and construction of the 
road are under the purview of the Montgomery county Department of 
Transportation. This will be a State road hence the M-83 desig-
nation on our master p ans , u e County s un erta ng e 
initial construction in order to proVIde trattlecapaele-yea:rlier 
than could 15e dona by the· State. -- ------ ·- · -

The General Plan for Montgomery County establishes the basic 
policy framework for land use and transportation decisions. The 
plan is titled " •.• on Wedges and corridors" because it recommends 
that development be concentrated in the I-270 and I-95 transpor
tation corridors and the areas outside the corridors be preserved 
as wedges of agriculture and open space with only the lowest 
density residential development. In order tor the corridor 
cities of Gaithersburg, Germantown, and Clarksburg to work as 
envisioned by the General Plan, several major highways more or 
less parallel to I-270 are necessary. our Master Plan ot High
ways and area master plans show the wideninq ot MD 117 (Clopper 
Road) and MD 355 (Frederick Road) as well as two new major roads, 
described as the Western Arterial and the Eastern Arterial (M-83). 
Great Seneca Highway is the western arterial and is now under 
construction. Midcounty Highway or M-83 is the eastern arterial~ 

i~-id c{~~~~n~~~=~-~C:~r1-r~~~ ·l!~~~. 0!n~h~Eel:.~£:tiri! ~~!d~i~~~I~q 
1~.-----···------···-··----

r;;~ d.-1 



'-- W, 

3. Related Issues 

Some confusion has arisen in the community and the local 
press regarding a memorandum prepared by our staff. Some members 
of the public have interpreted this memorandum to imply that the 
Midcounty Highway is not needed. This is an incorrect interpreta
tion. My explanation of this situation is outlined in letters I 
sent to State Delegate Counihan and Congresswoman Morella (see 
copies attached). 

In essence, this explanation tries to make clear that the 
short term timing of the road should not be confused with the 
long term need for it. We happen to believe that it makes very 
good sense for it to be built prior to the building of Route 355. 
However, regardless of its timing, there is abso~utely no ques
tion that the road is a vital element in our comprehensive plan. 

In conclusion, the Montgomery County Planning Board strongly 
supports the construction of the Midcounty Highway, and recog
nizes the need for this section of the road to be eng~eered so 
that the minimum possible impact on the environment-t"'s achieved. 
If you or your staff have any questions regarding my comments, . .::,; 
you may direct them to Mr. Jorge Valladares of our Environmenta~· 
Planning Division at {301) 495-4540. ' 

NLC:JM:dws 

Attachments 

cc: County Council 
County Executive 
Mr. McGarry 
Mr. cochran 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder 
Germantown Gazette 

4 

--

Sincerely, 

!tntUMI, +(~~clf~l ·~orman L.~~isteller 
Chairman, MCPB 
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The program deletes nine road projects, most of them rather small. To 
allow the Council to consider these projects during the CIP deliberations, 
even though they are not in the recommended CIP, the Executive has provided 
the accompanying table showing their costs and ~penditure schedules as 
prepared by the Department of Transportation. (See Table 6.) These deleted 
County roads, which would make an important contribution to traffic safety and 
capacity in the areas that they serve, are intimately related to the State 
highways mentioned above. Deletion of the County funding for the State ro~~es 
would free up enough money to fund severalor-ffiese mucli=neededlmprovements 
in. CounU_...L~adsdui:fiig the-nex-t s13Cyears~ ... ---- ········---.. -------~--~·-·- ···=- _· 

-----"~-~~_._.__. -~» .... >M~-·- -~--~----~---~-· • •• ~-- o 

Locations of Road Projects 

To assist the Committee in its review of the road projects, the ~cutive 
has provided the accompanying table that sorts them out by Policy Area. (See 
Table 7.) 

It is suggested that the Committee focus its attention on projects marked 
(by Council staff) in ·the "T&E Focus" column of Table 7. These projects 
deserve special attention because they are 1) new, 2) deleted or substantially 
deferred, 3) State or State-:::cali~~J:' ~oads, ~going projects. · 

The unmarked projects are generally well advanced toward completion and 
do not raise policy issues. 

What Additional funds Could Do 

In its review of the road projects, the Committee might find-~t useful to 
ask what could be done with an additional revenue for roads of $25 ~illion per 
year. This flow of funds might, for example, enable the Count~ make the . 
following additions to the road program in a five-year period (allowing one 
year for· the revenue to start flowing). 

·Proceed with the nine deleted projects at 
the pace proposed in last year's CIP 

Build, or make a substantial start, on the 
following roads by returning to the expendi
ture schedule proposed in last year's CIP: 

(__Goshen Road 
Redland Road North 
Dewey Road 

~atkins Mill Road Extended 

Return some other projects that have been 
deferred to their original schedules, and 
accelerate some other much-needed highways. 
Also, add some roaster-plan highways to the CIP. 

HB:mjb 
S1511/58 

Total 

1.ml 

$ 13.7 

7 e 3 .) 
2.6 

.9 
12.1 ./ 

88.4 

$125.0 
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/ Table 7 

'-.:..___~--

FYs 91-96 Recommended Roads Program 
Roads By Policy Area 
1/19/89 

=====================?========~=================================~~======== 
T&E I 

Title !Focus I Status !Page # 
========================================================================== 

Up-County 

PATUXENT 
Belle Cote Drive 

POOLESVILLE 
Whites Ferry Rd./Fisher Avenue 

DAMASCUS 
MD 124 Extension 
Sweepstakes Road 

GERMANTOWN 
Germantown/Montgomery Village Connector 
MD 118 Relocated -------· 
Middlebrook Rd. 
Father Hurley Blvd./Ridge Rd. Extension 
Waring Station Rd. - MD 117 to CSX 

GAITHERSBURG EAST 
Airpark Road/Shady Grove Road Ext. 
Goshen Road 
Midcounty Highway Design & Landscaping 
Midcounty Noise Walls 
Muncaster I Shady Grove Rds. Ext (N) 
Redland Road Na~t.h 

Shady Grove Road 
Snouffer School 
Watkins t"'i 11 Rd. 
Watkins Mill Rd. 

GAITHERSBURG WEST 

- Six Lane 

School Access 
Extended 

Fields Rd./Muddy Branch to Omega 
Great Seneca Hghwy. Phase ~ 
Jones Lane 
Key West - Guae Drive to I-270 
Key West Av.- Shady Grove io Gude 
Key West Av. and MD 28 

i. 

Life Sciences Cen~er Roadway Improvements 
- i Longdraft. Road 

Muddy Branch Road 
Quince Orchard Road South 
Sam Eig Highway 

Centr-al County 

/( I New 8-53 
I 
I 
!Ongoing 8-135 
I 
I 

s I Ongoing 8-99 
I Ongoing 8-128 
I 

~~' 
8-72] ~I Ongoing 

!Ongoing 8-97 
!Ongoing 8-106 

s iOngoing 8-67 
11 IDelei:.ed _N/A 

I 
I 
!Ongoing 8-51 

jj) I Ongoing 8-76 
iOngoing 8-102 

H I New 8-104 

j) !Deleted N/A 

~ 
!Ongoing 8-117 
I Deleted N/A 

D !Deleted N/A 
!Ongoing 8-133 

.J) !Ongoing 8-134 
I 

IOngo1ng 8-69 
!Ongo::.ng 8-78 

J) I Deleted N/A 
I Ongoing 8-85 
!Ongoing 8-87 
IOngoi'ng 8-89 
I Ongoing 8-Q? 

!Ongoing 8-93 
!Ongoing 8-110 

~ iDelet.ed N/A 
!Ongoing 8-121 
I 

® 



FYs 91-~6 Recommended Roads Program 
Roads By Policy Area 
1/19/89 

=================================================~======~================= 
T&E I 

Title !Focus I Status !Page * 
========================================================================== 

BETHESDA/CHEVY CHASE 
CABN Noise Abatement <I-495) 
Friendship Boulevard/The Hills Plaza 

NORTH BETHESDA 
Nebel Street ALARF Reimbursement 
Windemet"e Noise Abatement <I-270> 

Countywide 

Preliminary Project. Engineering 
Public Facilities Roads 
Subdivision Roacis Participation 
Transportation Improvements for New Schools 

H 

N 
N 

0 
0 
0 
0 

!New 
I Ongoing 
I 

I New 
!New 
I 
I 
I 

I Ongoing 
I Ongoing 
!Ongoing 
I Ongoing 
I 

8-58 
8-71 

8-112 
8-136 

8-114 ,. 
8-115 
8-126 
8-130 

=========================================================================== 

~ 11 -y, 
T&E Focus 

Nv New Project c~ ) 
D' Deleted or Substantially Deferred Project/ 
$ St~te Ro_§ld j_~ __ Ro~!! __ ?_!__ State Caliber) Funded by County 
0 Ongoing Project 
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E. DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION QQl51 PROJECT NO. B6J116 PROJECT NAHE GERHANTQHN/HQNT. VILLAGE CONNECTOR 

DESCRIPTION: This project Includes the construction of four-lanes of an ultimate six-lane roadway along 
the M-83 <Mid-County Highway> Master Plan alignment between Montgomery Village Avenue and MD llB, and two 
lanes of the ultimate six-lanes between MD 118 and HD 27, and the construction of the Master Plan 
a!ign~~ents for M-61 <MD llB Extended) and M-85 (Middlebrook. Road Extended). This project includes 
appropriate sidewalks, bikeways, stormwater management, landscaping and two major bridges. Capacity: 
Refer to the Geraantown-Montgomery VIllage Connector Study for details. Service Area: G\[mantown Ea~t. 
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agreed to-oegtn Project Piannlng~for MD 355. This-Improvement will be neeCled as access for existing and 
planned development east of I-270 In Germantown. It will provide more capaclty for shorter north-south 
trips In the I-270 corridor and will complement the function performed by Great Seneca Highway west of 
I-270. Plans and Studies: Each segment of this project Is Included In either the Germantown or 
Gaithersburg VIcinity Master Plans. CQil_ln(r~ The cost Increase reflects added lanes and sections 
<see Other>; the addition of stormwater management; noise attenuation and utility relocation costs; higher 
planning, design and supervision costs; and Inflation. 
iiAIUS: Planning Stage. 
QltlER: The cost estimate Is based upon the construction of Mid-County Highway as four-lanes between 
Hontga.ery VIllage Avenue and MD 118 and two lanes between MD 118 and MD 27, two lanes of Brink Road from 
MD 27 to MD 355, four-lanes of HO 118 Extended from Mid-County Highway to MD 355, and four-lanes of 
Middlebrook Road from Mid-County to MD 355, Including full-width rlghts-of-~ay for all segments. The 
present project scope was developed In FY 88 and has an estimated total lost of S26.0 million. 
~~r: Impact fees are assessable on this project at 50.0t of the cost of proJPCts for the portion 
of the project within the Germantown Impact Fee Area. The C.uunt will att recovH .-eimbursement 
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AUG 2 2 2013 

George e. Aubin August, 2013 

Agency represenatives and County Council members 

My name is George Aubin. I live at 21000 Brink Court in Gaithersburg. I 
and my family have lived at this address for fifty years. I am 91 years 
old. I was the original president of the first Goshen Civic Association. 
My neighbor Wade Palmer and I met with all residents of Goshen 
estate to contest the enlargement and lengthening of the air park run 
way. The association was heard and the runway enlargement was 
cancelled. I hope this August body will hear and act on my comments. 

I am here to give you a small history of the roadway known as m-83. 

I worked at Kettler Bros. for twenty five years as the vice President of 
special projects. Late in 1964, Milton Kettler, Clarence Kettler, Bill 
Hurley, Ed Crowley and an engineer from Dewberry Nealon and Davis, 
Tom Wiley, and I met with the Planning commission and offered the 
easement and right of way to have the continuation of M-83 roadway 
constructed through a portion of Montgomery Village. The easement is 
behind the complex known as Walkers Choice. 

Milton Kettler, who was in charge of sales, told his sales people, 
that even though the easement was on the master plan they should 
ignore it because, as Milton stated, it would take a long time for the 
county to execute the roadway. An understatement, that easement and 
right of way is on the master plan for 49 years. If I recall properly, 
Kettler Bros. had a scale model of Montgomery Village and each 
prospective client was shown the scale model. M-83 was on the scale 
model. Obviously it did not interfere with the successful development 
of Montgomery Village. 

Since then, the plan has many studies and it comes back to this. 
There will be some streams and agricultural land that will be affected, 



and there will be opposition to any plan selected. In my opinion, plan 
9A, the original M-83, should be adopted. It is the least destructive and 
most comprehensive. I am in support of the original master plan 
shown as, plan 9A. 

It's my tax money that produces the studies and I say, enough is 
enough. Get on with it and select plan 9A. The county has studied the 
plan to death and if the roadway is that important don't delay the 
project any longer. I support plan 9-A. Get it done. 

Thanks for listening to my comments. 

Resp~tfully submitted, 
i 

/ f ~in/£ 



Testimony re: M83 

Good Evening. My name is Beth Daly and I live in Dickerson. For the past 14 

years I have been commuting to work and running errands along Route 355 from 

Comus Road south thru Clarksburg to Germantown and have seen first-hand the 

impact development without infrastructure improvements has had on our local 

roads. And I am concerned about the increasing traffic congestion. 

But I do not think that M83-the Midcounty Highway Extended-is the solution. 

am here this evening to urge you to reject the permit application for M83 and 

support Alternative 2-which improves traffic flow by improving our existing 

infrastructure, particularly at intersection choke points. And most importantly, 

use the dollars to invest in public transit. 

Yes, the Upcounty needs traffic relief. It is the fastest growing region in the 

County yet many of its residents are not served by a nearby Metro station or any 

comprehensive transit system. But building a road is not a long term solution. 

We need a plan with vision. The estimated $700M county dollars should instead 

be utilized to construct transit options to get Upcounty residents (and thru 

commuters from growing Frederick County and beyond) off the roads and to their 

work centers, social destinations and back home. For that reason, I support the 

355 North corridor of the Rapid Transit extended to Clarksburg as well as a third 

track on the Brunswick MARC line-- which serves the points north of our county's 

Ag Reserve and then travels south to high density areas throughout Montgomery 

County and beyond. If we do not have the dollars to extend the Metro's Red Line, 

then we must provide effective, convenient ways for residents to get to Shady 

Grove. 

In fact the development in Clarksburg was predicated on public transit, on page 

22 of the Clarksburg Master Plan it states: "Transit is an essential feature of this 

plan; without it, the Plan's vision cannot be realized." How can the county in 

good conscience go forward with existing development and expect to attract 



good jobs to the Upcounty without this essential feature? In fact, in the case of 

M83, transit has not been considered at all. 

As a resident of the Ag Reserve, I am also concerned about the environmental 

impact of the proposed M83-particularly its long term effect on the aquifer. 

Montgomery County residents in the Ag Reserve and elsewhere get their drinking 

water from underground wells. Clarksburg-which borders the Ag Reserve-- is 

expected to grow to 40,000 residents and serve as a work center for others. That 

is a lot of pavement. Pavement forces rainwater to become overland runoff, 

depriving the aquifer of recharge volume. The on-going Clarksburg development 

coupled with construction of M83 would increase imperviousness and ultimately 

affect the quality and quantity of underground water sources and degrade the 

water quality for the entire region. USACE and MOE should carefully consider and 

study the cumulative impact of M83 construction in conjunction with the already 

approved development. 

And, finally, there is no study that can explain the pain of having your home or 

neighborhood bulldozed. This is especially unfair to residents who consulted the 

Master Plan and bought homes with the understanding that M83 was not in the 

path of their neighborhoods. 

It is 2013. Montgomery County has the opportunity to employ new, innovative 

transit options to move Upcounty residents to their destinations and attract 

businesses to the area. Just building a road to solve congestion is -as my kids 

would say -"so 1980's". Let's show some vision. 

Many thanks for your time and work on behalf of Montgomery County citizens. 





Dinne, John J NAB 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Beth Daly [beth.daly1 @gmail.com] 
Tuesday, August 06, 2013 11 :49 AM 
mcp-chairman@mncppc-mc.org; lke.leggett@montgomerycountymd.gov; Dinne, John J NAB; 
sean. mckewen@ maryland.gov; rudnick. barbara@ epa.gov 
M83 Testimony 
m83 testimony.docx 

Please find my attached testimony. Thanks-Beth Daly 

Find me on TWITTER: http://twitter.com/telemundogirl 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION Ill 

Joseph DaVia 
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 

1860 Arch street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 18103-2028 

AUG 2 0 2013 

RE: CENAB-OP-RMN (Mid-County Corridor Study) Public Notice 2007-07102-M15, 
MidCounty Highway (M83), Montgomery County Department of Transportation, Montgomery 
County, Maryland. 

Dear Mr. DaVia: 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed its review of the Public 
Notice (PN) 2007-07102-M15 for Montgomery County Department of Transportation's 
(MCDOT) MidCounty Corridor Study (MCS) located in Montgomery County east ofl-270 
between Clarksburg and Gaithersburg. The applicant proposes to place fill material into waters 
of the United States to construct a highway project. The purpose ofMCS is to develop 
transportation improvements that will relieve projected congestion, improve safety and 
efficiency, improve vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle access to destinations within the study 
area, and be implemented in an environmentally sensitive manner. Our comments herein are 
based upon the Public Notice and the May 2013 MCS Draft Environmental Effects Report (EER) 
that have been made available for review. 

EPA's review is intended to ensure that the proposed project meets the requirements of 
the Clean Water Act (CWA). The CWA Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines (40 C.F.R. Part 230) 
provide the substantive environmental criteria against which this application must be considered. 
Fundamental to the Guidelines is the premise that no discharge of dredged or fill material may be 
permitted if: (1) it causes or contributes, after consideration of disposal site dilution and 
dispersion, to violations of any applicable state water quality standard; (2) a practicable 
alternative to the proposed discharge exists that would have a less adverse impact on the aquatic 
environment; or (3) the discharge would cause or contribute to significant degradation of the 
waters of the United States (WOUS), including wetlands and streams. EPA's comments are also 
provided for the Corps' consideration during their public interest review. 



During the review, EPA identified several areas of concern. These include: alternatives 
analysis, avoidance and minimization of impacts, compensatory mitigation, environmental 
justice, and secondary and cumulative impact analysis. The enclosure describes EPA's review in 
greater detail and provides specific comments and questions. 

Project Description 

The EER prepared by MCDOT evaluated six alternatives including the no-build 
alternative. All of the build alternatives included a design speed of 40 miles per hour (mph), a 
divided highway with a minimum of four through lanes, and sidewalk and shared use path 
elements. No preferred alternative has been identified at this time. Alternative 1 represented the 
no build alternative assuming all programmed transportation improvements within the study area 
have been completed by the year 2030 except the extension of the Midcounty Highway. 
Alternative 2 included transportation system management/travel demand management 
(TSM/TDM) improvements at 16 intersections in the study area. Alternative 4 modified 
represented an upgrade of existing roads, which included a 7.5 mile widening of Ridge Road, 
Brink Road, Wightman Road, Snouffer School Road, and Muncaster Mill Road. Alternative 5 
included a 6.6 mile widening along MD 355. Alternative 8 included the creation of new 
highway along the County's Master Plan alignment truncated at Watkins Mill Road. Alternative 
9 included the creation of new highway along the County's Master Plan alignment that is not 
truncated. Alternatives 8 & 9 would require the selection of one of three northern terminus 
options; all from Watkins Mill Road to Ridge Road. Northern Terminus Option A included the 
creation of new highway bisecting Brink Road and crossing Northern Germantown Stream 
Valley Park, Seneca Crossing Local Park, Dayspring Church Silent Retreat Center, and All Souls 
Cemetery. Northern Terminus Option B included the creation of new highway crossing North 
Germantown Stream Valley Park then follows a widened Brink Road to Ridge Road. Northern 
Terminus Option D included the creation of a new highway through North Germantown Stream 
Valley Park crossing Brink Road then bisecting two farm properties and cross Wildcat Road and 
All-Souls Cemetery. 

The proposed permanent wetland impacts associated with the evaluated action 
alternatives range from zero acres to 0.87 acres. Proposed wetland conversion from action 
alternatives ranges from zero to 1. 70 acres. The proposed action alternatives would temporarily 
impact between zero and 0.82 acres of wetland. Permanent impacts to streams, including 
relocation, range from zero to 1,639linear feet (lf). Proposed action alternatives 8 & 9 would 
impact forest interior dwelling species (FIDS) ranging from 9.92 to 19.08 acres; remaining 
alternatives would result in zero FIDS impacts. Proposed alternatives would result in permanent 
impact to FEMA floodplain ranging from zero to 4.8 acres. Proposed parkland impacts range 
from zero to 48.1 acres. The applicant proposes to conduct permittee responsible compensatory 
mitigation for wetlands and streams. 

Project Purpose and Need, Alternatives, and Avoidance and Minimization 

To identify the least environmentally damaging practical alternative (LEDP A) ( 40 C.F .R. 
§ 230.10(a)), a range of practicable alternatives must be considered. The range of alternatives 
should include not only geographical siting of the project, but also functional alternatives such as 



design modifications that avoid or further minimize impacts, and even the no action alternative. 
An alternative is practicable if it is available and capable of being done after taking into 
consideration cost, existing technology and logistics, in light of overall project purposes (40 
C.F.R. § 230.3(q)). The applicant should be aware that neither increased costs of an alternative 
nor an unwillingness to pursue an alternative necessarily renders that alternative not practicable. 
While we recognize the importance of the County's Master Plan to this project and to the 
County, for the purposes of the Clean Water Act Section 404 the Corps must evaluate a suite of 
practicable alternatives based on the overall project purpose and associated impacts regardless of 
the vision presented in the Master Plan, although the applicant's needs and the type of project 
being proposed should be considered. The overall project purpose is used to evaluate the 
LEDPA and should be specific enough to define the applicant's needs, but not so restrictive as to 
constrain the range of alternatives that must be considered under the CW A 404(b )( 1) Guidelines. 

The applicant appears to have applied screening criteria beyond the purpose and need, as 
applied in Sections 3.5 & 3.6 of the EER and shown in Table 3-9. Each alternative has been 
rated high, moderate or low for each purpose and need element. While not identified in the P&N 
it appears that the Master Plan may have been a consideration in the screening process. It hasn't 
been stated how the rating has been objectively identified or assigned. While some supporting 
evidence has been provided for each alternative and need, it isn't clear that the rating value itself 
represents anything more than the applicant's subjective opinion. Screening criteria is frequently 
used, however EPA recommends that additional detail and explanation be provided in order for 
the Corps to conduct a impartial and neutral analysis of how each alternative presented meets the 
elements of the purpose and need, as well as the overall project purpose. 

EPA understands that under the Corps' Regulations a public interest review is to be 
conducted. EPA is concerned that the documentation provided may not be sufficient for the 
Corps to conduct a thorough review of their identified public interest review factors. Especially 
in light of significant public interest and controversy, we recommend that additional information 
be provided by the applicant in order for the Corps to adequately conduct the required public 
interest review, which may include noise, air and community facilities. 

It is unclear whether all potential impacts associated with the project alternatives have 
been identified and evaluated. Potential components of the project that may result in impacts to 
aquatic resources do not appear to have been evaluated, including identification of stormwater 
management control, increased limits of disturbance for noise abatement features, and additional 
temporary construction impacts including but not limited to stream crossings. EPA is also 
concerned whether impacts to wetlands and/or streams have been fully avoided to the maximum 
extent practicable. No discharge of dredged or fill material shall be permitted unless appropriate 
and practicable steps have been taken which will minimize potential adverse impacts of the 
discharge on the aquatic ecosystem (40 C.F.R. §230.10(d)). With some level of uncertainty of 
whether the impact figures are complete and accurate, it is difficult to evaluate whether impacts 
have been fully avoided and whether unavoidable impacts have been fully minimized. Several 
bridges are included in the action alternatives, including the proposed creation of new bridges 
over WOUS which are associated with Alts 8 & 9. EPA requests a clear list or table of stream 
crossings locations, including but not limited to bridges, dimensions, including lengths, widths 
and heights, and a quantification ofWOUS to be crossed. This information is not only important 



to demonstrate efforts taken to avoid and minimize impacts to WOUS, but also to ensure that 
impacts are accurately characterized, which is especially important for indirect and cumulative 
impacts to be assessed. EPA is concerned that efforts taken to reduce direct permanent impacts 
to WOUS, while possibly effective at this goal, may still result in diminished water quality or 
habitat. 

Ultimately, the permit issued by the Corps should reflect the LEDP A. 40 C.F .R. § 
230.10(a). The EER states that the preferred alternative could be a combination or portion of the 
alternatives presented; however analysis was not presented for any combination. Based on the 
information provided in the EER and given the applicant's stated purpose and need, it appears 
that a combination of alternatives presented may represent the LEDPA. For example, 
consideration should be given to Alternative 5 in combination with Alternative 2. Both 
Alternatives 2 & 5 have zero temporary and permanent impact to wetlands. Alternative 2 
includes zero permanent impact to streams. Alternative 5 would permanently impact 85 lf of 
perennial/intermittent stream. These alternatives would also require the least amount of 
compensatory mitigation based on their impacts. Table 3-2 on congestion analysis at 2030 
conditions shows that Alt 2 would allow 88% of total intersections to have an acceptable level of 
service; Alt 5 would have 89% of the total intersections with an acceptable level of service, 
which is the highest among alternatives. Alternative 5 has the second lowest projected crash 
rates as shown on Table 3-4, and it could be assumed that with the additional implementation of 
Alt 2 crash rates would also decrease thereby improving vehicular safety. The combination of 
Alternatives 2 & 5 appears to be practicable and capable of being completed while achieving the 
project purpose. EPA recommends that the Corps and the applicant evaluate whether 
combinations of alternatives, such as Alternatives 2 & 5 meet the overall project purpose. We 
further suggest that the applicant make the selection their preferred alternative known to the 
public, resource agencies and interested stakeholders upon full and careful consideration of 
comments received. 

Compensatory Mitigation 

At this time the compensatory mitigation plan (CMP) outlined by the applicant does not 
provide sufficient information for review. EPA recognizes that neither a preferred alternative 
nor the LEDPA have been identified, and as alternatives have a range of project impacts it is 
difficult to prepare a detailed CMP without this selection. The applicant has presented a 
collection of potential stream and wetland sites that could be used to offset unavoidable impacts 
to WOUS. Until an alternative is selected and a detailed CMP is prepared, it is difficult for EPA 
to provide comprehensive mitigation comments. When a detailed CMP in compliance with the 
2008 Compensatory Mitigation is available, EPA requests the opportunity to review and provide 
comments on that document. 

Cumulative Impacts 

The Section 404(b )(1) Guidelines direct consideration of cumulative and secondary 
impacts. Cumulative impacts are defined as ''the changes in an aquatic ecosystem that are 
attributable to the collective effect of a number of individual discharges of dredged or fill 
material. Although the impact of a particular discharge may constitute a minor change in itself, 



the cumulative effect of numerous such piecemeal changes can result in a major impairment of 
the water resources and interfere with the productivity and water quality of existing aquatic 
ecosystems." 40 C.P.R. § 230.11(g)(1); see also id §§ 230.1, 230.11 and 230.12. The indirect 
and cumulative effects analysis provided in the EER does not appear to be complete. Given the 
current, past and reasonably foreseeable future activities within the project area, EPA 
recommends that the Corps conduct an independent and objective review of indirect and 
cumulative impacts. We suggest an approach that would manage and link proposed projects to 
overall water quality and habitat on a sub-basin and sub-watershed basis, as well as allow for a 
full evaluation of public and community impacts that need to be evaluated in the Corps public 
interest review. Additional comments on indirect and cumulative impacts are provided in the 
enclosure to this document. 

Consistent with Executive Order 12898 entitled "Federal Actions to Address 
Environmental Justice In Minority Populations and Low-income Populations," the 
accompanying Presidential Memorandum, and the August 4, 2011 Interagency Memorandum of 
Understanding on Environmental Justice and Executive Order 12898, EPA recommends that the 
Corps conduct additional analysis on the potential for disproportionate effects on low-income 
and/or minority populations in the study, ~ well as ensure meaningful engagement of affected 
communities. Environmental justice (EJ) is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all 
people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to development, 
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. There should 
be proactive steps taken to assure the early, timely and meaningful involvement of the 
community stakeholders in this project. While the EER did include some EJ evaluation, EPA is 
concerned that environmental justice issues may not have been adequately addressed, that 
populations may not have been adequately characterized, additional documentation of impacts on 
populations of EJ concern may be needed, and that there may be impacts to populations of 
concern. Additional comments on EJ in consultation with EPA's Regional Environmental 
Justice Coordinator are provided in the enclosure to this document. 

Conclus~on 

EPA requests that the Corps consider the provided comments in order to aid in the 
identification of the LEDPA. While EPA recognizes that the MCS EER has been prepared in the 
spirit of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEP A), the EER cannot take the place of the 
Corps required independent NEP A analysis. When a LEDP A is identified the Corps should 
evaluate the LEDPA against the CWA Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines and the public interest 
review. The Corps should ensure that adequate information has been provided to sufficiently 
address public interest review factors, including but not limited to conservation, general 
environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, floodplain values, 
land use, recreation, water quality, safety, consideration of property ownership, and the needs 
and welfare of the people. Once a LEDPA is identified, EPA requests that the Corps put this 
selected alternative out on Public Notice in order for EPA and the public to provide detailed 
comments specific to the LEDPA. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. We look forward to working with 
you and the applicant to identify the LEDPA and develop a more refined analysis on that 



selected alternative. EPA also looks forward to the opportunity to provide additional detailed 
comments on the LEDPA. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact Alaina 
McCurdy, staff contact, at 215-814-2741 or Barbara Rudnick, NEPA Team Leader, at 215-814-
3322. 

e pp 
Associate Director 
Office of Environmental Programs 

Enclosure 



Enclosure- Detailed comments on MidCounty Highway Public Notice 

Alternatives Analysis & Purpose and Need 

• Descriptions of alternatives should read evenly and provided conclusions should 
reference or include supporting documentation. Discussion and presentation of each 
alternative should be similar in presentation, even if that requires departure from prepared 
text or previous documents. Equal or equivalent data and documentation should be fairfy 
presented in each section. As no preferred alternative has been identified, equal analysis 
and supporting documentation should be provided for each alternative and represented in 
similar formats throughout the document for comparison. 

• Section 2- Alternatives details and rationale for alternatives dismissed should be able to 
be presented without drawing conclusions on their merit. If the applicant wishes to 
express why alternatives have been retained, we suggest this discussion be moved into a 
separate section from the detailed descriptions of alternatives, so that it can be more 
clearly explained for all alternatives. 

• Minimum footprints for facilities, including medians, on-road bike facilities, sidewalks, 
shared use paths, or overall project footprint, should be provided. It should be explained 
why footprints on different alternatives would be different from one another and from the 
minimum requirement, for example explain why <?De alternative would have a 
substantially greater footprint and specific dimensions for above facilities than others. 
EPA understands the County's desire and interest in the mentioned "Complete Street" 
policy; however, EPA recommends that the Corps consider the minimum dimensions as 
it is needed for a comparison across alternatives, documentation of avoidance and 
minimization, and to aid in the identification of the LEPDA. Suggest consideration be 
given to modify the dimensions/footprints for alternative 4 modified. Specific 
dimensions do not appear to be supported by the P&N. As presented, Alternative 4 does 
not appear to be the LEDP A. It has not been evaluated if Alternative 4 modified with a 
reduced/ 'right sized' footprint, similar to what has been presented and evaluated for the 
Master Plan alignments, could be a viable alternative. Additionally, it should be 
evaluated if portions of a reduced Alternative 4 Modified in combination with Alternative 
2 could have merit against the P&N and improve intersection operations throughout the 
study area. 

• Stormwater management (SWM) facilities should be included in the footprint for each 
build alternative, as it has been EPA's experience that when is added later in design 
unanticipated adverse impacts to WOUS sometimes occur. Without including this 
expanded footprint, an accurate representation of total adverse impacts to natural 
resources cannot be determined or used to accurately compare alternatives. Stormwater 
management controls should not be located in wetlands and/or streams. EPA is concerned 
that additional adverse impacts to aquatic resources may result from the inclusion of 
stormwater management facilities. It is not clear how impacts associated with 
alternatives can be used to identify the LEDP A if the full project footprint is unknown. 
EPA suggests that the Corps consider a worst-case scenario or rough prediction of full 
project footprint from SWM controls and associated impacts for a complete evaluation of 
alternatives. 



• Pg 2-32- Three intersection concepts are presented for Alternative 8- Master Plan 
Alignment truncated at Watkins Mill Road. Could the intersection options that were 
eliminated have resulted in alternate or decreased aquatic resources impacts? Include 
concept drawings and impact estimates. If dismissed truncation concepts can operate at 
an acceptable level of service (i.e., a CLV of 1425 vehicles) and result in fewer impacts 
to aquatic resources they should be retained for detailed study. Clarify if there would 
have been any difference in impact between these options. 

• Pg 2-32- What criteria was used to evaluate the need for auxiliary service lanes along 
355, between Watkins Mill Road and Montgomery Village? Explain whether or not the 
use of ASL was evaluated on Alternative 4 modified, especially as it may reduce the 
number of driveway/entry conflicts on Alt 4 modified. Clarify if the same criteria used to 
evaluate Alt 5 could also be used to evaluate ASL on Alt 4 modified. We understand that 
there may be significant challenges associated with the use of ASL on Alt 4 modified, 
however we suggest that some analysis or documentation be included in the document. 

• Pg 2-34 and 2-35- Northern Terminus Options appear to be compared to one another on 
these pages, however this section is to include a brief summary of the refinements of the 
ARDS; Suggest limiting information presented on options to the refinements that were 
made during preliminary engineering phase. 

o It should be noted that the P&N does not specify controlled access as a 
requirement. 

• Pg 2-37- it is noted that the selection of Preferred Alternative will attempt to satisfy many 
objectives, one objective listed is "within the fiscal constraints of Montgomery County". 
If possible, please clarify what the approval process by the County council would be 
depending on which alternative is ultimately revealed to be the preferred alternative. 

• Pg 3-1- Section 3.1 Montgomery County's Vision for the MD355/ I-270 Technology 
Corridor. It is not clear how section 3.1 relates to the overall Section III- ability of the 
alternatives to satisfy the purpose and need, especially as a large portion of this Corridor 
is outside of the study area. This information, while important, may be better served to 
be identified as background information, or this information may be more useful to be 
included in Section IV Economic Resources. While Section 3.1 may accurately describe 
the County's vision, it does not tie directly to the P&N or with Section 3 Transportation 
Comparison of Alternatives. 

• Pg 3-15/16, Alt 8 is compared to Alt 9. Generally, it would be a more objective analysis 
if action alternatives were compared to baseline conditions or the no action alternative. 
In this section which is about the ability of alternatives to meet the purpose and need, it 
would be more beneficial to actually relate the congestion analysis back to the P&N, 
instead of comparing alternatives, which does not help aid in the determination of an 
alternatives ability to meet the purpose and need. Overall, alternatives throughout the 
document should be compared to the no action to determine the degree to which the 
alternative meets the P&N. 

• Section 3, Need No. 2: Consider providing additional detail to this need if equal accident 
information can be given for each segment in this section, including total number of 
crashes, injury related crashes, state average, section average, and most common crash 
type. If available, please provide available State and/or County data. This project study 
has been underway for a long period of time; has consideration been given during that 
time to collect unavailable crash data? 



• Please provide in a table the projected vehicle miles traveled for each alternative. 
• Pg 3-20- Need 3 analysis includes information on quickest route, number of driveways, 

and traffic diversion. These items appear to be more directly related to need !
congestion. 

o This need mentions mobility frequently. It i_s not clear that the term mobility 
directly equates to network efficiency and connecting economic centers. Please 
clarify. 

• Pg 3-22- Need 4 should be analyzed against each alternative, including the no action. 
Each Need presented in Section IV should be analyzed again each alternative, including 
the no action. Supporting data and documentation should be provided for any 
conclusions drawn. · 

o Need 4 include information on traffic reductions, which seems better suited to 
address Need 1- Congestion. 

o Need 4 is about accommodating planned land use and future growth, however 
limited information about future growth and land use is presented. Without this 
information it would be difficult to draw conclusions as how well each alternative 
meets this need. 

• Pg 3-28 Need 6-Homeland Security was not analyzed as much as other needs, and 
evaluation of this need include as much supporting data or documentation. Information 
that is presented seems to focus on traffic incidents and emergency vehicle passage along 
these roadways, as opposed to emergency response/evacuation as is noted in the purpose 
and need. It is not clear how the degree to which the action alternatives meet this need 
than the no action alternative. 

o Additionally, Pg 3-28 notes that cars can pull over into the bike lanes to allow 
emergency vehicles to pass, emergency vehicles can pass cars using bike lanes; 
and disable vehicles can pull into bike lanes. However, these movements do not 
account for on-road cyclists which appear to be forced into lanes of traffic in 
order to maneuver around these obstacles. 

• Pg 3-34 Need 7 Improve Quality of Life- the EER notes that quality oflife can include a 
large number of factors; however analysis was only focused on travel time. While travel 
time is certainly an important data to include in the EER, it may best be included under 
Need 1 or 3. Suggest expanding analysis of this need to factors beyond transportation, 
specifically travel time in order to have a more comprehensive study including 
topics/concerns raised by the public and interested stakeholders. 

Natural and Community Resources 

• Pg 5-12- Section s·.S Water Quality and Aquatic Habitat describes the Maryland COMAR 
Sub-Basin in which the study area is located. It is also stated that the study area is 
located in the Middle Great Seneca Creek watershed and the Upper Rock Creek 
watershed. Consider making the watershed location more clear, especially as Maryland 
defined watershed boundaries do not always overlap with USGS hydrologic unit code 
boundaries as well as have different code numbers. Please consider clarifying that the 
Great Seneca Creek and Upper Rock Creek subwatersheds are USGS 12 digit HUC's and 
provide the HUC codes. Watershed boundaries and HUC's are also relevant to 
discussions regarding compensatory mitigation, especially in light of the watershed 



approach outlined in the 2008 Compensatory Mitigation Rule. Additionally, watershed 
boundaries may be useful to the Corps indirect and cumulative impact assessment. This 
assessment would require the identification of a cumulative impact area study boundaries 
not limited by the overall study area, which may utilize the watershed boundaries to 
evaluate potential cumulative impacts to WOUS and other resources. 

• Pg 5-17- This section notes that effects would be minimized through the use of SWM, 
which further supports EPA's above concern that these facilities be identified, 
particularly in identified Special Protection Areas. Beyond permanent SWM controls to 
be utilized when the facility is open, EPA is also concerned that even though SWM will 
be required during construction, especially should a new highway be constructed, streams 
and benthic communities may be adversely impacted. Corps should consider how each 
alternative may affect water quality, especially for alternatives that involve a new 
alignment. EPA is concerned that there may be potential impacts associated with bridges 
and culverts, and suggests that the Corps consider effects of shading, effects on 
macroinvertebrate communities, temperature impacts and other affects associated with 
decreased canopy over the stream, and effects of sediment, TDS, and TSS. This 
information may also be relevant to the Corps' indirect and cumulative impacts analysis. 

• Pg 5-76 states that to avoid further fragmentation of wildlife habitat and to reduce 
collisions between wildlife and motorists that new stream valley crossings will include 
bridges that are high enough and long enough to allow wildlife passage beneath the 
highway. While it may be possible for wildlife to physically be contained by the 
proposed bridges, it is not clear that these structures have been designed with wildlife 
crossings in mind or with the intention that they adequately or effectively allow for 
wildlife passage. As wildlife passage may be considered by the Corps as part of their 
public interest review, EPA suggests that the Corps and applicant consider at a minimum 
wildlife passage techniques employed by the similar and adjacent Inter-County 
Connector project as well as scientific peer-reviewed literature on wildlife passage. 
Additionally, EPA suggests that the Corps consider potential impacts to Green 
Infrastructure hubs and corridors in their public interest review, which may also be 
relevant to the Corps' indirect and cumulative impact analysis. 

• Numerous community facilities are located along the various alternatives. EPA is 
concerned that some facilities may be adversely impacted by some of the proposed action 
alternatives. Should the Corps find it helpful for their public interest review, EPA 
suggests that the size of each facility and amount of facility impacted by the each 
alternative may be relevant, especially to evaluate the level of impact on facilities or if 
any of these facilities may be significantly impacted. This information may also be 
relevant to the Corps indirect and cumulative impact analysis. 

• EPA requests that the Corps consider noise impacts on the community when conducting 
their public interest review, as well as consider concerns regarding noise raised by the 
community. To the extent the Corps may find the following information useful to their 
review, EPA suggests additional noise mapping be provided which shows the existing 
and no action 2030 67dBA noise contour as well as action alternative alternatives noise 
contours. EPA further suggests that a map showing properties impacted by noise, 
including those counted on Table 4-11, map showing areas that may be quality for noise 
abatement, and a table showing the number of new residential properties that contained in 



the 67dBA above the no action be provided. Noise impact information may also be 
relevant to the Corps indirect and cumulative impact assessment. 

Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 
• EPA suggests that the Corps indirect and cumulative impact assessment begin with 

defining the geographic and temporal limits of the study; this is generally broader than 
the study area of the project. Geographic boundaries are typically shown on a map; and a 
historic baseline is often set at a major event changing the local environment, perhaps in 
this case the opening of the airfield. Appropriate maps should be provided showing the 
geographic boundary, as well as identified past, present and reasonably foreseeable 
projects. 

• EPA recommends that the Corps' indirect and cumulative impact assessment include 
analysis specific to resources. The indirect effects analysis in the EER is limited to 
agricultural reserves and businesses. EPA recommends that the Corps' indirect effects 
analysis include other resource topics analyzed in the EER, topics relevant to the public 
interest review, and secondary and induced growth and development. EPA also 
recommends that the Corps utilize a trend analysis for resources that may be adversely 
affected by the proposed alternatives. 

•. All past, present and reasonably foreseeable projects in the project area should be 
included in the Corps' cumulative impact analysis. Limited direct documentation was 
provided in the EER and only referenced that the InterCounty Connector Draft 
Environmental Impact Statementlbraft Section 4(t) Evaluation. While the ICC DEIS 
may have provided a comprehensive list of past, present and reasonably foreseeable 
projects that were relative to the ICC and ICC study cumulative impact study area, EPA 
recommends that the Corps provide a separate assessment of cumulative impacts relevant 
to this permit action. The ICC project is not related to this project, and the project 
proponent is not the saine. The ICC cumulative impact study area would not be the same 
as the cumulative effects study area for this project. Additionally, the DEIS was released 
in November 2004. Since 2004 it is reasonable to assume that area conditions have 
changed, which may include newly proposed projects, new construction etc that would 
not have been available at the tiine the DEIS was developed. While the ICC cumulative 
effects analysis may serve this project as a guide or reference, it should not be used by the 
Corps in place of an objective cumulative impact analysis for this project. 

• The cumulative analysis provided in the EER puts heavy emphasis on the MD 355 
Technology Corridor, yet improvements and development in the Technology Corridor 
was not adequately addressed throughout the entire EER. EPA suggests that the Corps 
consider additional information related to the MD 355 Technology Corridor as it pertains 
to their review. 

Environmental Justice 

• Provide a clear definition and/or boundary for the term "Economic Study Area", provide 
parameters or documentation used to identify it, and define how it may be different than 
the study area. Tracks identified as part of the economic study area should be shown in a 
table and depicted on a map. 



• EPA is concerned regarding the manner in which the identification of areas of potential 
Environmental Justice concern was conducted. Suggest altering text on page 4-27 to 
more accurately represent the CEQ Guidance, which states, "Minority population: 
Minority populations should be identified where either: (a) the minority population of the 
affected area exceeds 50 percent or (b) the minority population percentage of the affected 
area is meaningfully greater than the minority population percentage in the general 
population or other appropriate unit of geographic analysis. In identifying minority 
communities, agencies may consider as a community either a group of individuals living 
in geographic proximity to one another, or a geographically dispersed/transient set of 
individuals (such as migrant workers or Native American), where either type of group 
experiences common conditions of environmental exposure or effect. The selection of the 
appropriate unit of geographic analysis may be a governing body's jurisdiction, a 
neighborhood, census tract, or other similar unit that is to be chosen so as to not 
artificially dilute or inflate the affected minority population. A minority population also 
exists if there is more than one minority group present and the minority percentage, as 
calculated by aggregating all minority persons, meets one of the above-stated thresholds." 

• It should be first of all noted that CEQ has not identified a method for identification of 
low income populations; however the applicant is inappropriately applying the method 
that CEQ used to identify minority populations for assessing low income populations. 
EPA is concerned with the methodology selected to identify low income populations, 
which used the Montgomer-y County Percent below poverty plus an additional 100% of 
that total. Doubling the low income population benchmark seems inappropriate and 
seems to dilute the low income census tracts that would be identified as being in areas of 
Environmental Justice concern. We do not agree that the selected benchmark, which is 
double the percentage of low income residents in Montgomery County, is appropriate and 
should be revised. EPA suggests utilizing a commonly used benchmark that is simply set 
as exceeding the state or county average, because the population figure that we are using 
are not the most accurate and up to date figures since there is continuing dynamic 
movement within the population. If the suggested method were to be used for conducting 
an assessment of the low income populations in the study area, then the following census 
tracts would need to be included: Census Tract 7003.04, Census Tract 7007.13, Census 
Tract 7007.16, Census Tract 7007.21, Census Tract 7008.11, Census Tract 7008.13, 
Census Tract 7008.33, and Census Tract 7008.34. EPA recommends including these 
census tracts in a labeled and shaded map. 

• Please note that communities of potential Environmental Justice concern are those 
minority and/or low income populations that exceed the respective benchmarks, there are 
now a total of20 total census tracts (instead of 19) that are in areas of potential 
Environmental Justice Concern (exceeding either minority and/or low income 
benchmarks). They are: 7001.03,7001.04,7001.05,7003.04,7007.10,7007.13,7007.15, 
7007.16, 7007.19, 7007.21, 7007.22, 7008.10, 7008.11, 7008.12, 7008.13, 7008.30, 
7008.32, 7008.33, 7008.34, and 7008.35. 

• Figure 4.4 is very difficult to read. We recommend revising this figure, highlighting the 
areas of potential Environmental Justice concern. 

• Documentation presented should be strong enough to support the finding that no impact 
will occur within areas of Environmental Justice concern. We recommend the focus of 
the assessment look at the overall project and identify who may be at risk, what those 



risks may be, and how those risks may be addressed. EPA is concerned as the project 
study area has a large population of at risk residents and many of those impacted will be 
members of the population of potential EJ concern. EPA requests that the Corps analysis 
ensure that these populations will not be adversely impacted. 

• EPA recommends that the Corps carefully consider all of the potential impacts that may 
take place during the course of this project, and take appropriate steps to assure that these 
at risk populations are protected from adverse impacts and are recipients of any benefits 
of the project. Corps analysis should ensure that community input regarding noise 
impacts, exposure to fugitive dust, displacements, takings of land, impacts on views, 
traffic and construction, and disruption of services is taken into consideration. 




